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Abstract

Ultrafast mid-infrared laser pulse generation using optical semiconductor switching is

investigated experimentally for application to subpicosecond CO2 laser pulse generation

at 10.6 Ilm. Time-resolved infrared measurements, which are based on cross-correlation

and reflection-reflection correlation techniques, are used to determine the duration of

the reflected infrared pulses from a GaAs infrared reflection switch. These time-resolved

measurements together with time-integrated measurements are used to derive a model

describing the behaviour of the GaAs infrared reflection switch. it is found that diffusion

and two-body recombination whose rate is taken to be density-dependent, can accurately

describe the ultrafast infrared reflectivity switching process in GaAs. We have also in

vestigated some novel semiconductor materials with ultrafast recombination lifetimes for

ultrafast semiconductor switching application. A molecular beam epitaxy low tempera

ture grown GaAs (LT-GaAs) and radiation damaged GaAs (RD-GaAs) are successfully

used to switch out ultrashort CO2 laser pulses. Application of the time-resolved cross-

correlation technique to nonequilibrium carrier lifetime measurements in highly excited

LT-GaAs, RD-GaAs, and Ino.85Gao.15As/GaAs relaxed superlattice structure are found

to be in good agreement with other reported techniques. As an application to semicon

ductor probing, ultrafast infrared transmission experiments are conducted to determine

the absorption of infrared pulses in Si of various dopings after free carriers have been

generated by absorption of a subpicosecond laser pulse of above band gap photon en

ergy. By fitting the experimental data to a theoretical model, the free-carrier absorption

cross-sections and the momentum relaxation times are calculated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the first demonstration of optical semiconductor switching by Alcock et al. in 1976

[43], the technique has gained wide interest to its potential application iii generating fem

tosecond laser pulses at 10.6 ,um. Despite the rapid advances in ultrafast laser technology

in the last decade, the focus of femtosecond laser research is directed towards visible, near

infrared, and ultraviolet wavelengths. In comparison to other laser wavelengths, minimal

research has been devoted to ultrashort pulse generation schemes at 10.6 tm. Ultrashort

coherent mid-infrared laser pulses are of interest for the investigation of fundamental pro

cesses occurring on short-time scales which cannot be studied with the current ultrafast

lasers. Ultrafast CO2 laser pulses operating in the mid-infrared range are of valuable

interest to many research fields. Femtosecond/picosecond 10.6 um laser pulses have a

wide range of application to semiconductor physics, plasma physics, and chemistry.

In semiconductor and solid state physics, ultrashort 10.6 m lasers provide an impor

tant tool for exploring several fundamental processes involving carrier dynamics, such as

intraband transitions, interband transitions in low band gap materials, intervalence band

absorption of free holes, free-carrier absorption, intersubband transitions in quantum

wells, momentum relaxation times, carrier lifetimes, carrier energy relaxation rates, and

diffusion coefficients. Many of the experimental conclusions can be gained by time re

solved measurements of transmission and reflectivity changes induced by nonequilibrium

carrier distributions. The knowledge of these processes aids in the development of new

and faster semiconductor and optoelectronic devices. Moreover, ultrashort mid-infrared

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

pulses are essential for testing high-speed mid-infrared devices such as detectors and

modulators. In the field of photochemistry, femtosecond 10.6 jtm infrared laser pulses

are of great interest for application to infrared spectroscopy of molecules. The advances

in ultrashort pulses have permitted the investigation of the vibrational-rotational modes

in polyatomic molecules, study of fast chemical reaction rates and dynamics, chemical

kinetics and energy transfer in liquids, multiphoton excitation, multiphoton ionization,

infrared absorption, and local charge distribution of organic molecules. A 10.6 m fern

tosecond laser pulse provides an important tool for application to ultrafast nonlinear

processes in laser-plasma interactions.

1.1 Present Investigation

The primary objective of this thesis work is to perform a complete experimental study of

femtosecond CO2 laser pulse generation operating at 10.6 tm as a part of the development

of a subpicosecond terawatt table top laser system. To achieve this goal we would like

to employ optical semiconductor switching techniques to generate these pulses. Clearly,

before developing such a laser system, there are several studies that must be performed.

Specifically, the main issues addressed in this work are:

1. The feasibility of generating femtosecond laser pulses at 10.6 m using a single

optical semiconductor switch, including the switching dynamics of the optical semi

conductor switching mechanism to determine the limits on the shortest pulse that

can be generated.

2. The study of the temporal behaviour of the reflected infrared pulses as a function

of injected carrier density.
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3. Investigation of the role of carrier diffusion and recombination on the speed of the

optical infrared switch.

4. To explore some novel semiconductor materials for their use in mid-infrared fern

tosecond pulse generation.

5. To investigate the use of infrared probing for the measurement of carrier lifetimes.

6. To measure the free-carrier absorption cross-sections and momentum relaxation

times in semiconductors.

7. To develop accurate methods for measuring mid-infrared laser pulse temporal shapes,

and to explore their limitations and sensitivities.

8. To develop simple models that describe the infrared reflection/transmission semi

conductor switching process.

1.2 Thesis Organization

This thesis is divided into seven chapters discussing the details of the experimental and

theoretical work. Four appendices are devoted to the aspects of some technical designs

of the experimental equipment. The thesis is organized as follows: the standard meth

ods used in the generating of laser pulses in the mid-infrared range, and especially at

10.6 m, are briefly discussed in Chapter 2. A qualitative overview is presented for each

experimental technique evaluating its general features, advantages, and limitations. An

introduction of the physical process of optical infrared semiconductor switching and the

principles behind the generation scheme are also presented in this chapter. The general

formalism describing the dielectric function of a semiconductor along with some impor

tant absorption processes at 10.6 m are also introduced in Chapter 2.
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In Chapter 3 a model describing the illfrared optical semiconductor switching process

is presented. The model is based on the reflection of the infrared radiation from a thin

plasma layer with the carrier dynamics determined by ambipolar diffusion. The wave

propagation equation is solved numerically for some experimental semiconductor plasma

conditions, and the time evolution of the plasma is governed by ambipolar diffusion. From

the numerical simulations, femtosecond/picosecond pulse generation conditions and char

acteristics are obtained. The calculations presented in this chapter provide the necessary

background on the subject of infrared semiconductor switching.

A brief description of the experimental equipment that are used during the investi

gation, the optical setups, and the experimental conditions are presented in Chapter 4.

Part of this experimental work is dedicated to the installation, maintenance, and charac

terizations of the commercial laser system. Thus, a brief review of the major laser system

components is outlined. The details of the construction and the design of the high-power

CO2 laser are also reviewed in this chapter. The electronic and optical instrumentations

that are constructed and developed for specific experimental purposes are also briefly

discussed in this chapter. Moreover, the specific techniques and the optical setups for

time-resolved and frequency-resolved measurements used to perform the experiments are

outlined in detail.

The time-resolved and time-integrated experimental results on optical semiconductor

switching using GaAs are presented in Chapter 5. Interpretations of the experimental

data and some estimates of the importance of the physical mechanisms governing the time

evolution of the switch reflectivity are discussed. Based on the experimental observations,

a simple model describing the switching process in GaAs is developed to predict the

switching behaviour. The results for free-carrier absorption cross-section and momentum

relaxation times in both doped and intrinsic Si transmission cut-off switches are presented

in the same chapter. A complete model describing the infrared transmission through Si
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is developed and compared with the experimental results.

The growth procedures, sample preparations, and the experimental results of novel

ultrafast recombination semiconductors are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. Here, the

results of infrared probing of the temporal carrier lifetimes of several semiconductors are

presented. Ultrashort 10.6 pm pulses generated using ultrafast recombination semicon

ductors are also discussed.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we briefly summarize the results of the thesis, with special

emphasis on the major original thesis contributions. A concluding remark on the nature

of the free-carriers’ recombination mechanism in GaAs is made. Moreover, suggestions

for an interesting ultrashort pulse generation scheme and a novel optical arrangement

for semiconductors probing are presented. Also, a numerical estimate on the limit of

generated pulse duration is discussed in this chapter.



Chapter 2

Semiconductor Switching and Ultrashort Laser Pulses at 10.6 tIm

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is intended as an overview of the basic physics and technology dealing with

the generation of ultrashort laser pulses in the mid-infrared region. Since our objective

is to produce subpicosecond pulses at the CO2 laser wavelength, the review is directed

towards mid-infrared pulses generated at a wavelength of 10.6 sum.

The first section of this chapter introduces the essential issues and constraints as

sociated with the generation of ultrashort laser pulses at 10.6 m. The second section

presents brief overviews of some standard techniques employed for ultrashort 10.6 m

pulse generation such as: mode locking, optical free induction decay, nonlinear frequency

mixing, and free electron lasers. In the third section, we introduce optical semiconduc

tor switching, and discuss the basic physical principles behind the generation scheme.

Finally, in section four, we present some relevant processes which occur during ultrafast

optical excitation of the semiconductor switch and introduce the semiconductor switch

dielectric function.

2.2 Ultrashort Pulse Generation Using a CO2 Laser

Before proceeding with the techniques of iiltrashort pulse generation, one should highlight

the basic physical principles that govern the generation of ultrashort laser pulses at 10.6

m.

6
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The gain spectrum of the CO2 laser consists of several discrete vibrational-rotational

lines. In order to produce subpicosecond laser pulses directly from the laser medium,

the gain spectrum must be wide enough to amplify these pulses, The gain spectrum

of the CO2 laser can be enhanced to support the generation of ultrashort laser pulses

simply by increasing the operating laser gas pressure [1]. The overlap of the adjacent ro

tational lines of the CO2 molecules modulates and widens the gain spectrum and helps to

minimize pulse distortion. However, high pressure operation decreases the gain risetime

and lifetime due to the increased collisional excitations/de-excitations of the laser levels

[2]—[4]. In other words, due to high gas pressure, the excited CO2 molecules relax faster

(inversely proportional to the pressure). In addition, the limited gain lifetime restricts

the duration of the generated pulse by limiting the effective number of pulse round trips

in the laser cavity. That is, if the generated pulse is to be made short enough, a higher

number of cavity round trips is required to take advantage of the wide gain spectrum. It

was pointed out by Houtman and Meyer [5] that the gain duration for a 10 atmosphere

CO2 laser is only 750 us at FWHM (full width at half maximum) and hence, active

mode lockers cannot produce pulses shorter than 800 ps. These two facts reduce the

effectiveness of ultrashort pulse generation by mode locking [5, 6].

2.2.1 Mode Locking of a CO2 Laser

Due to the limited gain bandwidth of a TEA (transverse electric atmospheric) CO2 laser,

the long 100-200 ns pulses from a so-called hybrid CO2 laser (a combination of a

CW laser and a TEA laser sharing the same laser resonator) can be shortened by mode

locking of multiatmosphere transversely excited lasers. Passive and active mode locking

techniques are commonly used to shorten the duration of a laser pulse.

Passive mode locking relies on absorption saturation to generate amplitude modula

tion by providing an intensity-dependent loss in the laser cavity. That is, the transmission
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of a saturable absorber follows the shape of the radiation laser pulse; the peak of the

laser pulse experiences a lower loss than the wings, consequently, the peak of the pulse is

amplified, thus resulting in the pulse compression. The technique is especially successful

in generating ultrashort pulses of less than 1 ns [7]—[13] at 10.6 tm. The minimum pulse

duration that is achievable with a fast saturable absorber is limited by the absorber’s

recovery time and the CO2 laser gain line width. Laser pulses of a duration between 1

to 5 ns have been generated using SF6 as a fast saturable absorber [7, 8]. Shorter pulses

of duration between 80 to 500 Ps were obtained by using P-type Ge as a bleachable

absorber [9]—[13]. The CO2 laser pulses generated with passive mode locking techniques

are limited in their pulse duration to ‘ 80 ps.

Active mode locking utilizes the beating of the laser oscillation with an external

oscillator frequency [14]. The gain or loss of the laser cavity is periodically modulated

at the oscillator’s frequency (amplitude modulation or frequency modulation) [14]. A

complete review of the subject of active mode locking is presented in reference [15].

Actively mode locked multiatmosphere CO2 lasers [5, 11] [16]—[19], result in longer pulse

durations (‘-.-‘ 1 ns) than the passive mode locking technique. Pulses as short as 500

ps (detector limited) have been generated by Houtman et al. [16] with a novel square-

wave mode locking and cavity dumping of a 10 atmosphere CO2 laser system. This

pulse generation system produced the shortest pulse ever generated using an active mode

locking scheme. In general, the technique can be used to produce pulses as short as 200

ps [15, 16]; however, the amount of extracted power is limited to low damage threshold

of the pockels cell crystal.

The short gain lifetime and the lack of a wide gain bandwidth necessary to support the

generation of picosecond or femtosecond pulses makes the generation of pulses shorter

than 500 Ps very challenging by the standard mode locking techniques similar to the

ones applied to solid state lasers [14]. For these reasons, alternative nonconventional
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ways to produce ultrashort mid-infrared laser pulses have been developed: including

optical free induction decay, free electron lasers, nonlinear frequency mixing and optical

semiconductor switching.

2.2.2 Optical Free Induction Decay (OFID)

OFID is originally proposed and demonstrated by Yablonovitch and Coldhar [20] as a

method for generating high power picosecond pulses at 10.6 hum. The central components

of the system are: a single mode high-power CO2 laser, a plasma shutter, and a hot CO2

absorption cell. The principle behind OFID is simple: first the frequency spectrum of

the CO2 laser pulse has to be widened and then the original central frequency is filtered

out. In such pulse generating systems, an optical transmission switch turns off a long

single mode CO2 laser pulse in a time of approximately a few picoseconds. As a result

of this ultrafast pulse truncation, frequency sidebands are generated around the central

frequency of the CO2 laser line. The central component frequency can be rejected by

using a narrow resonance absorption filter such as hot CO2 gas. A hot CO2 gas only

allows the sidebands of the frequency spectrum to be transmitted, hence, producing an

ultrashort pulse. An alternative time-domain explanation of the OFID process is to

consider a CO2 cell which is heated to ‘- 450 °C to increase the absorption of the 10.6

m radiation. If the hot cell is long enough, then a complete attenuation of the CO2

laser beam is possible. Under a steady state one can view the absorption process as a

destructive interference between the CO2 laser radiation electric field and the induced

electric-dipole radiation from the hot CO2 gas. The polarization induced electric field is

always coherent with the input electric field but with the opposite phase. Now, when

the CO2 electric field is suddenly turned off by the plasma shutter in a time duration

which is much faster than the relaxation time of the CO2 molecules, then the fields are no

longer canceled by destructive interference and the excited CO2 hot molecules continue
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to radiate in phase with each other (but still out of phase with the applied electric field).

That is, turning off the input signal quickly results in the generation of an ultrashort pulse

whose width is limited by the relaxation time (due to dephasing and energy decay) of the

dipole radiation. Figure 2.1 illustrates the OFID principle both in time and frequency

domains.

The CO2 laser pulse duration can by approximated by the following empirical formula

[21]:

Tp(pS) o.67() + 10 (2.1)

where Td, -ye, and £ are the dephasing time of the resonant absorber, absorption coefficient

of the resonant absorber, and its length, respectively.

Several OFID experiments employing various shutters [20]—[30] demonstrated the fea

sibility of this technique in the generation of ultrashort picosecond pulses of a duration

adjustable between 33 and 200 ps. The pulse duration is found to be strongly dependent

on the CO2 gas pressure which is related to the relaxation time, Td, through the relation

[24]:

Td(ns)
= 42

(2.2)
PJ9/300

where P and 9 are the CO2 gas pressure in torr and its temperature in degrees Kelvin,

respectively. The relaxation time of the CO2 molecules limits the width of the generated

pulses to 30 ps. Other techniques must be employed to reduce to pulse duration below

30 Ps.

Scherrer and Kneubiihl [25] proposed a new picosecond 10 tm CO2 laser based system

with far-infrared laser gases (CH3F, D2O, and NH3) as spectral line filters. This OFID

system has advantages over the hot CO2 based OFID setup: it can be operated at

considerably lower gas pressure and at room temperature; in addition, the frequency of

the pulse can be selected very precisely by proper choice of the gas. However, to date,
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the authors did not present any measurements on their pulse durations using these gases.

The OFID pulse is short when the dip in the frequency spectrum is wide [21]; therefore,

a major concern, which is usually ignored in the literature and by groups performing

OFID experiments, is the background level of the generated pulses. Since the generated

pulses lack the central frequency component in their frequency spectrum, the generated

pulses are in fact not as short as they are claimed to be. With simple mathematical

analysis it can easily be shown that if one takes a Fourier transform of the OFID pulse

frequency spectrum, the results when mapped into time domain show a short spike of the

order of 30 ps riding on a significantly longer pedestal. The amount of energy contained

in the background can be as high as that contained in the ultrafast peak. The pulse

durations are usually determined from autocorrelation measurements which, in all of the

reported experiments [20]—[30], are performed above a certain background level.

Moreover, in OFID experiments, there are always pulse transients following the initial

fast spike lasting for ‘-.i 100 ps. These pulses contain 25% of the energy of the central

peak [22]. Clearly, it is undesirable to have this type of background or post pulses for

conducting time-resolved picosecond experiments.

We should emphasize that OFID pulse generation cannot be performed with CW

(continuous wave) CO2 lasers. The generation scheme requires a high-power CO2 laser

which limits the repetition rate of the pulse train to that of the high-power laser.

2.2.3 Ultrashort Mid-Infrared Pulse Generation with Free Electron Lasers

A free electron laser is a device which consists of a linear accelerator (an electron gun,

a pulse compression section, and traveling-wave acceleration stage), an electron trans

port system, an undulator magnet array and an optical resonator cavity [31]. Injected

electrons exhibit periodic oscillations in the undulator magnetic field (made from a se

ries of magnets of alternating polarities) and lose energy through synchrotron radiation.
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Figure 2J: Principle of OFID short pulse generation. (a) In the time domain, (b) in the
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A resonance condition can be achieved through the interaction of the electrons with

the electromagnetic field and the undulator magnetic field which causes the electrons to

form bunches in a scale comparable to the optical wavelength. This resonance condition

provides photon emission coherence and optical gain.

Free electron lasers generate a wide band laser spectrum. Recently, free electron

lasers have been used to generate ultrashort infrared pulses covering wide ranges of

wavelengths and durations [32]—[36]. The micropulse widths are measured to be between

3 - 12 ps with peak powers up to 10 MW at a peak wavelength of 8 m. These pulses are

emitted in macropulses of a duration of “-‘ 10 ts at a repetition rate of ‘-‘-‘ 6-50 Hz [35].

Glotin et al. [32] pointed out that the limiting factor in reducing the pulse width is the

amount of detuning of the cavity length. In their experiment, they managed to produced

subpicosecond pulses as short as 200 fs at 8.5 ,um by simply dephasing the RF field by

300 relative to the electron bunches in the accelerator stage. However, the second order

autocorrelation traces presented in the publication [32] show a short 200 fs spike on top

of a long - 1 Ps pulse. We believe that because of the nature of the autocorrelation

measurements, a small noise signal in the pulse trace can show the same effect. Clearly,

a time-resolved cross correlation experiment (see section 4.10.2) should definitely provide

the exact pulse duration.

Since the electron bunches must be accelerated up to ‘ 50 MeV, short pulse genera

tion with free electron lasers is a very complicated, expensive, cumbersome process, and

cannot used as a table top ultrashort infrared system.

2.2.4 Ultrashort Mid-Infrared Pulse Generation with Nonlinear Frequency

Mixing

Recently, remarkable progress has been made in the generation and the tunability of

ultrafast mid-infrared pulses by using nonlinear difference frequency mixing [37]—[42].
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There are several techniques of frequency mixing: to produce a pulse at a wavelength

Air= 10.6 jim, two ultrashort near infrared pulses are needed. For example, if a 1.064

tm pulse from an Nd:YAG laser and a 1.183 1um pulse from a dye laser are directed

simultaneously into a nonlinear mixing crystal (GaSe) one can produce coherent photons

at 10.6 jim. A variation on this method consists of amplifying pulses from a femtosecond

laser oscillator and using these pulses to generate a broadband continuum, a selected

frequency range from the continuum spectrum is in turn mixed with the laser oscillator

frequency to produce ultrashort mid-infrared pulses [42].

Dahinten et al. [40] generated 1 Ps mid-infrared pulses via difference frequency mixing

of a mode locked Nd:glass laser 2 Ps pulses at ). = 1.053 1um and tunable traveling-wave

dye laser pulses (dye heptamethine pyrylium: 5: 1.16 ,um -1.4 m and dye A 9860: 1.10

im-l.6 sum) in AgGaS2 and GaSe crystals. The resulting output covers a broadband

mid-infrared spectrum between 4 m and 18 m with photon conversion efficiency as

high as 2%. For wavelengths above 10 m, GaSe is used as a mixing crystal. The peak

energy of the 1 Ps 10.6 m pulses is measured to be of the order of a 0.2 iJ.

Becker et al. [39] generated mid-infrared pulses by frequency mixing two colour

femtosecond mode locked Ti:sapphire laser pulse in a AgGaS2 crystal. The Ti:sapphire

pulses can be tuned from (760 nm to 790 nm) and (820 nm to 865 nm) and the generated

infrared pulses can be tuned between 7 um to 12 m with a constant pulse duration of

310 fs over the whole tuning range.

The generated pulse duration is only limited by the duration of the shortest of the seed

pulses, and by group velocity dispersion in the nonlinear mixing crystals. On time scales

less than or equal to 1 picosecond, the pulse broadening effect is found to be directly

proportional to thickness of the nonlinear mixing crystal [38]. Seifert et al. [38] pointed

out that frequency conversion in a AgGaS2 crystal with laser pulse wavelengths below 1

m restricts the duration of the mid-infrared pulse to the lower limit of approximately
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300 fs. They attributed this lower limit to the group velocity dispersion of the laser

pulses iii the nonlinear mixing crystal. They demonstrated that by mixing regeneratively

amplified Ti:Sapphire (740 nm to 850 nm) pulses with 1 tim to 2.5 tim pulses generated

from an optical parametric generator/amplifier system, pulse durations of 160 fs (50

nJ, 1 kHz) are produced with wide tunability range between 3.3 tim to 10 tim [38].

Iii view of the above progress on difference frequency mixing, this method is very

promising for the generation of femtosecond pulses at 10.6 tim. However, in terms of

conversion efficiency, semiconductor switching may have an advantage over nonlinear

frequency mixing. It should be noted that since the frequency mixing process is highly

nonlinear, one requires high-power infrared pulses for the mixing process.

2.3 Optical Semiconductor Switching

Application of optical semiconductor switching technique for the purpose of generating

subpicosecond 10.6 tim laser pulses from a CO2 laser is discussed below.

2.3.1 The Semiconductor Switch

Optical semicoilductor switching of 10.6 tim CO2 laser radiation [43]—[60] offers an alter

native and a much simpler method for the generation of ultrashort laser pulses than the

previously discussed methods. It is based on the principle of modulating and enhancing

the reflection and transmission characteristics of a semiconductor by optically controlling

the free-carrier density. This technique is often used outside the infrared laser cavity to

temporally gate an ultrashort pulse from a long 10.6 tim pulse or a continuous beam by

simply reflecting the infrared radiation from an optically injected semiconductor carri

ers. The process requires three simple components: an ultrafast visible laser pulse, a

CO2 laser (pulsed or CW), and an optically-flat undoped semiconductor wafer that is
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transparent to the 10.6 pm radiation or the infrared radiation to be switched out. Pio

neering experiments by Jamison and Nurmikko [45] and by Alcock et al. [47] have shown

that photoinjection of a high carrier density ( l0’) in semiconductors modifies the

reflectivity of the material to 10.6 pm. These experiments serve as the basis for optical

semiconductor switching. The method has been demonstrated to provide a very powerful

and currently the only sub-100 fs pulse generation method in the mid- and far-infrared

part of the spectrum [55]. Its low power operation makes it very attractive compared to

the previous methods.

The basic principle of optical semiconductor switching technique is illustrated in figure

2.2 and is described as follows: a semi-insulating semiconductor is transparent to mid

(far)-infrared laser radiation in the absence of free carriers. Semiconductor reflectivity to

infrared radiation is determined by the number density of free carriers (semiconductor

plasma). The minimum electron-hole density needed to achieve a full reflection is known

as the critical carrier density, n, and it can be determined from the following expression

in c.g.s. units,

4ire2
(2.3)

where m*, w, Eb, and e are the effective carrier mass, the infrared radiation frequency in

vacuum, the static dielectric constant and the electron charge, respectively. For moder

ate photoinjection carrier density 1020 such critical density corresponds to a plasma

frequency, w, in the mid- or far-infrared regions. It should be noted that in deriving the

above expression for, the plasma absorption effects are ignored.

The critical density at the CO2 laser wavelength is calculated to be i0’ cm3.

For a specific operating infrared wavelength, )jr one selects an appropriate direct band

gap semiconductor which is transparent to the infrared radiation. This requires that

the band gap energy of the semiconductor switch, E9, be higher than the energy of the
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(b)

T

Figure 2.2: Typical schematic configurations of optical semiconductor switching operat
ing in a (a) reflection mode, (b) reflection-transmission mode. I = infrared beam (pulse),
C = control pulse, S1 = reflection switch, S2 = transmission switch, R1 and R2 are
the infrared reflected pulses, T1 is the transmitted infrared beam (pulse) and T2 is the
transmitted pulse.
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infrared photon (117 meV for a CO2 laser photons). In order to obtaill a high sigilal

to background ratio, the CO2 laser radiation is polarized in the plane of incidence (P

polarized) and the semiconductor wafer is set at Brewster’s angle with respect to the

infrared radiation beam. With this optical arrangement, the 10.6 m laser radiation is

transmitted through the switch and none of the radiation is reflected, thus reducing the

background reflected signal to the zero level. This state is known as the off-state of the

semiconductor switch. In order for the infrared transparent switch to become reflective

to the infrared radiation, one must increase the free-carrier density in the switch. This

can be accomplished by illuminating the semiconductor switch with an intense optical

laser pulse (control pulse) with photon energy exceeding the forbidden band gap energy

of the semiconductor. The control pulse is used to photoexcite the electrons from the

valence band to the conduction band of the semiconductor switch by means of interband

absorption. These carriers are confined in a thin layer of a thickness approximately

equal to the absorption skin depth of the control pulse radiation. If a large enough

carrier density, > n, is generated, then the semiconductor’s surface appears metallic to

the infrared radiation and effectively a very fast transient infrared reflecting “mirror” is

made at the semiconductor’s surface. That is, the photoexcited carriers cause a change in

both the refractive index and the extinction coefficient, resulting in infrared beam (pulse)

being reflected at Brewster’s angle with the same divergence as the source infrared beam

(pulse). The reflection efficiency of the infrared semiconductor switch at 10.6 im ranges

between 40% to 80% depending on the density of the photoexcited carriers.

For subpicosecond infrared pulse generation, the turn-on speed of the infrared re

flectivity is determined by the photoinjection carrier generation rate, which in turn is

determined by the pulse width of the excitation control laser pulse. liltrafast switching

can be easily accomplished by photoinjecting the carriers with a subpicosecond visible
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laser pulse. The infrared semiconductor switch remains reflective as long as the photoex

cited carrier density is above the critical density; hence, an ultrafast risetime infrared

pulse is generated. The temporal termination (decay) of the reflected infrared pulse is

determined by various carrier dynamics such as recombination and diffusion. It is shown

later in this work that by proper choice of the semiconductor material and the carrier

density, the decay time of the reflectivity pulse can by dramatically reduced to a sub-

picosecond time scale. The ultrafast temporal variation of the optical reflectivity and

transmission due to the semiconductor plasma can be used as a powerful diagnostic tool

to probe the transient plasma dynamics on the picosecond or femtosecond time scale.

Optical semiconductor switching has been widely used as an active switching element,

placed outside the laser cavity, to temporally gate the already generated long pulses or

CW far-infrared laser beams. Conventional mode locking, Q-switching of far-infrared

lasers with electrooptic crystals is an extremely inefficient process; therefore, for fast

optical modulation at these wavelengths, optical semiconductor switching provides an

alternative. Ultrashort pulses at 119 um using H2O [58] and CH3OH [52] lasers, and

at 100-1000 um from a free electron laser [56] have been produced with this scheme;

however, no attempt has been made to produce pulses in the far-infared region with

picosecond duration. Semiconductor switching has been applied to some novel cavity

dumping techniques, where the semiconductor switch is placed at Brewster’s angle inside

the laser cavity, of optically pumped molecular gas far-infrared lasers such as: CH3OH

at 119 um [59], NH3 at 90.8, 148, 292 im and CH3F at 231 um and 496 iim [57]. The

advantage of using semiconductor switching is that output power is increased since the

circulating pulse can be coupled out of the laser cavity very efficiently.

An interesting and effective method of producing ultrashort pulses is using a combi

nation of two infrared semiconductor switches in series [55] (as shown in figure 2.2(b)).

The first one is usually a GaAs or a CdTe wafer operating in the reflection mode to
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generate ultrafast risetime pulses, and the second switch is also set at Brewster’s angle;

however, it is operating in a transmission mode. Silicon is usually used as a transmission

switch due to its large free-carrier absorption cross-section and high reflectivity at 10.6

im [55].

The operation of the reflection-transmission combination switching method is as fol

lows: the infrared reflected pulse, after being generated by the reflection switch, is di

rected onto the silicon transmission switch. Silicon transmits the infrared radiation; how

ever, when it is irradiated with a delayed laser pulse (relative to the reflection switch)

above band gap radiation, it results in the production of free carriers in a layer 3

im thick. Due to the induced infrared reflection and free-carrier/intervalerice band ab

sorption, the transmission property of silicon to the 10.6 1um pulse is altered from full

transmission to zero in a short time that is required to reach the critical carrier density

and remains unrecovered for a long time (a few nanoseconds). The duration of the in

frared pulses is determined by the time interval between the turn-on and turn-off times of

the reflection and transmission switches, respectively. By proper adjustment of the rela

tive delay of the excitation control pulses between the two switches, one can only allow

the fast rising edge of the infrared reflected pulse to pass through the transmission switch,

thus, the transmitted infrared pulse width consists of the ultrafast rising edge from the

reflection switch pulse and the ultrafast falling edge from the transmission switch. Figure

2.2(b) illustrates a typical schematics of the reflection-transmission switching operation.

Rolland and Corkum [55] used amplified 70 fs (620 nm) pulses from a colliding-pulse mode

locked dye laser to control the switching operation. They demonstrated this technique

for the generation of CO2 laser pulses at 9.5 im with duration as short as 130 fs. These

pulses correspond to only - 4 optical cycles and are the shortest pulses ever generated at

the CO2 laser wavelength. With this method, it is possible to produce infrared pulses of
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durations shorter than the excitation control pulse duration by simply reducing the dura

tion of the excitation control pulse. Recently, table-top high-power, sub-30 fs pulses have

been routinely produced in research laboratories; with the application of these pulses to

semiconductor switching, it is possible to reduce the infrared pulse duration even further

to less than one infrared oscillation cycle of the CO2 laser. It seems that the limit of the

generated pulse duration is mainly restricted by the risetime of the control pulse dura

tion required to produce the critical plasma density in the transmission switch. Clearly,

the drawback in using two semiconductor switching elements compared to one switching

element lies in the fact that a high degree to synchronization between the two switches

must be maintained very accurately by the optical setup. It is extremely advantageous in

terms of practicality and simplicity to use a single optical infrared semiconductor switch

to generate subpicosecond 10.6 im laser pulses. This alternative possibility is part of

this thesis investigation; therefore, in order to design such a device more effectively, an

understanding of the physical properties of the photoexcited carriers is essential.

To sum up, the advantages of using optical semiconductor switching compared to

other ultrashort pulse generation schemes are:

1. To perform the infrared switching, the technique requires oniy one ultrashort pulse

with a photon energy greater than the band gap energy of the semiconductor. This

makes it simple and inexpensive to implement;

2. A high reflection efficiency of 40% for a 1 ps pulse duration at 10.6 tm can be

obtained;

3. An ultrahigh pulse contrast ratio (signal/background) of the order of iO:i (for one

reflective switch) can be achieved, and it can be increased to 106:1 by using two

reflective switches in series;
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4. The duration of the generated infrared pulses are oniy limited by the source control

pulse duration and the type of the semiconductor switching material;

5. The power of the switched infrared pulses is only limited by the input power of the

source infrared laser;

6. It offers the possibility of the generation of sub-30 fs infrared laser pulses at 10.6

,um, and at other infrared wavelengths;

7. No critical phase/wavelength matching conditions, nonlinear crystal temperature

control, and group velocity dispersion are required for the switching process;

8. It provides inherent synchronization between the optical control pulse and the re

flected infrared pulse which is very useful for pump-probe type experiments;

9. It can be applied to infrared laser beams or pulses of low power;

10. The switched pulse duration can by varied over a wide range;

11. The repetition rate of the reflected pulses is limited by the repetition rate of the

control laser;

12. A high optical-damage power density of ‘s-’ 1 GW/cm2;

13. The reflected and transmitted pulses basically map the temporal evolution of the

semiconductor plasma; therefore, the shapes of these pulses provide information on

the carrier dynamics in the semiconductor switch.

A complete understanding of the processes involved in optical semiconductor switch

ing requires the knowledge of the semiconductor plasma properties, the behaviour of the

optically generated carriers under ultrafast optical excitation, the dielectric function of

the semiconductor, the propagation of the infrared radiation in a semiconductor plasma,
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and finally the absorption processes such as free-carrier and intervalence band absorption

that may limit (enhance) the speed of the reflection (transmission) switch.

2.4 Ultrafast Optical Excitation

The dynamics of ultrashort laser pulse interaction with a semiconductor are very complex.

In the following paragraphs we present the basic carrier dynamics and a sequence of the

time events in order to help in the understanding of infrared switching operation. A

comprehensive review on the subject is presented in references [61]—[74].

When a semiconductor is excited by an ultrafast laser pulse whose photon energy is

above the band gap energy of the semiconductor, then electrons (e) and holes (h) are

placed into energy states that are defined by the band structure of the semiconductor

material and the power spectrum of the absorbed light pulse. The free carriers can gain

excess kinetic energy from the difference between the excitation photon energy and the

band gap energy of the semiconductor. Ill ultrafast optical excitation of GaAs with a 616

nm laser pulse, a narrow band of states can be excited creating nonthermal free-carrier

distribution for a very short time which is comparable to the excitation pulse width. The

electrons are initially injected to the I’ valley with excess energies. The electrons are

excited with three distinct energy values of: 0.5 eV (from the heavy hole band), 0.43 eV

(from the light hole band), and 0.15 eV (from the split-off band). Approximately 84%

of the electrons are injected from the heavy/light hole valence bands with equal strength

and the rest are injected from the split-off valence band. Optical excitation results in

an instanteous production of extremely hot nonequilibrium electron and hole distribu

tions. Carrier-carrier (e-e, and h-h) elastic collisions, due to Coulomb forces, is the initial

internal relaxation process which the electrons and holes immediately undertake after

excitation. These scattering events take place in a time scale of the order of 10 fs,
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Clearly, since the effective mass of the electrons is smaller than that of the holes, the

initial temperature of the electrons is higher than the hole’s temperature. Energy can

be transferred from the hot electrons to the relatively cold holes through e-h scattering.

The e-h collisions eventually drive the plasma towards a thermalized distribution (char

acterized by a common carrier temperature) within ‘-‘ 200 fs after excitation. The free

carriers are in thermal equilibrium among each other but not at equilibrium with the

lattice which is still at room temperature. Cooling of the hot carriers occurs primarily

through inelastic collisions between the hot carriers and phonons on a time scale of 2

ps. The overall effect of relaxation is to reduce the carrier temperature and increase the

lattice temperature. Carrier recombination takes place ‘—‘ 100 PS later after excitation.

2.4.1 The Dielectric Function

The electrical and optical characteristics of a semiconductor are closely related to the

dielectric properties of the material; therefore, it is essential to have an understand

ing of the dielectric function of the semiconductor switch so that one can predict its

switching behaviour. Infrared reflection properties of the semiconductor switch can be

charactretized by a complex index of refraction or in general by the complex dielectric

function, (w)=1(w) +i2(w), where and e2 are the real and imaginary parts of the

frequency-dependent dielectric function. In general, i and 2 can be obtained from quan

tum mechanical calculations [75]—[79], which require a detailed knowledge of the band

structure, and free-carrier distribution.

A widely accepted model for the derivation of the dielectric function is based on

Drude treatment of a free electron-hole gas [80]. The free carriers are described in terms

of collective harmonic oscillations with a single frequency similar to ionized carriers in

a gaseous plasma. In a semiconductor, when the optical frequency of the radiation is

much less than the interband transition frequency between the valence and conduction
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band, the Drude model provides an excellent description of the dielectric function of the

optically excited carriers.

A simple way of obtaining the dielectric function is to consider an isotropic one-

dimensional, non-interacting classical free electron gas of density, n. The long wavelength

dielectric response function, E(w), of free electron gas can be modeled microscopically in

terms of the equation of motion of a free electron in a perturbing external electric field:

d2 dm* + v_) 5r —eE. (2.4)

Here i’ is the collision frequency, which describes the damping of the electron motion due

to phonons, impurities, and carrier-carrier scattering, etc., and it is inversely related to

the momentum relaxation time of the carriers; r is the spatial displacement; and m* is

the effective mass of the free carrier. By taking into account the polarization due to free

charges, P = —ne3r, the displacement vector D, and r from the solution to equation

2.4, one obtains the Drude dielectric functioll of the form:

/ w2 /

f(w)=(1—--(1+i--1 ). (2.5)
\ w2\ J J

Here, w is the plasma frequency w = (47rne2/€bm*)h/2,and b is the background dielec

tric constant of the material. In arriving at the above expression, a rapid thermalization

of the excess electron and hole energies is assumed; therefore, the effective mass can be

considered to be a time-independent quantity. Moreover, other mechanisms such as band

gap renormalization by hot carriers, semiconductor lattice heating, and intervaleilce band

absorption are ignored.

The temporal and spatial dependence of the dielectric function can be explicitly in

cluded through a time and spatially varying electron-hole plasma density, n(z, t); hence,

equation 2.5 can be generalized to have the following form:

= b ( - ::t) (i
+

(2.6)
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Here, n is defined by equation 2.3. Since the photoexcitation process of the e-h plasma

occurs through the absorption of the above band gap radiation by the semiconductor

surface, the amount of radiation penetrating the surface decays exponentially with in

creasing depth through the bulk semiconductor. Consequently, the e-h plasma density

spatial profile follows the spatial profile of the absorbed radiation. One can write such

profile as:

n(z, 0) =n0e_Sfz (2.7)

where n0 is the density of the e-h plasma at the surface immediately after excitation, and

-y is the absorption length of the above band gap radiation.

In writing equation 2.6 we have assumed a local response of the dielectric function;

that is, the dielectric function at any point z depends on the values of the fields at that

point. This is equivalent to assuming that the dielectric function fluctuations are large

compared to the electron mean free path.

At high excitation levels, the plasma frequency, c, will exceed the infrared probe

frequency, . In such a situation, the refractive index becomes imaginary, leading to

strong reflection in the infrared range. Experimentally, Siegal et al. [81, 82] have shown

that under ultrafast high intensity laser excitations, the dielectric function of GaAs can

be described be equation 2.5 up to an excitation energy fluence of 1 kJ/m2. This energy

fluence is the damage threshold energy fluellce of GaAs. Our experiments are performed

at much lower energy fluences and hence Drude’s dielectric function is an adequate de

scription of the optical properties of the optical semiconductor switch.

2.4.2 Free-Carrier and Intervalence Band Absorptions

Optical excitation of a semiconductor switch induces a change in the imaginary part of

the dielectric function through optical intraband transitions. It is experimentally shown
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in section 5.2 that absorption processes at 10.6 m influence the operating speed of the

semiconductor switch.

Directly after electrons (holes) have been injected with an ultrashort laser pulse in the

conduction (valence) band and once the thermalization has occurred, the carriers occupy

energy states in the conduction/valence bands up to an energy level determined by the

excess laser photon energy. Consequently, two intraband infrared absorption processes

occur: free-carrier absorption and intervalence band absorption. Both absorption coeffi

cients are proportional to the photoexcited carrier density and, therefore, may effect the

switching speed and efficiency at higher excitation levels.

Free-carrier absorption is a three-particle interaction process. When the 10.6 im

radiation passes through the semiconductor plasma, an infrared photon can excite a free

carrier to a virtual state in k-space, and since the absorption mechanism of the 10.6 im

photons requires the conservation of wavevectors, the electrons (holes) interact with the

lattice through the emission or absorption of phonons in order to settle in a final state

in the conduction (valence) band ( similar to indirect absorption in semiconductors).

On the other hand, intervalence band absorption occurs between light and heavy hole

valence bands. Holes are excited from the heavy hole band to the light hole band by the

absorption of 10.6 im photons. Intervalence band absorption has been shown to be less

effective in comparison to free-carrier absorption [83].



Chapter 3

Theory: Infrared Reflection from a Semiconductor Plasma

3.1 Introduction

The basic theoretical background for optical semiconductor switching and some numerical

simulations are presented in this chapter. The basis of the numerical modelling has been

presented in our previous publications [84, 85]. The general approach to ultrafast infrared

optical semiconductor switching can be divided into two problems. One is dealing with a

reflection of infrared radiation from a plasma, and the other is dealing with the temporal

behaviour of the reflecting plasma after optical excitation. Combining these two effects,

one should be able to obtain a complete description of the physical situation. In this

chapter, the general features of electromagnetic wave propagation in a semiconductor

plasma are reviewed. In order to estimate the fastest process controlling the infrared

switching speed, the physical processes governing the temporal decay of the optically

generated semiconductor plasma are discussed. The rest of the chapter is devoted to the

analyses of the numerical simulations.

3.2 Propagation of an Obliquely Incident Electromagnetic Wave in an In

homogeneous Dielectric Medium

In this section of the thesis the specific problem of electromagnetic wave propagation

at an oblique angle in an inhomogeneous plasma is discussed. A theoretical discussion

is given of the specific problem of the reflection of a probing 10.6 um electromagnetic

28
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wave from a semiconductor plasma. In our situation, we are interested in the reflection

of 10.6 tim radiation from a thin plasma layer where the layer thickness is basically the

absorption length of the excitation visible radiation (‘- 220 nm). The plasma thickness is

much thinner than the infrared wavelength. Moreover, presence of plasma spatial inho

mogeneity requires a generalization of the standard theory dealing with plasma reflection

[86, 87, 88]. Therefore, our problem reduces to a reflection of an electromagnetic wave

from an iiihomogeneous medium whose dielectric function depends on position.

The analysis is presented for both electric field polarizations, S (where the electric

field is normal to the plane of incidence) and P (where the electric field is parallel to

the plane of incidence). Our method involves deriving an expression for the electric and

magnetic field components. We will also discuss the difficulties associated with obtaining

an analytical solution for the P-polarized case at the point where the dielectric function

vanishes.

Here, we use the free electron gas model to describe the optical response of the semi

conductor plasma to the incident radiation. This implies that we neglect the contribution

of free-carrier absorption, intervalence band transitions, and intraband transitions. Even

though this model is simple and very crude, it can be used successfully to give a fairly

good description of the reflectivity at 10.6 tim.

We start by considering Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetic waves in a dielectric

medium in Gaussian units:

47r 1OD
VxH=—J+——— (3.1)

VxE=— (3.2)

V.B = 0 (3.3)

where H and E are the magnetic and the electric field vectors, respectively, and D, J are
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the electric displacement and the current density. For an isotropic plasma, we can define

J = crE, D = bE, and B = tH. Here, for a semiconductor plasma we have assumed the

magnetic permeability, i, to be equal to unity; b is the background dielectric constant.

By taking the curl of equation 3.2 and substituting equation 3.1, we obtain the following

expression:

VxVxE=—--(J$) (3.4)

It should be pointed out that in the following derivations we make use of the fact that

the time variation of the dielectric function is negligible during the oscillation of the wave

and hence may be regarded as being constant. Moreover, we also assume that there is no

absorption of the radiation, such that the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields

do not change during the oscillation of the wave. In general, we can assume that the

form of D and J are harmonic functions of time and are written as:

D(r,t) EbE(r)e (3.5)

J(r, t) = a(r)E(r)et. (3.6)

Therefore equation 3.4 can be expressed as:

V x V x E = (‘)2(D
— iJ). (3.7)

By introducing the following identity

V x V x E = -V2E + V(V.E) (3.8)

and the following expressions for D and J

D = €bE, J = uE, (3.9)

the above equation (3.7) can be written as:

V2E — V(V.E) + ()2c(r)E = 0 (3.10)
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where we have defined the dielectric function as €(r) = — (i4iro(r)/w). Equation 3.10

describes the electromagnetic wave electric field components in a semiconductor plasma

which has an effective dielectric function defined by (r) [86, 89]. It should be noted

that in deriving equation 3.7 we assume that the local temporal variation of u(r) is slow

compared to the period of oscillation of the electric field.

As it will be pointed out later in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, this differential equation

will be solved exactly for the S-polarized electric field components for a specific dielectric

function profile. However, for the P-polarized electromagnetic wave case, this equation

reduces to two coupled differential equations [86]. An alternative approach to the P

polarization case is to consider the differential equation for the magnetic field.

Next, we need to derive the differential equation that describes the components of

the magnetic field propagating in the plasma. From equations 3.1, 3.5, and 3.6, and by

taking the curl of the expression, we can write

V x V x B = (V(r) x E + (r)(V x E)) (3.11)

Using the following identity

V x V x B = —V2B + V(V.B) (3.12)

and equation 3.11, we can write the equation for the magnetic field as:

V2B + ——VE(r) x (V x B) + ()2(r)B = 0 (3.13)

The above equation describes the magnetic field components strength of the probing

electromagnetic wave [86, 89].

3.2.1 The S-Polarized Electric Field Case

We proceed in this section with the physics of propagation of S-polarized radiation (when

the electric field of the wave is perpendicular to the plane of incidence) in a semiconductor
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plasma. The typical geometry of the problem is shown in figure 3.1, where the subscripts

i, r, and t denote incident, reflected, and transmitted electric or magnetic fields, re

spectively. A uniform electromagnetic plane wave is propagating in free space along the

positive z direction. This wave has a frequency and is incident on a semiconductor

plasma from the vacuum side at an arbitrary angle O with respect to the surface normal

of the semiconductor. As mentioned before, the solution to the reflected electric field in

the S-polarized case can be obtained by solving the differential equation for the electric

field. In this case we treat the situation as a one dimensional problem and hence we can

treat the dielectric function c(r) as having only a z component dependence. As shown

in figure 3.1, let the plane of incidence be defined by the xz plane, where the z axis is

perpendicular to the face of the semiconductor (and hence the plasma layer). The wave

vector, k, then lies in the plane of incidence (xz) such that k k(sin O, 0, cos O). We

are interested in the y-component of the electric field. Hence we can write this component

as [86]:

= (3.14)

With this choice of the plane of incidence, the y-component of equation 3.10 can be

written as [86]:
8 + + (W)2E =0. (3.15)

By using equations 3.14 and 3.15 we can derive the following equation:

82E(z)
+ k (E(z) — srn2 o) E(z) = 0 (3.16)

which describes the electric field component strength of interest. It should be pointed out

that there is no general solution to the above equation and each functional dependence of

E(z) requires a special approach to the specific problem [86], [89]—[94]. In order to solve the

differential equation (3.16), one has to assume a form for the dielectric function. Here, we
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consider the exponentially decaying dielectric function presented in section 2.4.1, which

is expressed by the formula:

(z) (1_
fl+?))

(3.17)

and equation 3.16 can be written in the form:

02E(z)
+ (a - k (j e)E(z) =0 (3.18)

where a = k( — sin2 O). The simple transformation of [91, 94]

X = Ib
‘

(3.19)v n(1+)

can be applied to equation 3.18. This reduces equation 3.18 to a familiar form:

X28+ + (X2 -2)E(X) =0 (3.20)

where we have defined = —i2\//’y. The above equation is the familiar Bessel equation.

J1(X) is the Bessel function of imaginary order i and complex argument X. The general

solution to this equation has the form

E(x) =C1J_(X) +C2J(X). (3.21)

By using the boundary condition (i.e. as z —* ), only the transmitted wave exists inside

the plasma, and we can conclude that C2=0 [91, 94].

3.2.2 The P-Polarized Electric Field Case

Let us consider the problem of the solution to equation 3.13 with the same form of the

dielectric function (equation 3.17). As shown in figure 3.2, in the case of a P-polarized

electric field, we take the wave vector k to lie in the xz plane of incidence and the electric

field components E = (Es, 0, Es); hence the magnetic field has only one component in
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the y-direction. The magnetic field can be written as B = (0, B, 0). With this choice

of the magnetic field, the differential equation can be reduced to the form:

O2B Ô2B 1 O(z)aB
“j’ 2B —2 2 +( ) — (• )ôx az (z) öz 9z c

In order to further simplify the above equation, let us represent the incident wave to be

a plane wave with its propagation vector lying in the xz plane:

Br,, = b(z)e’. (3.23)

By substituting equation 3.23 into 3.22, we get

___

- + k ((z) - sin2 o) b(z) =0. (3.24)

Equation 3.24 is known as the Maxwell-Helmholtz wave equation [86, 89, 90, 95J. The

corresponding electric field components can be determined from Maxwell’s relationships:

= ic
(3.25)w(z) öz

and

= —ic
(3.26)

w€z) ax

This situation is different from the S-polarization case. In this problem, we need to

consider the dielectric function given by equation 3.17. Upoll examining the differen

tial equation for the magnetic field, it is clear that the second term in equation 3.24

approaches infinity as the dielectric function approaches zero.

That is, the dielectric function changes sign as the plasma density exceeds the crit

ical density. The dielectric function of the plasma approaches zero where equation 3.24

approaches a singularity. As a result, all of the field components B, ET and E ap

proach infinity as the point of singularity is approached. Several authors have discussed

in great detail the exact nature of this type of singularity [86, 95, 96]; they have shown
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Figure 3.2: An incoming wave whose electric field, E1, is parallel to the plane of incidence
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that in the neighbourhood of the near zero point of the dielectric function, the electric

field component E approaches infinity as E(z)’ and the other component E approaches

infinity logarithmically. For P-polarized electromagnetic waves, there exists a longitudi

nal component of the electric field along the density gradient. Under these conditions,

this component of the electric field resonantly excites high amplitude oscillations at the

critical density of the CO2 probe radiation with an oscillating frequency of w=,, where

w,, is the plasma frequency. These large amplitude oscillations can influence the motion

of the electrons and may result in anharmonic oscillations of the electron plasma. The

transfer of electromagnetic to electrostatic energy and its subsequent dissipation is known

as resonance absorption [89, 90, 97]. The process is also responsible for higher harmonic

generation from the probe frequency [98, 99].

It should be pointed out that if the angle of incidence O is set equal to zero, the

magnetic field structures can be described in the same manner as in the case for the

electric fields in the S-polarization situation where no plasma oscillations are excited

at the critical density. We made several attempts to solve equation 3.24 analytically;

however, we were not successful in deriving an analytical solution. To our kilowledge,

when all the features are simultaneously present (such as spatially and time varying

dielectric function and the introduction of free-carrier absorption), the general problem

has no analytical solution. At best, one may be able to obtain a numerical solution to the

problem. An extensive body of literature has been devoted to the study of this problem

[84]—[86],[95, 96].

3.3 Numerical Approach to the Solution: P-Polarization Case

As we mentioned previously, an analytical solutioll of equation 3.24 proved to be impos

sible. The next step is to adopt a numerical method for the solution of the differential
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equation. There are several problems associated with any numerical technique when

dealing with singularities of the differential equation. Obviously, numerical integration

near the point where the dielectric function approaches zero leads to an abrupt growth

of the electric field E. An infinitesimally small change around the singular point can

result numerically in an unphysical value for the electric field.

Another difficulty is associated with the lack of proper boundary conditions at the

surface of the semiconductor (at z=O). These boundary conditions for b(z = 0) and

(öb(z)/öz)=o are required in order to initiate the numerical integration procedure for

the second order differential equation for b(z). In fact, we are primarily solving the

differential equation in order to obtaill the boundary condition values at the vacuum-

semiconductor interface. These problems make our numerical approach much more in

volved than standard numerical solutions.

In order to remove the singularity from the differential equation for the magnetic

field, one has to evaluate the magnitude of the imaginary part of the dielectric function.

Effectively, the magnitude of the v/w term determines the rate at which the critical

density is approached. It is clear that if this ratio is >> 1, the large amplitude oscillations

driven by the longitudinal component of the electric field will be strongly damped due

to absorption, and the numerical solution to the differential equation does not result

in unphysical electric fields. However, in a plasma the damping is often very small

since the imaginary part of f(z) is small. One must bear in mind that given the reported

experimental results on the collision frequency v, one has to consider a more realistic ratio

in order to obtain physical solutions. In our numerical calculations we take v/w=l02

[85].

A simple technique for obtaining a boundary condition value is to examine the dif

ferential equation far away from the plasma and far into the bulk of the semiconductor.

This is similar to the method used in reference [100]. Here, one expects the solution for
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the magnetic field to take the form of a simple plane wave. Therefore, one is required

to obtain a solution for b(z) at a distance where z >> -y’. At a large distance, z, the

differential equation reduces to the following equation:

+ — sin2 O)b(z) = 0, (3.27)

which we can easily show to have a solution of the form of a simple plane wave [84]:

b(z) Ae_j/_smn29i+p) (3.28)

where A and p, are the amplitude and the phase of the magnetic field plane wave,

respectively. Ideally, this solution is valid as z —+ oo. In doing numerical calculations

this limiting condition (z —+ oo) cannot be satisfied; therefore, before performing the

numerical calculation one must examine the range of z that can satisfy the condition

above. We found that by using a value of yz=l0, the difference between our calculations

and the ideal condition is only i0 which is adequate for our application.

The simulations are performed with the following parameters:

1. The calculations do not take into account the time evolution of the semiconductor

plasma density. This will be treated later on in section 3.6.

2. The excitation laser pulse wavelength is 616 nm which corresponds to absorption

coefficients, -y, of 4.5x104 cm1 [101, 102] for GaAs and 2.56x104 cm’ for CdTe

[102].

3. The wavelength of the probe radiation is taken to be that of the CO2 laser operating

at 10.6 tim.

4. The background dielectric constant. b, is taken to be 10.89 for GaAs and 7.29 for

CdTe [103].
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5. The angle of incidence of the infrared radiation is set at Brewster’s angle for the

bulk materials at 10.6 ,um (OB=72° and 700 for GaAs and CdTe, respectively).

In general, the magnetic field is a complex function. We transformed equation 3.24 into

two coupled second-order differential equations for the real and the imaginary part of

b(z). Both equations are solved in parallel using a modified fourth order Riinge-Kutta

method. The details of the technique are outlined in detail in references [84, 85, 104, 105].

The numerical integration is performed in a reverse fashion where we have defined a final

interval zj and performed the integration backward to the initial value at z=0 with an

integration step of —az. In trying to manoeuver the integration near the points around

the critical density, the integration step size is reduced by a factor of 10 in order to obtain

higher accuracy [106]; moreover, the value of the calculated magnetic field is monitored

to check for signs of an abrupt growth. If this occurs, the integration step is further

reduced by a factor of 10 and the calculations are repeated again around the region near

the critical density. It should be pointed out that the exact value of the electric field

component E cannot be obtained at the critical density, but only in the neighbourhood

near the position of critical density.

The calculations for the fields are performed at several initial plasma densities ranging

from 10n, to zero [84]. The values of b(z), E2, and (z)E amplitudes are calculated as

functions of normalized distance, = 7z, and the results for GaAs are presented in

figure 3.3 for an initial plasma density equal to 5n for both of the real and imaginary

components. From figure 3.3(a) and 3.3(c) as the critical density is approached, the

magnitudes of b(z) and €E vary smoothly. For n/n=5, this critical density is reached

when =l.61. In the f(z)E case, both (z) and Ob(z)/öx approach the =1.61 point at

the same rate, and thus their product has a finite value.

It is interesting to note that at (e)=, both of the Er and E curves resemble
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Figure 3.3: 10.6 um laser radiation magnetic and electric field amplitude components
B (curve a), E (curve b), and (curve c) as a function of ç = z in GaAs. The
initial carrier density is n = 5n. Solid curves represent the real parts and dashed curves
represent the imaginary parts.
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step discontinuities reminiscent of a phase transition as the GaAs changes from being a

semiconductor to a “metal” for the 10.6 4um radiation.

Once the values of the electromagnetic field amplitudes are obtained as functions

of the initial plasma densities, one needs to calculate the reflectivity of 10.6 ,um radi

ation from the plasma layer. The tangential component of the electric field and the

perpendicular component of the displacement field have to be continuous across the

vacuum-semiconductor plasma interface. The reflectivity can be obtained by matching

the tangential electric field component, E, and the displacement field, cE, at =0.

Hence we obtain the following relation for the amplitude reflectivity [107]:

E sin 00 + 5E cos 00
= (3.29)sin 0 — cos 00

where c is the dielectric function at the surface of the semiconductor evaluated at =0.

The intensity reflectivity, R, and its corresponding phase, 4, are calculated from the

following relations

R = r 2
= tan’ (?T:) (3.30)

where Re(r) and Im(r) are the real and the imaginary parts of the amplitude reflectivity,

r, respectively.

Figure 3.4 shows the results of such calculations of the intensity reflectivity for GaAs

and CdTe as a function of initial normalized plasma density (n/ne). Both curves show

overall similar behaviour. In the density range 0n/n 0.9 the intensity reflectivity

is calculated to be 0.7%; however, in the density range at near the critical density, the

intensity reflectivity can be as high as 100%. It should be noted that figure 3.4 shows

the intensity reflectivity maximum value to be only 40%. More elaborate calculations

near the critical density show that in fact this value is ‘—‘ 100%. Of importance to the

ultrafast reflection switch scheme is the sharp resonance-like peak occurring at n/n=1.
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Figure 3.4: Brewster angle reflectivity for 10.6 im laser radiation as function of an
exponentially decaying plasma density profile of (a) GaAs and (b) CdTe. The inset
figure shows an enlarged plot of the reflectivity for 0 ri/ne 1.0.
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For a small change in the plasma density from (n/ne) to 0.9 (ri/ne), the reflectivity

drops to approximately zero. The magnitude of the reflectivity peak is determined by

the magnitude of the complex part of the dielectric function. When the plasma density,

ri/n 1.2, the intensity reflectivity increases monotonically with increasing density to

a maximum value of 100%. The higher reflectivity from CdTe semiconductor plasma

compared to the one from GaAs is due to the reflection from a thicker plasma layer.

This is to be expected since the wavelength of the infrared radiation (10.6 tim) is much

longer than the plasma layer thickness and one expects the infrared radiation to penetrate

through the plasma layer.

Figure 3.5 shows the phase angle change of the reflectivity as a function of the normal

ized plasma density. The curve shows that at the critical density the reflectivity suffers a

phase change of ir. This curve has proven to be very useful in interpreting the temporal

shape of the reflectivity pulses.

With our complicated numerical simulations, it not clear how to explain the structures

observed in figures 3.3 and 3.4, and one has to resort to a much simpler analytical model

in order to confirm that the peak in the reflectivity is not just an artifact of the numerical

procedure.

3.4 Reflection of 10.6 tIm Radiation from a Thin Film Plasma

In this section we discuss a much simpler model which describes the reflection of 10.6 ttm

radiation from a thin plasma layer. The analyses are based on the Fresnel equation for

P-polarized electromagnetic radiation [108]. The plasma layer is assumed to be isotropic,

homogeneous, and lossless.

We consider the reflections from two semi-infinite plane-parallel regions: one contains

the semiconductor plasma and the second involves the bulk semiconductor material.
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Figure 3.5: Phase angle change as a function of plasma density. The solid lines arecalculated from the differential equation model. Dashed lines are calculated from thethin film plasma model.
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Since we know that the plasma initial spatial distribution is most likely to have an

exponential profile, we can consider the plasma film thickness, 6, to be equal to the ab

sorption length of the visible radiation, -y’. In this thin film layer, the plasma density

is assumed to be constant throughout the entire film thickness. The second film layer

contains the bulk semiconductor material and extends to infinity. We also assume that

the boundary between the two films is sharp. The geometry of the problem is shown in

figure 3.6. With the above assumptions in mind, the dielectric function of the switch can

be written as [85]:

I cb(1)
(z) =

if z>6.

In order to obtain an expression for the reflectivity at each interface, we have to utilize

the usual boundary conditions derived from Maxwell’s equations, that the tangential,

Es,, and the normal, E(z)E, components are continuous through the vacuum-plasma

thin film and through the plasma thin film-bulk semiconductor interfaces [107]—[109]. As

illustrated in figure 3.6, the 10.6 m radiation is incident on the vacuum-plasma thin

film interface at an angle 00, and is transmitted through the interface at an angle Oi

relative to the normal to the surface. By matching the boundary conditions, we obtain

the following expressions for the amplitude reflectivity at the first interface

cos 0 — \/Eb(1 — ri/ne) cos 00
r12 =

___________

. (3.31)
cos 0 + b(1 — n/ne) C05

For the second interface, the radiation is transmitted at an angle 02 into the semiconduc

tor bulk. By matching the boundary conditions at the second interface, we obtain the

following expression for the amplitude reflectivity [84]:

— /(1 —n/n)cos02—ftcos0i
—

, (3.32)
— n/ne) cos02 + Jcos0i
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where we have used the fact that the refractive index of vacuum is equal to unity.

Under an incident angle equal to Brewster’s angle, we have the conditions that sin 0 =

+ tb), and cos00 l//l + b at the surface. Also, by using Snell’s law,

siriO0 = /eb(l — ri/n)sinOi = /sin02, (3.33)

we obtain the following relation for cos 01:

coso1 = 1— (3.34)
V + l)(l — n/nc)

and for cos 02:

cos02
=

b
(3.35)

Hence, the amplitude reflectivity, r12, can be expressed as:

- (l - n/ne) (n/ne) - (l
- n/ne)

— (3.36)
- n/ne) - (n/ne) + (l - n/ne)

and we can show that the amplitude reflectivity,

r23 = —r12. (3.37)

Multiple reflections and illterferences between the two interfaces have to be taken into

account in the calculations for an effective amplitude reflectivity, r. Let us denote the

incident electric field on the vacuum-plasma interface and the reflected electric field by

E and Er, respectively. Let the reflection amplitudes be defiled in terms of the direction

of propagation of the incident electric field as defined in figure 3.7. That is, we use the

subscript notation of + (refers to the left of the interface) and — (refers to the right of the

interface). The other subscript notation, 1 and 2, denote the first and second interfaces,

respectively. We can define [110]

= —rl_ = r12, (3.38)
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7
Figure 3.6: Geometry of the vacuum-plasma-semiconductor interfaces for the thin film
plasma model.
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r2+ = —r2_ = r23, (3.39)

— =t1t1_ + r = 1. (3.40)

Here, the first subscript denoted the interface. Then the amplitude reflectivity due

to multiple reflections from both surface can be written as:

Er

= ri+ +r2+tj+ti_e2+ r+ri_1i+ti_e4+ r+r_ti+ti_e61+ ... (3.41)

where the phase shift, due to propagation through the plasma film, is given by: 43 =

cos 01. At Brewster’s angle propagation, we obtain the following equation:

43 = k7’b/(1 + Eb)Eb(1 — n/ne) — (n/ne) (3.42)

which describes the phase change due to the propagation through the plasma layer. Here,

k is the wave vector in vacuum. Summing up the infinite series for r and using equations

3.37-3.40, we arrive with the followillg relation for the effective amplitude reflectivity

[108, 110, 111]
—2i/3r12 r23e

3.431 +r12r23e

We have calculated the above equation for various initial plasma densities in the range

0 n/nc 10 for the GaAs switch. The result of the intensity reflectivity from the plasma

thin film model is presented in figure 3.8(a) for the density range 0 n/ne 2.5 and is

compared to the previous reflectivity calculations from solving the Maxwell-Helmholtz

equation (figure 3.8(b)). It is clear that there is very good agreement between the two

curves and the reflectivity peak at fl/flc=1 is not an artifact of our numerical integration.

The result for the calculated reflectivity phase shift is shown in figure 3.5; they also show

a fair agreement with more elaborate calculations.

Since both systems show the same relative reflectivity variations, indicating (a) if we

have a better understanding of the functional dependence of R(n) for the plasma thin film,
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Figure 3.7: Geometry of multiple reflections from vacuum-plasma and plasma - semicon
ductor interfaces.
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we should be able to explain the results from our complicated numerical simulations, and

(b) that the reflectivity variation depends predominately on the surface plasma density

rather than the function n(z) in the bulk of the semiconductor [84, 85].

The calculation also indicates that a better modelling of the thin film plasma, for

example, dividing the plasma layer into smaller multilayers and calculating the reflec

tivity of each one, adding them with the proper phase shift, should provide a better

approximation of the physical situation [111].

It is simple to explain the features in figure 3.8 for the plasma thin film model [84].

The electron density increases from zero, the reflectivity R, reaches a small maximum

value of ‘P’.’ 0.5% at a plasma density near (n/us) = (eb
—

l)/(eb + 1) (labelled (I) in in

figure 3.8(a)). At this value of the density, the intensity reflectivity from the first interface

r12 2 is minimum. At (n/ne) = (b — 1)/cb the refractive index, /f(z = 0) is unity and

the vacuum-plasma interface disappears. Hence, the plasma layer is illuminated directly

at the Brewster angle, and as a result the reflectivity here is zero. This explains the first

minimum in the reflectivity curve (labelled (II) in figure 3.8(a)) After passing through

the point of frustrated internal reflection at (n/ne) = cb/(Eb + 1) complete reflectivity is

reached once (n/ne) 1 (labelled (III) in figure 3.8(a)). This is the region where the

reflectivity shows a resonance-like peak. As the plasma density increases, (n/ne) > 1, the

amplitude reflectivities, r12 and r23, are both complex in this region and for simplicity,

we can write

r12 = (3.44)

where

_______________________

2[(n/n) - 1]fb[(fl/fl) -11+ (n/ne)
tanC= . (3.45)

— i]2 b[(fl/fl)
—

1]
—

(n/ne)
Then the intensity reflectivity can be expressed as:

(l_a)2
R

1— 2acos2 + a2
(3.46)
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Here, a = exp(2i/3) is a real function which rapidly decreases with increasing (n/ne).

Now, as increases its value from zero at (n/n)=1 towards = (K/2), R decreases

towards a second minimum (labelled (IV) in figure 3.8(a)). Thereafter, the reflectivity

increases monotonically with (n/ne) and asymptotically approaches 1.

Clearly, with our simple model we have managed to understand the structures involved

in the reflectivity curve. It also shows that the intensity reflectivity is a function of the

phase shift, (F, suffered by the incident radiation and the thickness of the plasma layer.

3.5 Temporal Variations of the Plasma Density

The temporal variation of the plasma density can manifest itself in the temporal be

haviour of infrared reflectivity through the time evolution of the dielectric function.

In this section we briefly review of the processes that are responsible for the decay of

the plasma density. Investigation of the recombination and diffusion processes allows us to

selectively assess the relative importance of the mechanisms determining the e-h plasma

decay. Ultimately, we are interested in an ultrafast plasma decay process occurring on

the subpicosecond time scale.

3.5.1 Electron-Hole Plasma Recombination

When a semiconductor equilibrium state is perturbed by an optical excitation pulse, the

balance of the equilibrium carriers is disturbed. If the excitation pulse is removed, the

excess photogenerated carriers will return to the equilibrium state through recombina

tions.

Excess electrons and holes can recombine with each other through several recombi

nation mechanisms: radiative, Auger, multiphonon recombination, capture at impurity

sites (which can be either radiative or nonradiative process), and surface recombination
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[112]. These processes determine the lifetime of optically generated excess carriers. In

general, the selection of the recombination process depends on several factors, such as the

e-h plasma density, carrier temperature, band structure of the semiconductor material,

lattice temperature, impurity concentration, and the semiconductor surface condition.

The fundamental theoretical and experimental aspects of recombination processes are

discussed in great detail in references [112]—[117].

Two-body recombination is a radiative recombination process. In direct gap semi

conductors, an electron in the conduction band can recombine with a hole in the valence

band, resulting in an emission of a photon [118]. The decay rate of the plasma depends

on the densities of electrons and holes according to the following relation [119]

9n(t)
= —B0n2 (3.47)

where B0 is the two-body recombination coefficient. For GaAs the two-body recom

bination coefficient for optically injected carriers is measured to be (3.40±1.17)x10”

cm3 s [101]. Clearly, two-body recombination remains insignificant even at the highest

carrier density obtained in our experiments.

The Auger recombination process is usually the most dominant recombination process

in intrinsic bulk semiconductors at high carrier concentrations and high carrier temper

atures. It is a three-carrier process where a conduction band electron and a hole in the

valence band recombine, and the associated excess recombination energy is transferred

to a third carrier as kinetic energy. This energy is then thermalized with the rest of the

carriers. The presence of a third carrier is necessary in order to conserve energy and mo

mentum. It should be pointed out that the Auger recombination process does not change

the total energy of the plasma e-h distribution; however, since the number of carriers has

decreased, the total energy of the carriers is divided among fewer carriers. This results in

a significant increase in the individual carrier’s temperature and a decrease in the carrier
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density.

Since Auger recombination is a three-body interaction, its recombination rate is

strongly dependent on the plasma density. The recombination rate increases with the

third power of the injected carrier density. The decay rate of the plasma density due to

Auger recombination can be written as:

= Ta (3.48)

where Fa is the Auger coefficient.

Theoretical calculations and experimental measurements of Auger coefficient have

been made for a GaAs [101, 120, 121]. Mclean et al. [101] have investigated the Auger

recombination rate in optically excited carriers, and they measured an Auger coefficient

of (7±4) x 10—31 cm6/s. Evidently, the Auger recombination decay rate is a slow process

compared to the time scale of interest.

In the case of a semiconductor sample of finite size, surface recombination can influ

ence the temporal behaviour of the plasma density through the introduction of surface

states. These states basically are discrete energy levels in the forbidden energy gap in

troduced by the discontinuity in the lattice. Since the photoinjected plasma is generated

near the surface, where these levels exist, the surface states can act as recombination cen

tres. The surface recombination velocity is determined by the surface conditions [122].

The rate of surface recombination is different from that of the bulk and is defined by a

surface recombination velocity, S, as

S = (3.49)

where, 0ec is the carrier capture cross section (‘—‘ 10—15 cm2), vh is the free carrier

thermal velocity
(‘—i

iO cm/s), and Nstr is the surface trap density ( 1014 cm2). The

recombination time due to surface states is of the order of ‘—i 20 ns.
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Multiphonon recombination is a recombination process by which an electron and a

hole recombine with a cascade emission of several phonons in place of a photon. This

mechanism is very inefficient considering the large number of phonoiis required to make

up the energy of a single photon [123].

By examining the above recombination rates, it is evident that their contribution to

the reflectivity occurs in time scales longer than 500 Ps (for n 6n). Therefore, one

has to search for an alternative ultrafast carrier density decay mechanism.

3.5.2 Diffusion and Time-Dependent Density Profile of the Free Carriers

Diffusion of free carriers can result in a dramatic decrease in the plasma density. Here,

we will examine the time evolution of the carrier density on a subpicosecond time scale.

Directly after optical excitation, high density nonequilibrium electrons and holes are

photogenerated in the semiconductor switch. The behaviour of the plasma depends pri

marily upon the processes of diffusion and surface recombination. The spatial distribu

tion of the optically generated plasma through the semiconductor will be inhomogeneous,

thus the temporal dependence of the carrier diffusion should be considered as a factor in

reducing the e-h plasma density.

Diffusion is characterized in terms of a diffusion coefficient, D, which describes the

number of free carriers passing through a unit area per unit time in the density gradient.

In the case of a laser produced e-h plasma, the diffusion of both carriers is described

by an ambipolar diffusion coefficient. Because any separation of charge would create

an electric field between the electrons and holes, the two carriers must diffuse at the

same rate. It is often difficult to experimentally isolate the effects of diffusion on the

plasma density. To our knowledge, there is no experiment designed to directly measure

the diffusion coefficient of nonequilibrium semiconductor plasma for time scale less than

500 fs. Hence, one has to rely on model calculations for D. We will assume that the
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electrons and holes are in thermal equilibrium with the lattice. The plasma, although

inhomogeneous in its spatial distribution, is assumed to have a uniform temperature. A

crude approximation to our problem is to consider a nondegenerate plasma distribution

where the diffusion coefficient is defined by

D
= (D€+Dh)

(3.50)

where De and Dh are the diffusion coefficients for electrons and holes, respectively. A

more general scenario would be to include the density and temperature dependence of the

diffusion coefficient. The carrier’s diffusion coefficient is known to increase with the carrier

temperature and decrease with lattice temperature; moreover, the diffusion coefficient is

also shown to have a strong dependence on the carrier density above .1019 cm3 where

carrier degeneracy is reached. Several authors have considered this dependence to explain

the observed experimental results [124]—[130]. The dependence of D on density can be

calculated using the Boltzmann transport theory in the relaxation time approximation

[126]. A rigorous analysis of the diffusion coefficient has been performed by Young and

van Driel [124] where they have included many-body effects in the plasma. Here, we used

the ambipolar diffusion coefficient value of 20 cm2/s [131, 132].

The temporal and spatial distributions of the plasma density in a semiconductor

switch are described by the diffusion equation in one dimensional form:

an(z,t)
= D,t) +G(z,t). (3.51)

Here, z is the spatial coordinate perpendicular to the semiconductor switch surface,

n(z, t) is the number of photogenerated electron-hole pairs, and term G(z, t) is the gen

eration rate of the plasma. No provision was made for the radial plasma concentration

dependence introduced by the gaussian beam profile. This is justified by the value of the

effective diffusion length, LD, relative to the beam size, given the time scale of interest.
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Equation 3.50 is an approximation of the situation where the diffusion coefficient depends

on the density, temperature of the plasma, and the position. In our experiment, we are

interested in a plasma density around 1 x 1019 cm3 before the onset of the plasma

degeneracy [130], thus, we are justified in our assumption. In our calculations, the semi

conductor is illuminated with an ultrashort (< 100 fs) laser pulse having a photon energy

greater than the band gap of the semiconductor. Hence, the rate of generation of the

plasma is considered to be a delta function excitation in time; therefore, we can ignore

the generatioll term. This is justified because the duration of the actual excitation pulse

is much shorter than the characteristic times of the physical processes which occur after

the plasma is generated. We can write the initial condition for the above equation as

n(z,0) =n0e2. (3.52)

Equation 3.51 will be solved subject to a boulldary condition at the surface of the semi

conductor, which can mathematically be represented by setting the carrier flux at the

surface equal to the rate of surface recombination:

(anzt)
= n(0,t), (3.53)

where S is the density independent surface recombination velocity. With the above

conditions, this linear partial differential diffusion equation can be solved analytically,

and we obtain the following solution

—
O I y(yDt-z) (27Dt — z

n(z,t) — — e erfc
21

+
7)t + ZeY(YDt+z)erfc (2-yDt + z
7Dt—z \. 2/

— 2S__eSt+Derfc (2St + z j (3 54-yD-S 2/)J
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Similar solutions are reported before [122, 132, 133] The above equation reduces to the

initial condition (equation.3.52) at t =0.

Using typical values for GaAs for 7=4.5 x io cm1, an ambipolar diffusion coeffi

cient D=20 cm2/s and a surface recombination velocity S=lx iO cm/s [131, 132], we

calculated the temporal evolution of the plasma density n(z. t). The calculations are

performed in 500 fs time steps. The result in figure 3.9 displays the normalized density

of the plasma with respect to the normalized penetration depth e=7z at various times

after delta function excitation pulse. Figure 3.9 indicates that (n/n0)has decreased from

1 to 0.85 within the first 500 fs. This ultrafast initial decay will be the subject of further

study later in this chapter. As time evolves, the density decay rate is much slower and the

density profile is no longer an exponentially decreasing function with respect to depth,

but more likely to resemble a gaussian profile. At longer times ( 80 ps), the plasma

continues to diffuse until it is nearly uniform across the depth of the semiconductor.

By then one has to include the effects of the recombination processes. We have found

that the result in figure 3.9 is fairly insensitive to the actual value of S indicating that

the initial variation of n0 is limited by ambipolar diffusion from the surface and into the

bulk.

3.6 Simulation of the Reflectivity Pulses from GaAs

In the previous sections we have performed time-independent calculations for the reflec

tivity as a function of the initial excitation plasma density. in general, if we combine

those calculations with a process which describes the time evolution of the plasma density,

we should have a better understanding of the temporal response of the semiconductor

switch. From the data displayed in figures 3.4, 3.8 and 3.9, it is easy to see how the

infrared reflectivity changes as a function of time after a flash (100 fs) illumination with
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Figure 3.9: The variation due to diffu0 of carrier density, n(z, t)/n0 as a function oflongitudinal position and time. The curves are plotted in increasing time steps of 500 fs.The top curve is calculated at t= 0 Ps, and the botttom curve is calculated at t= 4.5 Ps.
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above band gap radiation. For the proposed reflection switch scheme it is necessary to

tailor the exciting laser pulse intensity so that the critical density is produced. This may

involve intensity discrimination techniques depending on the laser system used. The sur

face density then has only to decrease to reach (n/ne) = (ci, — 1)/ci, 0.9 in order for

the reflectivity to decrease to zero.

In order to gain an insight into the pulse shapes and durations, we compare our cal

culations to the calculations performed with the simpler plasma thin film model. We can

treat the time dependent dielectric function as [85]

I cb(1) ifz<(t)
c(z,t) =

if z>5(t)

where 5(t) is the thickness of the plasma film at time t, and (t = 0)=z’y’. Since this

model avoids the problems resulting from the singularity of c(z, t) we are able to calculate

the reflectivity at the critical density. The change in the infrared reflectivity is related to

the changes in the excess-carrier density, and the generation of ultrashort pulses makes

use of the initial rapid decay of the electron density. We can account for the rapid drop

in the reflectivity by using a simple physical argument [85]. The reflectivity of the switch

is ‘- 100% whenever (n/n)=1, and the plasma generated by the femtosecond visible

excitation pulse is contained in a thin layer of thickness of the order of the absorption

length of the radiation, y’=2.22x10 cm. Assume that the photogenerateci plasma is

uniform in the transverse direction, and suppose that the transverse cross sectional area

of the plasma is A, and that the total number of electrons generated at t=0 is N. Then

the plasma density is given by the simple relation:

(t=O)
= A7-’

(3.55)

Next, the plasma diffuses into the bulk with a diffusion coefficient D= 20 cm2/s, such
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that in 500 fs the effective diffusion length LD=3.162 x106 cm. Effectively, all the

electrons move into the bulk of the semiconductor by LD. The electrons at the edge

of the plasma thin film will diffuse by LD and the effective plasma thickness becomes

(7’+LD). Note that there is no generation of new electrons after the optical excitation

is over, and we still have the N electrons in the same effective cross sectional area A

( here we have ignored the transverse diffusion of the carriers since the excitation laser

spot size on the semiconductor surface is much larger than LD). The new plasma density

at 500 fs is thell given by
N

(t=5OOfs)
= A(7-1 + LD)

(3.56)

and the ratio of the two densities

(ttO) = 1
(3 57

fl(t=50018) 1 + 7LD

This ratio is 0.875. That is, the density t= has decreased by i--’ 12% in only 500

fs. As previously mentioned, the reflectivity (see figure 3.8) around the peak drops from

100% to almost zero when the plasma density in reduced from n = n by only 10% and

this could happen in about 500 fs; therefore, it should be possible to generate ultrashort

pulses if the semiconductor is excited to generate plasma density near the critical density.

The temporal behaviour of the semiconductor plasma is very complicated. With

the density profiles of equation 3.54, the differential equation 3.24 becomes even more

cumbersome to solve numerically. We have performed the calculation using the Maxwell

Helmholtz differential equation with a time dependent dielectric function (z, t).

With the plasma density profiles given by equation 3.54, the calculations are re

peated for b(x, z, t), E(x, z, t), E(x, z, t) and R(n, t) using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta

method. The b(x, z, t) field amplitude is assumed not to change rapidly during one oscil

lation period of the electromagnetic wave. The computer code was modified to include
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the temporal dependence of the plasma density; hence, we were able to calculate the re

flectivity R(t) as a function of time for each plasma density profile. That is, for each time

interval the plasma density profile takes a different gaussian shape and the differential

equation is solved for that specific form.

Here, we performed the calculations using GaAs as the semiconductor with some

typical values D= 20 cm2/s, S= iO cm/s and the rest of the parameters are the same as

the ones used for the time independent calculations [85]. The reflected infrared pulses are

shown in figures 3.10 to 3.11 for some representative values of the initial plasma density

profile. These values are chosen to cover a wide span of the reflectivity curve in figures

3.10 and 3.11. The regions between the solid lines in the figures indicate the times where

the electron density in the differential equation approaches the critical density. The

reflectivity is calculated in a small region around the singular point.

For (n/n)= 1.2, the FWHM is 200 fs and the reflected pulse increases slowly to

reach a maximum value of 0.96 and then decreases slowly to zero in about 1 ps. As the

singular point is approached, the reflectivity approaches unity, and because the change in

the plasma density with time is slow, the dielectric function remains approximately zero

for that period of time. Later, the reflectivity decays back to zero. The fast rise and fall

times of the reflected signals indicate that the semiconductor switch can remain reflective

with R 1 in the region where (z, t) approaches zero, thus , resulting in reflected pulses

of near rectangular pulse shapes. The initial part ( 100 fs) of the reflected pulse is

approximately zero; as a result, during the pumping by the visible wavelength control

pulse, none of the 10.6 um radiation is reflected. At (n/n)= 1.3, the calculated FWHM

is 350 fs. By adjusting the excitation laser fluence so that the initial plasma density

is 0.9n, longer pulses in the picosecond range can be obtained. For example, when

the initial densities are 0.74n and 0.9n, the reflected pulse widths are 60 and 65 ps,

respectively. These pulse intensities are two orders of magnitude lower than the ones
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Figure 3.10: Reflected 10.6 m pulses as a function of time for initial plasma density of
(a) n = 0.7n, (b) n = O.9n, and (c) n = 6n. The solid lines are calculated from the
differential equation model and the dashed lines are calculated from the thin film plasma
model.
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Figure 3.11: Reflected 10.6 ,um pulses as a function of time for initial plasma density
of (a) r. 1.2n and (b) ii = 1.3ri. The solid lines are calculated from the differential
equation model and the dashed lines are calculated from the thin film plasma model.
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calculated near the critical density.

We have also calculated the phase shift experienced by the reflected infrared pulses

for (n/n)= 0.74, 0.9, 1.2, 1.3, and 6. The results are presented iii figures 3.12 to 3.14.

The dashed lines in in figure 3.13 curves illustrate the points where the plasma density

has reached the critical density, and one has to extrapolate around them. By examining

figure 3.13, we realize that the reflected pulses suffer a phase change of ‘-.‘ir at the time

of the peak of the reflection.

For comparison, we have also performed the calculations for the thin film plasma

model using rectangular variations of the plasma density with depth. As time progresses,

the thin film plasma is expanding into the bulk; and to incorporate the time dependence

in this film model, we calculate the 1/e point of the density profile at the surface given

by equation 3.54 and we note the corresponding time. These are used to simulate the

expanding step-like film illustrated in figure 3.15. The results are displayed in figure

3.16(a). The figure shows that after the first ‘ 20 ps the plasma film thickness remains

almost constant. From that, we calculated the corresponding effective thickness of the

film, (t), as a function of time during the first 300 Ps.

The results are shown in figure 3.16(b); here the plasma is treated as a step-like film

whose thickness increases with time. Multiple simulations are performed for the initial

normalized electron densities of 0.74, 0.9, 1.2 1.3, and 6. The results are displayed in

figures 3.10 to 3.11 and are found to be iii good agreement with the above numerical

calculations. The rise and the fall times of the reflected pulses are much slower than the

ones calculated previously. This is to be expected from such a model, since the change

in the plasma density with time is much smoother. At the point where (z, t) =0, the

reflectivity reaches unity which is in agreement with what is expected from the solution

of the differential equation.

We can write the reflectivity as a function of three variables: the phase shift, film
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thickness and electron density. Therefore, the dynamical behaviour of the switch can be

written as the total derivative of the reflectivity with respect to time.

dR dRdn dRd dRdS
(3.58)

Note that at all times we have (dn/dt)< 0. This means that if the semiconductor is

illuminated by a laser fluence sufficient to produce a large enough initial plasma density,

i.e. (n/ne) = 6, then a competition between the derivatives of the phase, the density, and

the thickness of the plasma film, with respect to time determines the temporal evolution

of the reflected infrared pulses. By examining figure 3.4 and figure 3.5, the first two

terms (dR/dri)(dn/dt) and (dR/d)(d/dt) are both negative, whereas the last term

(dR/dJ)(d6/dt) is positive. The rate of change of the reflectivity depends on whether the

sum of the three terms is positive or negative. Initially, the reflectivity changes at a slow

rate because the rate of change of the first two terms is slow in the first 10 ps, and the rate

of change of the reflectivity is dominated by the change in the thickness of the plasma

film, thus making (dR/dt) positive. When the reflectivity approaches 0.65, it begins to

decrease slowly since the last term no longer dominates the sign of (dR/dt). For the next

140 ps the reflectivity decreases until the plasma density decays to 1.26n. At the point

where (n/n)=l.26, the contributions of all three terms are positive, and the reflectivity

increases slowly from 0.5 to 0.91 in about 33 ps. When R approaches unity, the electron

density approaches the point near the critical density. As soon as (n/ne) < 1, we have

a different region of reflectivity, where the contribution of the phase to the reflectivity

is zero in this region. For the plasma density in the range 0.9 (n/ne) 1, the term

(dR/dS)(dS/dt) > 0 and (dR/dn)(dn/dt) < 0. Because of the fast decay of the electron

density compared to the increase in R due to increasing plasma thickness, the reflectivity

decays very quickly from unity to zero level (at (n/ne) =0.9). For the plasma density

range 0 (n/ne) < 0.9, the term (dR/dn)(dn/dt) reverses sign and becomes positive but
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the term (dR/d6)(d/dt) > 0 and the reflectivity increases until it reaches a minimum

value at the point where (dR/dn) 0 (at (n/ne) 0.74). The reflected signal then

decreases slowly because (dR/dn) (dn/dt) switches sign and becomes negative, whereas

(dR/d)(dS/dt) > 0 and the reflectivity becomes zero at (n/ne) =0.

From the above analysis, we can draw the following conclusions. Femtosecond and

picosecond pulses of variable durations can be generated depending on the initial value

of (n/ne). For a control pulse of the order of 100 fs, one needs to adjust the energy

fluence of the laser pulse such that the number density of the photoinjected electrons is

in the range 1 .2n—l .3n in order to obtain ultrafast infrared reflection. It seems that

the temporal response of the switch is limited only by the control pulse duration and the

ambipolar diffusion coefficient of the semiconductor.

The next task is to perform the experiment at different excitation energy fluences on

GaAs. Whether our conclusions from the calculation are correct depend on the assump

tions we have made in deriving the model.



Chapter 4

Laser Systems, Optical Setups, and Experimental Procedures

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the laser systems, the experimental apparatus, and the techniques used

during the course of this work are discussed. A brief overview of the femtosecond laser

pulse generating/amplifying system is presented with special emphasis on the system per

formance and characteristics. All the CO2 lasers used in this work have been designed and

built in this laboratory and considerable time and effort is spent in characterizing their

performance as well as their operating conditions. Moreover, the construction details of

these high-power CO2 lasers are discussed. Further details of the fast electrical discharge

excitation circuits and on the lasers’ designs and construction are published in our review

paper on the subject [134]. In this chapter, we also discuss the design of a home-made

autocorrelator constructed to measure the duration of the pump laser system. A brief

overview on the detection units, some custom electronic modules that are used for data

collection and laser synchronization are discussed in this chapter. Detailed schematics

of the electronic circuits are presented in Appendices A to C. Finally, the experimental

setups for time-integrated reflectivity, reflection-reflection correlation, cross-correlation

techniques, and frequency spectrum measurements are presented and discussed in detail.

74
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4.2 The Femtosecond Laser System

The high power laser pulse excitation system used to operate the optical semiconductor

switch is described in this section. Much of the time during the course of the experimental

work was spent installing, maintaining, fixing, and optimizing the performance of the laser

system. The layout of the laser system is illustrated in figure 4.1. A brief description of

the characteristics of each component is presented below.

4.2.1 The Femtosecond Laser Pulse Generation System

The ultrafast laser pulse generating system is a commercial laser system consisting of an

Nd:YAG (Nd3+ doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet), a pulse compression stage, and a dye

laser.

The Nd:YAG Laser

The Nd:YAG laser is a Spectra Physics Model 3800 mode locked laser. The laser is driven

by an acousto-optic mode locker, placed inside the laser cavity near the output mirror,

operating at a resonance frequency of 41.0245 MHz and producing a single longitudinal

and transverse mode, quasi-continuous pulse train at a wavelength of 1.064 gum. The

output pulse train repetition rate is 82.049 MHz with a single pulse duration of 70 ps.

The average output power from the laser is between 13 to 14 W.

The Pulse Compressor

The Spectra Physics Model 3695 Optical Pulse Compressor utilizes a fibre-grating opti

cal arrangement to shorten the 70 ps (1.064 gum) pulse duration from the mode locked

Nd:YAG laser to ‘- 4—5 ps. The 1.064 gum pulse is frequency doubled to 0.532 gum using a

second harmonic generation crystal. With frequency doubling, the duration of the 0.532
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m pulse is reduced even further to 3 ps. The maximum output that can be obtained

from the pulse compressor is 1.1 W at 0.532 m.

The Dye Laser

A Spectra Physics Model 3500 Ultrashort Pulse Dye laser is utilized in the final stage

of the femtosecond pulse generation system. The dye laser uses Rhodamine 6G dye as a

gain medium which is synchronously pumped by 850—900 mW, 0.532 um (3 ps) output

from the pulse compressor. The laser produces 83—250 mW average power with a tuning

range between 575 to 635 nm. The output pulse train (82 MHz) consists of individual

500 fs pulses with 1—3 nJ/pulse.

4.2.2 The Femtosecond Laser Pulse Amplifying System

The nanojoule femtosecond laser pulses are amplified to a higher energy with a subpi

cosecond laser pulse amplifying system consisting of a three stage dye amplifier pumped

by a Nd:YAG regenerative amplifier.

The Nd:YAG Regenerative Amplifier

A Continuum Nd:YAG Regenerative Amplifier Model RGA6O is used to pump a subpi

cosecond laser dye amplifier. A dielectric beam splitter is used to split off ‘— 5% from the

Nd:YAG laser mode locked train and is injected into the regenerative amplifier. Single

pulses are selected from the train and are amplified to produce 200 mJ, 70 Ps, 1.064 tm

laser pulses at a maximum repetition rate of 10 Hz. The output is frequency doubled

in a second harmonic generation crystal to produce 100 mJ at 0.532 im in a single

transverse mode.
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4.2.3 The Subpicosecond Dye Laser Pulse Amplifier

The femtosecond dye laser pulse is amplified in a Continuum Picosecond Amplifier Model

PTA6O consisting of three Rhodamine 640 dye cells. The dye laser pulse amplifier is

pumped synchronously with 25 mJ from the frequency doubled output from the Nd:YAG

regenerative amplifier. The injected nanojoule 616 nm dye laser pulses are amplified to

a maximum energy of ‘-‘ 1 mJ at 10 Hz with a minimum of pulse broadening.

4.3 The CO2 Laser Oscillators

In this section we give a brief introduction to the continuous wave (CW) CO2 and pulsed

lasers used in our experiments. The CO2 lasers have been designed, built, and upgraded

in our laboratory, and hence, a considerable amount of time and effort is devoted to

determine their optimum operating conditions and design configuration. Our goal is to

construct high-power single longitudinal and transverse mode CO2 lasers to carry out

the optical semiconductor switching experiments. The simplicity of the devices’ designs

and constructions make them attractive and inexpensive laboratory instruments.

4.3.1 The CW CO2 Laser Oscillator

During the course of our experimental work with the CW CO2 laser, the laser design was

frequently modified and upgraded to suit our purpose. The original CO2 laser delivered

only 1.5 W at 10.6 ,um. Clearly, this laser power was not enough to be useful in our

experiments. Another larger laser has been designed to produce ‘-S- 10 W, and several

experiments were performed using this laser; however, the detected signals are weak and

it was decided to further upgrade it to a higher power (> 30 W).

The CW CO2 laser consists of two independent sections. The simple schematic of

the laser is illustrated in figure 4.2. Both sections use a DC glow discharge to achieve
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Figure 4.1: The layout of the femtosecond laser pulse generating system.
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laser inversion in the CO2 molecules. The two ends of the laser sections are maintained

at a high voltage of 25 kV and are separated by a ground cathode at the centre of the

discharge. Each section consists of a pyrex tube 103 cm in length and 12 mm in diameter,

and can be operated independently. The effective laser cavity length is 3 m (end-to-end)

with one end being terminated by a 0.64 cm thick, 5.08 cm diameter KC1 Brewster’s angle

window to ensure a single polarization beam output, and the other end of the laser tube

is terminated by the resonator cavity mirror. Two cold-water (— 14 °C) lucite-jacket

tubes (6.4 cm in diameter) are used to cool the discharge plasma.

In order to have a stable glow discharge between the laser brass electrodes, the neg

ative dynamic resistance (after the CO2 gas breaks down) must be suppressed. This is

done by connecting a series of ballast resistors in series with the high voltage DC power

supply. Both anodes are connected to the power supply via four 0.1 MQ resistors with

a total resistance in each arm of 0.4 Mf. The cathode is connected directly to ground.

This arrangement ensures that both sections can break down evenly and more reliably.

The laser cavity design consists of a concave, 8 m radius of curvature, gold-coated

mirror which is mounted inside the discharge volume and an output coupler consisting of

an uncoated plane-parallel Ce window of 5 mm thickness and 2.54 cm diameter. As in any

etalon, both the front and the back contribute to the reflection. The refractive index of

Ce at 10.6 urn is 4.2; hence at normal incidence, the contribution of the surface reflection

is only 36%; however, interference between the two faces can result in reflectivity

between 0—80% depending on the free spectral range of the Ge etalon.

The CO2 can lase on several vibrational-rotational lines simultaneously between 8.7

urn to 11.8 urn. These laser transitions are highly competitive, and as a result the beating

of the longitudinal mode causes fluctuations in the laser power output. The Ce flat can

be used as a tunable Fabry-Perot etalon to suppress the oscillation on all lines but the one

which matches the free spectral range of the Ce etalon. The free spectral range can be
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tuned by adjusting the temperature of the Ge fiat. A feed-back temperature electronic

control system is used to actively stabilize the resollator cavity. The temperature of

the output coupler is fixed at 30.15°C at which the laser lases at 10.6 gum and exhibits

excellent stability. Due to the large length to diameter ratio of the discharge, the laser is

forced to operate on a single transverse mode, TEM00,with a beam spot size of 1.5 mm.

The discharge current determines the rate of pumping of the CO2 molecules and thus

determines the output power. In this laser, the maximum pumping current is 40 mA

(20 mA for each section). The laser is operated with a gas mixture of He:C02:N2with a

mixture ratio of 84:8:8 and a total gas pressure of 15 torr. During the electrical discharge

the CO2 molecules dissociate and; therefore, the replacement of the gain medium is

required. The laser gas mixture is flowed through the discharge region, where it is

injected from both anodes and exited through the cathode.

With the above operating conditions, the output laser power is measured to be

40 W. It seems that the limiting factor in determining the output power of the laser is

the flow rate of the CO2 gas. Improvements on the gas flow system should increase the

output power. It is clear that the CW CO2 laser does not require synchronization with the

femtosecond laser/amplifier system; therefore, it is used to perform all the time-resolved

experiments.

4.3.2 The High Pressure TEA CO2 Laser Oscillator

TEA CO2 Laser Body and Circuit

Here we present a design for a TEA discharge CO2 laser which is used to perform some op

tical semiconductor switching experiments, especially for measuring the frequency spec

trum of the reflected infrared pulses. An illustration of a cross section of the laser body

and its electrical circuit components is shown in figure 4.3. The laser is designed to
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of the 40 W CW CO2 laser. R = 0.4 M1 and HV = 25 kV.

operate at high gas pressures in the range between 1 to 7 atmospheres and to be used
as part of a more elaborate CO2 laser system known as a “hybrid laser” arrangement.
Most of the electrical, laser energy, and pulse duration measurements discussed in this
section are performed with the discharge laser operating at 1 atmosphere with a lasing
gas composition of (C02:N2:He) and a mixture ratio of (15:15:70). The laser electrodes
are made from aluminum plates with an electrode separation of 9.5 mm. The electrodes
are designed to be flat over a 9.5x350 mm2 area, with rounded corners similar to the
design in reference [135]. The radius of curvature of these rounded corners is 6.3 mm.
The gas glow discharge is observed to be uniform over the (9.5x9.5x350) mm3 volume
as indicated by photographing the discharge region.

The high pressure electrical discharge is automatically preionized using a double sided
LC inversion circuit which is first described in reference [136]. This circuit is one of the
most efficient ways to excite high pressure CO2 gas discharge lasers [134]. Efficient oper
ation of a high pressure gas discharge laser depends strongly on both the low inductance
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of the driving circuit and the density distribution of the initial electrons produced by the

preionization process. The schematics of the circuit design is presented in figure 4.4. The

principle operation of the LC inversion is as follows: the capacitors are charged in parallel

and no voltage appears across the laser electrodes; then, when the spark gap switch is

triggered and hence closed, the voltage across the top capacitor banks discharges through

the preionizer rods [135],[137J—[140].

Due to the high inductance of the resistors and the preionizer rods, the current contin

ues to flow and the top capacitor bank polarity reverses direction. The voltage across the

laser electrode, at this time, becomes double the charging voltage of the capacitors. The

laser gas breaks down as soon as the electrode voltage reaches the pressure-dependent

breakdown voltage of the gas mixture.

The switching of the discharge is made possible by a low inductance spark gap which

is pressurized with dry air to 50 Psi to withstand a charging voltage of 22 kV.

The spark gap is triggered by a triggering pin connected through a krytron (EG&G)

high voltage (10 kV) triggering unit through a 6:1 step-up transformer. Twenty-four

discrete BaTiO3 doorknob capacitors (Murata Corp. no. DHS6OZ5V272Z-40, 2.7 nF, 40

kV ceramic capacitors) are mounted symmetrically, six in each quadrant, between both

sides of the discharge chamber as shown in figure 4.3. This arrangement gives an ultralow

inductance configuration. As shown in figure 4.3, the body of the laser is machined out of

a single lucite block, with one additional plate of lucite (surrounding the upper electrode)

glued into it using cyanoacrylate, “Krazy glue”.

Preionization of the main discharge is provided by two arrays of U.V. sparks. Each

preionizer rod is constructed as described in references [138, 139], with the centre conduc

tor (a length of Belden no. 8868 high voltage wire) passing through the outer conductor

of the 20 cm length of a home-made 50 f coaxial cable, and then all the way through
the glass tubing to the last stainless steel preionizer electrode. The edges of the stainless
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Figure 4.4: (a) The CO2 laser LC inversion circuit and the preionizers connections. P.R.=preionization rod, S.G.= spark gap, and L.D.= laser discharge. (b) The equivalent circuitwith C = 64.8 nF, Lp = 420 nH, Rp = 1.05 1, C = 64.8 nF, and Le = 6.8 nH.
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steel tubes are cut at 300 to the axis of the tube. A drop of cyanoacrylate glue is used

at each end of the Belden wire to seal the wire against its insulation, and this glue is

also used to seal the insulation against the first stainless steel preionizer electrode, as

shown in figure 4.3. The end of the preionizer is sealed against the lucite laser chamber

with an 0-ring fitting. The other preionizer electrodes are attached to a 5 mm (outside

diameter) pyrex tube using the same glue. We used 15 preionizer spark gaps of 400 tm

each, at 2.5 cm interval along each preionizer rod. We found that the breakdown of

the two preionizer rods is very reliable if the total length of U.V. sparks, 15x(400 tim),

is less than the main electrode spacing of 9.5 mm. In order to minimize the electrical

jitter to less than +3 ns, we made use of the “capacitive coupling” to the return lead, so

these sparks actually form sequentially [141]—[143], rather than all at once; the process

requires about 20 ns [142, 143] to form a so-called “running spark” or “sliding spark”,

and it is only after all the sparks have formed that the inversion and preionizer current,

Ii,,, starts to climb significantly [141]. The preionizer rods are mounted along the sides

of the main discharge and parallel to the laser electrodes at distance of 14 mm, so

that unwanted sparks between them are avoided and uniform preioriization of the main

discharge is obtained.

Electrical Current and Voltage Measurements of the Laser Discharge

The discharge current risetime is directly related to the rate of energy deposition. In this

laser discharge, the electric current changes very quickly which induces a time-varying

magnetic field. By taking advantage of this, very accurate transient current measure

ments can be performed. The current pulse is measured using twin, subnanosecond

risetime, 10-turn pick-up coils [144] installed between the capacitors, within the fast

discharge main loop, on opposite sides of the chamber, as indicated in figure 4.3. The

two coils therefore give equal and opposite signals which, when subtracted by a 1 GHz
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oscilloscope (Tektronix 7104 with two 7A29 plug-in units), give the low-noise voltage

signal Vc, proportional to the rate change of the main current,

VC=AM, (4.1)

where AM is a constant. The current noise is substantially eliminated by “common-mode

rejection.” The two signal lines are first carefully adjusted to have identical delay times,

to within ±50 ps. The delay is measured using an oscilloscope and a coaxial spark gap

[137]—[139] cable discharge circuit [137]—[139], [145, 146]. The discharge circuit provides

1000 V electrical pulses having a risetime of 300 Ps.

Measuring the discharge breakdown voltage gives an insight into the amount of elec

trical excitation energy that is being delivered during the laser operation. In measuring
the transient discharge high voltage, it is convenient to use a high voltage divider. The
voltage, VM, on the main electrodes is measured using twin, resistor divider, high-voltage

probes of iO x attenuation (each consisting of 15 two-watt carbon resistors soldered to

gether in series with a terminated 50 cable), one for each electrode. The risetime of

each probe is measured to be 10 ns. Again, the signals are subtracted by the 1 GHz

oscilloscope, giving a low-noise signal representing the voltage, VM, across the discharge;
the noise, again, is thereby substantially eliminated by “common-mode rejection.” The

voltage, VM, across the main electrodes is measured in this way, for an initial charging
voltage of V0 = 22 kV, and is shown in figure 4.5(a). The main current, IM, starts at t

= 300 ns, with a jitter of < ±2 ns, relative to the primary/preionizer current, Ip. The
current, Ip, starts with a jitter <±3 us, relative to the time of firing the spark gap.

As observed previously for CO2 lasers [138, 139, 141],[147]—[149], the main current, JM,
essentially stops with a finite voltage of VM = 13 kV remaining on the main electrodes.
This occurs, presumably, since there is no longer enough voltage to maintain a discharge.
However, since the spark gap (and preionizer) current, Ip, are still supplying a charge
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to the main ioop, we observe small current oscillations immediately following the large

initial pulse, as shown in figure 4.5(b). This initial current pulse contains at least 90% of

the energy of the entire curreilt pulse, IM. The current pulse FWHM is measured to be

40 ns, which is fairly close to the critically damped value of 25.6 us, given by equations

(5) and (16) in reference [134].

During these current oscillations following the large initial pulse, the voltage, VL,

induced in the measurement loop of area, AL, is by Faraday’s law,

r fdB’\ Ii0AN dIM
VL

= JAL —--) .ds —--) ——, (4.2)

where A and I are the cross sectional area of the aild the length of the current sheet,

respectively. VL has a 2 kV amplitude. Since dIM/di is 0 at certain times t (maxima

and minima of ‘M in figure 4.5(b) ), one can compute the discharge resistance at these

times from the following equation:

r(t)
= VM(t)

(4.3)
‘M(t1)

which has strong oscillations also, and this function r(t) is sketched in figure 4.5(a). The

voltage which would have been on the electrodes during this time had the main discharge

not occurred is shown by the dotted line, VM’, in figure 4.5(a). We measured this voltage

signal by firing the laser with higher pressure in the chamber so that only the primary

circuit fired without a main discharge. Since VM’ = 36 kV at the end of the strong current

pulse, the charge which flowed in the main discharge up to that time is approximately

LQ = Ce(36.0 — 13.0)kV = 370 JLCoulomb, (4.4)

while the electrical energy delivered is approximately

AE = Ce(36.O2 — 13.o2)kv2 9.1J, (4.5)
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corresponding to a deposition of 280 J11atm1.

The derivative signal of the equation for dIM/dt, and also one for the preionizer

(primary) loop, dlp/dt, are each integrated to give the current pulse shapes. In order to

calculate the inductance of the discharge, the main discharge loop area is measured to

have an area of A = 38.4 +0.1 cm2. A second integration is required for ‘M to give the

charge which flowed through the discharge and, when equated with the change in the

capacitor charge given by equation 4.4, we are able to find the absolute current pulse, ‘M,

as shown in figure 4.5 (b). The preionizer/inversion current Ip, is also shown in figure

4.5(b) and is scaled by solving the differential equation for an underdamped oscillator

[1341, using the same algorithm as mentioned in reference [134], now with parameters C

= 32.4 nF, L 420 nH and Rp = 1.05 which are the primary loop parameters found

in the same way as described in reference [135] This algorithm also gave the energy E

deposited into the preionizers iii the first 300 ns preceding the main discharge, as E =

4.4 J.

Energy and Pulse Output of the TEA CO2 Laser

The laser optical cavity consists of two KC1 windows mounted on 0-rings at Brewster’s
angle, a 5 m radius of curvature gold-coated full reflector, and a Ge flat, 80% reflector
as an output coupler. The CO2 laser pulse is measured using a Labimex P005 HgCdTe
room-temperature detector and is shown in figure 4.6.

The shape of the infrared pulse from the free running electrically pumped CO2 laser

depends on several laser parameters, such as: the duration of the pumping electrical
pulse, the energy delivered by the excitation circuit, the operating gas pressure, and

the ratio of the composition gases. The output pulse duration of the above TEA CO2

discharge laser is usually of the order of 400 ns. The overall temporal pulse shape consists
of an initial spike (50 ns long) and a long decay tail (‘- 0.5 us long). The initial peak
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is known as the gain switched peak which is due to the short time required to build up

enough gain compared to cavity round trip time. That is, the gain in the CO2 laser

can be turned on quickly by the pumping circuit so that population inversion above the

threshold value is established before the onset of any noise build up of laser oscillations.

The origin of the long tail is due to the gain recovery by collisional energy transfer

from the vibrationally excited N2 buffer molecules to the vibrational states of the CO2

molecules. This long pulse is usually known as “the nitrogen tail.” The output usually

consists of a superposition of several competing longitudinal modes, as shown in figure

4.6(b).

The laser pulse energy is measured to be 800 mJ (multimode) using a GenTec energy

meter (ED 200). The laser energy output is found to be stable to +2%. The specific

output energy is 25 J11, which is among the highest values reported for TEA CO2 lasers.

The overall efficiency is 5.1%, and the pulse to pulse energy reliability is 100%. The

output beam is uniform over the 9.5 mm x 9.5 mm area as indicated by Polaroid film burn

spots. However, after about ten shots, one of the new intercavity salt windows exhibited

severe damage due to the high-power laser pulse, which has not, to our knowledge, been

reported previously for TEA CO2 lasers of only 35 cm discharge length. Because of this

damage problem, we are not able to make a detailed study of the laser output at higher

pressures using the configuration described above. With weaker mixtures, in a hybrid

laser coilfiguration, operation should be possible up to about 7 atmospheres.

4.3.3 The Hybrid CO2 Laser

For ultrashort pulse generation the switching task is made much easier if the CO2 laser

pulse incident on the optical semiconductor switch is made as long as possible with a

maximum amount of energy. When the CO2 laser pulse is > 50 us, one may consider the

temporal change of the pulse intensity to be insignificant during the switching time of
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Figure 4.6: (a) The CO2 laser pulse shape at 10.6 ,um, with an energy of 800 rnJ. (b)
Longitudinal mode beating during the laser oscillation.
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a few picoseconds or iess. In addition, a long CO2 laser pulse reduces the constraint on

the accuracy of the timing and jitter between the control visible pulse and the CO2 laser

pulse. Clearly, with long CO2 laser pulses, the experimental situation resembles that of

CW CO2 laser switching.

For our application, the temporal power modulation due to longitudinal mode beating

of the above TEA CO2 laser is highly undesirable and single mode operation is required.

A combined arrangement of a single longitudinal mode CW CO2 (narrow gain) laser,

with a TEA CO2 laser sharing the same resonator cavity, provides a single longitudinal

and transverse mode with high power output of the order of 50 kW. This CO2 laser

arrangement is known as a “hybrid laser”. A typical hybrid configuration is illustrated

in figure 4.7. In this laser arrangement, only one section of the CW CO2 laser delivering

6 W is used to lock the longitudinal mode of the TEA CO2 laser. The cavity resonator

is the same as the one used in the CW CO2 laser with a total effective resonator cavity

length of 2.9 m. The high pressure section is operated at 1 atmosphere with a lasing

gas mixture of C02:N2:He of 6:6:88 at a repetition rate between 1 to 2 Hz. The laser

maximum output energy is measured to be ‘—i 25 mJ.

The low-pressure CW laser section with a frequency bandwidth narrower than the

longitudinal mode spacing of the optical resonator provides the initial 10.6 m laser

photons and laser gain at only one particular laser mode. Figure 4.8(a) shows the single

mode pulse output from the CO2 hybrid laser with the CW CO2 laser turned on. The

pulse shape differs from that of figure 4.6, which can be explained as follows: the CW

laser gain is above the lasing threshold of the TEA CO2 laser, thus the laser pulse does not

evolve from noise as in the case of a free running TEA laser; this results in the optical

pulse occurring at an earlier time than in the free running TEA laser. Moreover, the

time required to build up enough gain needed for the gain switched pulse is dramatically

reduced. Consequently, the output pulse shows a single mode pulse with a risetirne of
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Figure 4.7: The hybrid CO2 laser system arrangement.

220 ns and a long decay tail of --‘ L5 ,us long. This temporal width of this pulse is ideal

for performing optical semiconductor switching experiments.

4.4 Synchronization of the Hybrid CO2 Laser and the Femtosecond Laser

System

It is crucial that accurate synchronization be maintained between the hybrid CO2 laser

and the femtosecond pulses from the dye amplifier. This has proved to be an extremely

difficult problem for the following reasons: the whole femtosecond laser system is inter

nally synchronized with respect to the Nd:YAG mode locker’s frequency of 41.0245 MHz.

Moreover, the combined delay in the krytron circuit, spark gap, the LC inversion circuit,

and the CO2 laser gain build-up time amounts to ‘ 1.5 s which is long compared to the

mode locker’s clock of 24 ns. That is, the CO2 laser must be triggered about 1.5 its before

the laser amplifier output to allow for perfect pulse synchronization at the optical semi

conductor switch. An electronic timing system that does not disturb the performance of

HV
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Figure 4.8: (a) Single longitudinal and transverse mode from the hybrid CO2 laser. (b)
Same hybrid laser with the CW laser turned off.

the ferntosecond laser system is the most important priority in our design.

An adjustable electronic synchronization unit was designed and built through the

UBC Physics Department Electronics Shop to perform the task. The details of the

circuit design are presented in Appendix A. The unit has dual channel TTL output units

which can be adjusted independently over the delay range between 0 to 3 ps relative

to the Nd:YAG RGA6O output pulse. For proper operation of the timing unit, the

commercial laser system triggering input was modified with no observable change in the

system performance. The RF from the mode locker was diverted from its input to the

Nd:YAG RGA6O amplifier unit, and was directed into the synchronization unit. The

synchronization unit circuit locks on the 41.0245 MHz clock from the mode locker and

triggers a TTL output signal. The 5 VTTL signal is amplified to 30 V and is used

to trigger the CO2 laser krytron unit that triggers the laser discharge spark gap. After

the onset of the channel delay (‘-..‘ 1.1 s) the timing unit triggers the RGA6O timing

circuit to begin optical pulse injection. Figure 4.9 shows a layout of the lasers’ timing
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Figure 4.9: A layout of the synchronization between the hybrid CO2 laser and the fern
tosecond laser pulse generating system.

arrangements. With this timing unit, the overall pulse jitter is ±10 ns, which we believe

originates from the krytron unit and the spark gap.

4.5 Infrared Pulse Detection and Timing System

4.5.1 The Cu:Ge Infrared Detector

The detection of ultrashort CO2 laser pulses is quite difficult because conventional in
frared detectors with time constants of 100 Ps are too slow. Since the pulse width of
the reflected infrared pulses is much less than the response time of an infrared detector,
the output amplitude depends on the response time of the detector. In this case, the
detector integrates the input optical pulse, thus acting as a very sensitive energy meter.
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Figure 4.10: The Cu:Ge infrared detector bias/output circuit.

A Cu:Ge infrared detector (Santa Barbara Research Center) is utilized to detect the in
frared reflected pulses. The detector has a spectral response over the range between 2 ,um
to 30 tm with a risetime of -‘. 0.5 ns. In preparation for the experimental measurements,
the detector’s dewar is pumped to 1O torr, then filled with liquid nitrogen and left
to cool for about 1 hour. After that, the liquid nitrogen is disposed and the dewar is
filled with liquid helium to cool it to 4.2 K°. When in use, the detector is biased at 160
V with the circuit arrangement displayed in figure 4.10. The detector can be operated
for a period of six hours on a single liquid helium fill.

4.5.2 Electronic Amplifier

When conducting experiments with the CW CO2 laser, at detector output signals of
the order of 1 mV, the detector’s signals cannot be measured by the oscilloscope, thus,
the signals are electronically amplified in a GHz amplifier connected directly on top of
the Cu:Ge infrared detector. The amplifier is impedance matched to the 50 ! output

10iH

V
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impedance of the infrared detector. The electronic amplifier was designed and built

through the UBC Physics Department Electronics Shop. A complete electronic circuit is

presented in appendix B. The amplifier gain is measured to be 34 dB with a noise level

of —88 dB. The amplifier shows excellent range of linearity with no pulse distortion. The

amplifier is shielded in an RF Faraday cage to minimize the RF noise from the lasers.

4.5.3 Experimental Data Collection System

The experimeiltal data of the reflected infrared and the visible excitation pulses are

displayed on a Tektronix 7104 oscilloscope with a 50 l plug-in (7A19) unit. The effective

bandwidth of this oscilloscope is 1 GHz. Initially, we performed some of the experiments

by measuring the reflected signals directly from the oscilloscope traces. Both infrared

and visible signals are recorded simultaneously using a video camera for each laser shot.

This technique proved to be inexpensive (compared to using Polaroid film) and allows

real-time analyses of the data; however, it is very time consuming since all the analysis

is done manually. Therefore, we have developed a computer controlled electronic data

collection system to perform this task.

In the time resolved measurements, we are interested in the amplitude of the reflected

pulses (or energy) as a function of the time delay. Thus, the maximum amplitude level

of an integrated infrared pulse is proportional to the energy contained in the pulse itself.

It is evident that the electronic system must have certain characteristics, such as: (1) the

ability to perform the integration process on a time scale of ‘-‘. 1 ns with a linear integra

tion curve independent of the duration of the pulse; (2) it can be synchronized with the

commercial femtosecond laser system; (3) it must be compatible with the Cu:Ge detec

tor/amplifier arrangement; (4) it must have a low signal to noise ratio with a maximum

input signal sensitivity of ‘—‘ 20 mV in 50 f; (5) it should allow a real-time oscilloscope
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observation if desired. Clearly, our experimental constraints cannot be met by inexpen

sive commercial sample-hold electronic systems, and a custom-made design had to be

developed. A pulse integration module (PIM), which satisfies the above properties, was

designed and built through the UBC Physics Department Electrollics Shop. Complete

electronic circuit designs are presented in appendix C.

The PIM channels are triggered from the “Sync-out” signal from the output of the

Nd:YAG regenerative amplifier which arrives 30 ns earlier than the output of the 70 ps

0.532 tm optical pulse. The electronic data capture system consists of dual channel

integration modules, one for the infrared pulse and the other for the excitation pulse.

Each integration channel has an integration window of 5 ns in width; therefore, the

signals are timed very accurately to within 250 ps using a built-in variable delay circuit, so

that the pulses fall inside their respective integration window. The signal synchronization

can be performed by monitoring the signal and the integration window, through the

analog output of the device, on the oscilloscope while varying the delays. Both signals

are captured and integrated simultaneously. The device was tested for proper bandwidth

and linearity before its use in the experiments. Figure 4.11 shows the linearity from both

channels using simulated 1 ns input pulses. The linearity of the device is ‘- +8%, which

is sufficient for our experimental purposes.

The integral values from the infrared pulse and its corresponding visible excitation

pulse are digitized and stored directly on a personal computer for further analysis. The

attractive features of this device make it an indispensable laboratory instrument for

pulse-probe type experiments.
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Figure 4.11: Integrated output from the dual channel pulse integration module as a
function of the input pulse voltage amplitude. The solid circles denote channel 1 and the
empty circles denote channel 2.

4.6 Hall Conductivity Measurements in Si

The Van der Pauw method [150, 151] is used to measure the conductivity, minority carrier
concentration, and the type of the carriers in several Si wafers. The measurements are

performed in a high magnetic field of 0.4 T produced by a 3.8 A power supply.

4.7 Autocorrelation Pulse Width Measurements

In this experiment, we are working with ultrashort excitation pulses; therefore, the char
acterization and the ability to control the duration of the control excitation pulses from
the dye laser (amplifier) are extremely important. The duration of the excitation pulse
determines the temporal response of the optical semiconductor switch. The pulse du
ration of the laser system is very sensitive to the daily alignment and the operating
conditions of the Nd:YAG laser; therefore, pulse width measurements must be performed
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before the start of any experiment. The manufacturer’s specification on the dye laser

pulse is < 500 fs. However, since we replaced several components in the laser system:

laser mode locker and laser cavity in the Nd:YAG laser, and the optical fiber in the pulse

compressor stage, the optimum parameters, including the pulse width, of the laser system

must be finely tuned.

When working with ultrafast optical pulses of a few picoseconds or less, there is no

convenient direct method of observing the duration of the laser pulses with conventional

photodetector/oscilloscope having an adequate bandwidth. The correlation techniques

[152]—[l60] using nonlinear optical processes in suitable crystals are the most popular

and cost effective experimental methods to measure femtosecond pulse durations. We

have constructed an autocorrelator based on a non-collinear beam Michelson type inter

ferometer which permits the performance of background free pulse width autocorrelation

measurements. The layout of the autocorrelator is illusrated in figure 4.12. The 82 MHz

pulse train from the dye laser is equally split by a beam splitter; half of the pulse train

is incident on fYI4 and M5. A linear time delay, r, is repetitively produced in one arm

of the Michelson interferometer. This time delay is achieved by using a pair of parallel

mirrors (M4 and M5) mounted on a plate which is rotating at a constant frequency, fr.

When the shaft is rotated by an angle, Or, this beam traverses a different path and is

reflected back by M2 parallel to the its original direction. The second half is reflected by

the retroreflector mirrors (M6 and M7) and is slightly displaced. The two pulses can be

overlapped in time at the KDP second harmonic crystal (SH) by mechanically changing

one of the optical path lengths by a small amount (a 400 fs pulse duration is only 130

um long).

The parallel mirror assembly [152] leads to an increase (or decrease) of the optical path

length for the optical pulse. Thus the transmitted pulse train is delayed (or advanced)

about a reference position (zero delay). With a small angle approximation, the time
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delay varies linearly with the angle rotation. The two pulses are focused by a 3 cm

focal length plano-convex lens on a KDP, SH generating crystal. The maximum U.V.

output is obtained when the two pulses are coincident in time, and the SH decreases

as one pulse is delayed with respect to the other. This technique measures the second

order autocorrelation function of an intensity pulse, I(t), which is given by the following

expression

G2( )
— <I(t)I(t+r)>

(46)T
—

were < > indicates the average over a sufficiently long interval of time. The true pulse

shape is shown to be a double exponential and is related to the autocorrelation signal

width by [160]

AT = 2.421Ar, (4.7)

where Ar, and Ar are the FWHM pulse widths of G2(r) and I(t), respectively. The

details of the design of the autocorrelator and the optical components are presented in

Appendix D. The autocorrelator is found to have excellent stability and pulse repro

ducibility. Its characteristics are comparable with the commercially available autocorre

lators. The autocorrelator can be modified so that it can be used to measure both the

dye laser pulse train at 82 MHz and the amplified dye laser output pulses at 10 Hz.

The femtosecond dye laser system is optimized to produce the shortest pulses possi

ble. Figure 4.13 shows a typical autocorrelation trace from the dye laser pulses before

amplification. Assuming a double exponential pulse shape [160], the shortest pulse width

obtained from our dye laser system is 370 fs at 616 nm. Detuning the dye laser cavity

length by less than 1 tm results in various pulse durations. In the case of the dye res

onator cavity being longer than the optimum length, the resulting pulse is wide. On

the other hand, when the dye resonator cavity is tuned to be shorter than its optimum

length, a double-pulse shape results. These pulses are shown in figure 4.13 (b,c). Clearly,
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Figure 4.12: The autocorrelator. B.S.= beam splitter, PMT= photomultiplier, and
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the pulse duration is very sensitive to the optical alignment and cavity detuning length

of the dye laser; therefore, the duration of the dye pulse is always monitored during the

experiments and before injecting the laser pulse into the dye amplifier.

The autocorrelation method described above is a scanning quasi-CW technique, which

looks at signals that are repeating every 12 ns (82 MHz). What is observed on the

oscilloscope is a sample average over thousands of pulses. However, the situation is

more complicated when dealing with laser pulses with a low repetition rate such as the

ones from the dye amplifier. One can interchange the role of the arms of the Michelson

interferometer, so that the rotating arm of the interferometer is used as a reference

arm and the reference arm is used as a scanning one. Measurement of the amplified

pulse duration is done manually by fixing the rotating mirrors at a certain position and

scanning the delay of the retroreflecing mirrors (M7 and M6). This interferometer arm

is moved through the overlap region, thus obtaining a slow scan of the autocorrelation

signal. The autocorrelation trace is recorded as a function of the relative time delay. We

have performed several experiments to measure the duration of the amplified pulse as a

function of the input dye laser pulse; figure 4.14 shows a measured amplified dye pulse

duration of 490 fs (assuming double exponential pulse shape). Each point in the graph

is averaged over 15 shots and the standard error is indicated. This pulse is obtained by

injecting the dye amplifier with a 370 fs pulse for the dye laser system. The increase in

the duration of the pulse width is a result of group velocity dispersion in the dye amplifier

dye-cells and the optical components. With proper pulse compression techniques, it is

possible to restore the pulse duration to its original width. Our results indicate that the

limiting factor in the dye amplifier output pulse duration is the duration of the injected

dye laser pulse. It is evident that by injecting the amplifier with a pulse similar to the one

in figure 4.13 (b), this results in an amplified pulse of almost the same shape as shown in

figure 4.14 (b), thus care must be taken during the experiment to avoid obtaining such
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Figure 4.13: Typical autocorrelation traces from the dye laser system. (a) Cavity length
is optimum resulting in a pulse width = 370 fs. (b) Cavity length is too short resulting
in a pulse width = 500 fs; note the side peaks in the autocorrelation trace. (c) Cavity
length is too long resulting in a pulse width = 830 fs. The time scale in (a) and (c) is 10
ps/div, whereas in (b) it is 20 jts/div.
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pulse shapes.

4.8 Optical Semiconductor Switch Setup

The experimental layout for the optical switch is illustrated in figure 4.15. The single

crystal semiconductor samples used in experiments are undoped GaAs (Crystal Special

ties, Intl.) with a resistivity of -‘ 108 l cm. The GaAs samples are cleaved to 2x1.5 cm2

from a 2.54 cm (diameter) wafer, as shown in figure 4.15. The sample thickness is 450

tim. polished on both surfaces, and it is mounted on a rotary-xy translation stage.

The infrared beam is focused by a 20 cm focal length KC1 lens to an elliptical spot of

an area 1.2 mm2 on the GaAs wafer. The semiconductor wafer is set at Brewster’s angle

of 72° to obtain a high contrast ratio relative to background infrared reflection. This

is necessary to detect small changes in the transient reflectivity. The accurate setting

of Brewster’s angle is achieved by rotating the GaAs crystal until a minimum reflection

is obtained from the front surface. Due to the finite divergence of the infrared beam

in the focal region and due to the thickness of the wafer, it is not possible to obtain

zero reflection from both surfaces simultaneously. Therefore, the wafer is adjusted for

zero reflection with respect to the wafer’s front surface only. A high contrast signal to

background ratio of i0:i ratio is obtained during the experiment.

The visible excitation pulse is split into two identical pulses by a 50:50 beam splitter

(as shown in figure 4.16). One pulse is directed towards the GaAs reflection switch, and

the second pulse is passed through a variable delay line (which is used for pulse width

measurements). The accuracy of the temporal delay is ±40 fs. Sharply focusing the

high energy visible pulse on the switch is undesirable. If the excitation pulse spot size is

smaller than the CO2 beam spot size, then this results in the reflection of only a small

portion of the infrared beam. Thus, infrared pulses of low energy and high divergence
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Figure 4.14: (a) Autocorrelation signal of an amplified, 1 mJ, 616 nm dye pulse showing
a pulse duration of 490 fs. (b) Same conditions but with the injected pulse from figure4.13(b).
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Figure 4.15: The experimental arrangement for a GaAs optical semiconductor switch.

are produced. In order to ensure good reflected beam quality, the visible excitation pulse
is reduced to a spot size of 3 mm2 in area and is superimposed on the infrared laser
spot. The angular spread between the infrared beam and the visible pulse is kept to a
minimum angle of ‘-. 50 so that the reflected infrared pulses do not suffer from wave front
distortion as the control pulse wave front sweeps across the switch. Approximately 2%
of the excitation pulse is picked up from the surface reflection from the focusing lens and
is used to monitor the visible pulse excitation energy. The detection is performed with a
fast photodiode (Hamamatsu-R1193U.03) having a risetime of 500 Ps.

4.9 Time Integrated Infrared Reflectivity Setup

In order to reach low excitation levels, the intensity of the visible control pulse is gradually
reduced by passing it through a sequence of variable stacks of calibrated neutral density
filters (Kodak Wratten Gelatin). The linearity of the calibration is checked with a stable
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HeNe laser, and the calibration factors are found to be about ±5% from their nominal

values. A new calibration curve is deduced and used throughout our experimental work.

In this experiment, the natural shot-to-shot fluctuations in the amplified visible laser

pulse allow us to access a continuous range of excitation energies which provides an

overlap range between the different neutral density filters. During the course of the

experiments, great care is taken to ensure that placing the neutral density filters in front

of the visible excitation pulse does not disturb the alignment of the infrared and the

visible laser spots. The duration of the 370 fs dye oscillator laser pulse is measured after

passing through the filters with no change in its duration.

4.10 10.6 um Pulse Width Measurement Techniques

Measurement of the reflected infrared 10.6 1um laser pulse durations cannot be performed

directly with photodiodes. The fastest photodiode operating at 10.6 pm has a risetime

of 100 Ps with a fall time of ‘—‘ 1 ns. Clearly this is not sufficient to resolve the

subpicosecond reflected pulses. We are interested in measuring the temporal shape of

the reflected infrared pulses with an expected pulse duration of 50 ps; but since the

peak power of the reflected pulse is low, it is impossible to use conventional second

harmonic autocorrelation techniques or conventional measurements through frequency

upconversion mixing with the control visible pulse. Moreover, the low repetition rate of

the pulses creates an additional difficulty.

It is evident that the measurement of the pulse duration has to be performed by

some indirect manner. Indirect methods using nonconventional correlation techniques

can overcome the limitations imposed by the measuring system. In the following sec

tion we briefly review the principles underlying two independent schemes for measuring

the reflected pulse durations: reflectioll-reflection correlation and cross-correlation. The
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principle of these methods is to transform the temporal pulse duration information into

spatial information which is clearly easier to analyse. These correlation techniques are

capable of determining the infrared pulse duration with subpicosecond time resolution

and can be applied to other ultrashort infrared laser pulses at different wavelengths.

Since the duration of the visible excitation pulse is well-characterized (490 fs), in both

correlation techniques, one uses the visible excitation optical pulse (control pulse) as a

measuring scale to determine the infrared pulse duration.

4.10.1 Reflection-Reflection Correlation Procedure and Optical Setup

The reflection-reflection correlation infrared pulse measuring method is similar to the

autocorrelation technique in the sense that the reflected infrared pulse is convoluted with

an identical copy of itself as a function of time. In this type of experiment, we require

the use of a second identical GaAs infrared reflection switch which is optically-triggered

synchronously with the first GaAs reflection switch. Due to the nature of the reflection-

reflection correlation technique, certain assumptions have to be made about the pulse

shape. The reflection-reflection correlation measurements can produce ambiguous signals,

and any sharp temporal features associated with the pulse are washed out through the

correlation process. However, this type of experiment is necessary to obtain an estimate

of the overall pulse width.

The measured reflection-reflection correlation signal, A(r), is proportional to:

A(r) j I(t)I(t + r)dt (4.8)

where, 1(t), is the infrared reflection pulse produced by the first switch, and I(t + r)

is the reflection from the second optical semiconductor switch at a delay time, r. The

second GaAs switch reflectivity is delayed by time r relative to the first GaAs switch.

The delay time, r, must be long enough to encompass the infrared pulse width from the
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first GaAs switch. The product signal is largest when the two peaks of the infrared pulse

and the control pulses of the second switch overlap at the second switch (r=0). The

product signal is smallest when those two signals are separated by T which is longer than

the infrared pulse width. Concentrating initially on the expression for A(r) in equation

4.8, it is clear that 1(t) cannot be recovered from equation 4.8 without some additional

information. The shape of A(r) is always symmetrical about r=0, even if the initial

pulse is asymmetrical.

The schematics of the whole experimental measuring system is in figure 4.16(a). Both

reflection switches are taken from the same semiconductor wafer. Here, a second GaAs

reflection switch is set at Brewster’s angle with respect to the reflected infrared pulse

from the first GaAs switch. Since reflection-reflection correlation type experiments are

sensitive to the alignment of both switches and the background infrared reflection, the

angle setting is accurately adjusted for the first GaAs switch, then the semiconductor

is removed and a small mirror (gold-coated Si wafer of the same thickness as the GaAs

wafer) is mounted in its place. The full CO2 laser beam is reflected and is used to align the

secoild semiconductor switch exactly at Brewster’s angle. The experimental coilditions

on both GaAs switches are made to be almost identical.

The infrared pulse is focused on the second GaAs switch with a 15 cm focal length

KC1 lens, and its visible excitation pulse is delayed and focused to an approximately

identical spot size to that of the first GaAs switch. However, the angle between the

infrared pulse and the visible excitation pulse on the second GaAs switch is limited by

our optical setup and is measured to be 8°. A removable mirror is placed in the optical

path of the collection system to provide a reference signal corresponding to the infrared

reflection from the first GaAs reflection switch. With this optical arrangement, we are not

able to entirely eliminate the back surface reflection from the first GaAs switch, and the

reflection-reflection experiments are performed with the presence of a small background
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infrared reflection. The stray visible pulse light reflection coming onto the detector is

eliminated by placing a GaAs wafer at Brewster’s angle at the entrance to the detector.

The exact time delay range is initially set by accurately measuring the optical paths

that the infrared and the visible pulses take to within ±3 mm. Then the delay line is

scanned over this distance range, and at the same time the infrared reflection from the

second switch is monitored on the oscilloscope until a maximum reflection is obtained

(this defines the overlap of the reflection pulses from the two switches). The delay line

is then moved forward and backward to measure the wings of the pulse by 30 — 60 ps.

4.10.2 Cross- Correlation Procedure and Optical Setup

We are interested in measuring the exact temporal shapes of the reflected infrared pulses.

Therefore, we present a simple method to perform this task: the time-resolved cross-

correlation experiment is basically a method of convolving the infrared reflected pulse

with an ultrafast transmission function.

The cross-correlation method does not directly provide the pulse width but the pulse

differential with respect to time. Also, it is superior to autocorrelation schemes in pre

serving the details of the pulse shape and providing an indication of the background level.

The technique relies on the e-h plasma generation in a semiconductor which serves as a

fast temporal transmission gate. The semiconductor must have a large absorption depth

for the visible radiation, a long recombination lifetime compared to the measured pulse

width, and a small free-carrier absorption cross-section for the infrared wavelength. We

have experimented with two semiconductors, germanium and silicon, as possible candi

dates for infrared transmission cut-off switches; however, since the plasma layer in Ge is

approximately 180 nm thick, the 10.6 um radiation is able to penetrate and leak through

the plasma layer. Thus, the experiments performed with Ge are done above a background

level and are not discussed in this work. On the other hand, Si provided an excellent
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Figure 4.16: Typical experimental configurations used to measure the infrared pulseduration: (a) Reflection-reflection correlation experimental setup. (b) Cross-correlationexperimental setup. B.S.= beam splitter, B.D.= beam dump, E.M.= energy meter,P.E.= power meter, R= reflection switch (GaAs), M= temporary mirror, F= filter (GaAswafer), D= Cu:Ce infrared detector, and T= transmission switch (Si).
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contrast ratio; therefore, it is used throughout this work. It will be shown in chapter 5

that silicon is an ideal semiconductor for this type of experiment.

The cross-correlation experiments are performed in the following manner: the probe

visible pulse is directed towards a transmission cut-off switch to optically excite the

semiconductor, and thus creates a plasma density greater than the critical density

5 x iO’ cm3) in the absorption skin depth of silicon. The thickness of the plasma layer

is 3 1um. When the visible excitation pulse arrives at the Si transmission cut-off

switch earlier than the infrared pulse, the infrared pulse is both reflected and absorbed

by the free carriers. As the visible pulse is delayed, part of the infrared pulse from the

reflection switch propagates through the Si switch. The part of the pulse which arrives

after the critical plasma density is created suffers from large reflection and absorption.

By scanning the relative delay between the infrared pulse and the visible probe pulse, the

infrared pulse is temporally gated and integrated by the detector as a function of time,

and a transmission step whose risetime is the cross-correlation between the infrared and

the visible pulse is obtained. The time integral of the pulse is obtained as a function

of the relative delay. The measured integrated pulse shape, 1jr, is calculated from the

following expression:

j R(t)T(t + r)dt (4.9)

where R(t) is the reflectivity of the optical semiconductor reflection GaAs switch and

T(t + T) is the transmission of the cut-off Si switch at a time delay, r.

The experimental optical arrangement of the cross-correlation experiment is illus

trated in figure 4.16(b). The transmission cut-off switch is made of a 50 tm thick p

doped (1.56x10’6 cm3) Si wafer (optically polished on both surfaces) cut to a size of

lxi cm2. The surface reflection of the Si sample is measured to be 35% at 10.6 1um, and

resistivity of the sample is measured to be 1.41 l cm. The sample is mounted behind a
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small hole of ‘- 0.5 mm diameter and is placed normal to the incoming infrared pulse.

The excitation pulse (visible) is made to cover the pinhole; therefore, the cut-off switch

is uniformly illuminated. Furthermore, with the introduction of the pinhole, the uncer

tainty involving the overlap of the pump and probe pulse is eliminated. The angle of

illumination of the Si cut-off switch is kept to a minimum of - 9° relative to the infrared

pulse. This is limited only by the geometry of the optical setup.

In this type of experiment, one must eliminate the reflection from the rear of the

semiconductor GaAs reflection switch. Therefore, the stray reflection is eliminated with

the optical collection system, as shown in figure 4.17. With the aid of the HeNe laser

beam we are able to trace the exact path of the reflected infrared pulse, and we measure

the separation between the position of the reflected pulse and the reflection resulting from

the rear surface to be -‘ 7 mm. An adjustable iris is placed between the two collimating

lenses at a distance of 18 cm away from the focus to obstruct the stray reflection. With

this simple arrangement we are able to obtain a signal to background ratio of i:i0. In

some experiments an optically polished Ge flat is used as an infrared filter to ensure that

no visible radiation leaks through to the infrared detector.

The correct time delay range is initially set by accurately measuring to within 3

mm, the optical paths between the infrared and the visible pulses. Then the delay line is

scanned over this distance range, and at the same time the infrared signal transmission

is monitored on the oscilloscope until the infrared transmission is completely cut-off (this

defines the zero delay time). The delay line is then moved forward (for earlier arrival

of the visible pulse relative to the infrared pulse) by 5—10 Ps to provide a long zero

transmission base-line in order to resolve the initial risetime of the pulse.
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Iris Si Pinhole IR Pulse

IR CW Reflection
Figure 4.17: Optical arrangement used to eliminate the rear reflection resulting from the
first GaAs reflection switch.

4.11 Infrared Pulse-Frequency Measurement Technique

Measurement of the frequency spectrum of the reflected infrared pulses should provide
a complementary and independent method to both reflection-reflection correlation and
cross-correlation techniques. However, there is a difficulty associated with the detection
of the infrared spectrum, mainly the lack of a fast sensitive charged coupled device
operating at 10.6 m. Although pyroelectric arrays can serve this purpose, they lack the
sensitivity and the temporal response at 10.6 tm. In fact, we have used unsuccessfully
such a device to record the frequency spectrum. Thus we investigate the use of an
image disector optical setup, combined with an infrared spectrometer, to measure the
frequency spectrum of the infrared pulse on a single shot basis. The apparatus permits
the measurement of the spectrum with a very high detectivity by using only a single
infrared detector.

“I,

To Detector
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4.11.1 The Image Disector

The image disector has been used widely in our laboratory to measure the frequency

spectrum from scattered light in laser-plasma interaction experiments. It is based on

the principle that the individual frequencies making up the pulse spectrum are mapped

onto time delayed signals (in contrast to correlation experiments where the temporal

information is mapped into spatial distribution). To explain further, an ultrashort optical

infrared pulse at 10.6 tim, with a duration less than the response time of the detector,

has a frequency spectrum whose width in frequency is inversely proportional to the

pulse duration. The spectrum of the infrared pulse is spatially dispersed by passing

the pulse through a spectrometer, and if the frequency spatial dispersion is made wide

enough, then by circulating the optical pulse through a special optical mirror arrangement

(image disector), one can allow only successive parts of the frequency spectrum to exit

the optical arrangement for each transient reflection the infrared pulse takes through the

optical system. Consequently, one can use a single fast infrared detector to obtain a pulse

train (channels) that maps out the full pulse frequency spectrum. Clearly, the temporal

delay for the pulse inside the optical system must be longer than the response time of

the infrared detector. By proper choice of spatial dispersion of the spectrum, one can

obtain the desired frequency resolution per channel of the optical setup.

4.11.2 Optical Setup and Alignment of the Image Disector

The optical arrangement of the image disector and the optical collection system is il

lustrated in figure 4.18. The image disector itself consists of three concave gold-coated

mirrors, M1, M2 and M3, all of the same focal length of 50 cm. Both M2 and M3 are 5.08

cm in diameter and are separated form M3 by a distance of 1 m. The M1 mirror is square

edged (7 cmxi cm) with the flat sides cut to a sharp edge of 100 to allow the part of the
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infrared image spectrum to exit the multi-pass optical arrangement. Since the technique

requires a few reflections on each pass, the optical qualities and the reflectivities of the

mirrors, M1, M2, and M3 must be high: A/10 and ‘ 99%, respectively.

The reflected infrared pulse is collimated with two NaC1 lenses (f.l.= 15 cm) to form a

1:1 telescope arrangement. The infrared pulse is directed toward the spectrometer where

it is focused on a 380 im entrance spectrometer slit with a NaC1 (f.l.= 15 cm) lens.

Upon exiting the spectrometer, the infrared pulse image spectrum is focused at a point

directly over the front surface of M1 of the image disector by a 45 cm focal length (7.62

cm diameter) concave mirror. With this focusing mirror, the image of the exit slit of

the spectrometer is made to fully cover M2. Mirror M2 produces series of images of the

spectrum progressing down and towards the right edge of M1, while mirror M3 produces

images of the spectrum progressing down and to the left edge of M1. On successive

reflections, a small part of the spectrum is sliced off and allowed to exit the disector.

This in turn represents the first channel of a spectrum. The rest of the spectrum image

is reflected back again through the optical arrangement, successively displaced vertically

from one another and to the right near the mirror’s M1 edge, and progressively sliced off

(later in time) as the spectrum of the pulse is scanned by the spectrometer. By proper

alignment of the mirrors, as much as 10 channels can be obtained. The resolution of the

image disector depends on the spatial spacing between the channels. Figure 4.19 shows

a typical ten channel output spectrum from the image disector system. The output

channels of the image disector are collected with a 77 cm focal length mirror (7.62 cm

in diameter), a 50 cm focal length NaCl lens (12.7 cm in diameter) and a 10 cm focal

length NaCl lens to focus the channels on a single Cu:Ge infrared detector.

Several temporary mirrors are placed in the pulse path to bypass the image disector

and the spectrometer. This proved to be very useful before the start of the experiment

when the visible control pulse spot and the infrared beam spot are aligned. Once a
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reflected pulse in detected by the Cu:Ge detector, these mirrors are removed and spectrum

is measured.

4.11.3 Calibration of the Image Disector Optical System

In order to simplify the alignment procedure of the optical system, we placed a gold

coated Si wafer, a Si wafer, and the GaAs optical switch on the same sample holder.

The sample holder is mounted on a fine linear translation stage, so that each sample

or the mirror can be placed at the focus of the CO2 laser beam without disturbing the

alignment of the optical system. Figure 4.20 illustrates the wafers’ arrangements. The

gold-coated mirror is used to reflect the CO2 laser beam so that the laser beam can be

used for the purpose of aligning both the spectrometer and the image disector.

The spectrometer used in this experiment requires a precise calibration against a

known wavelength. Initially, a HeNe laser =0.6328 m) is used to calibrate all the 17

orders from the grating against the dial reading on the spectrometer; however, over this

long calibration range, the dial reading is nonlinear with the wavelength reading. For a

small dial range, the dial linearity is found to be excellent. Therefore, the spectrometer

calibration is performed with the aid of CW CO2 laser lines combined with the 0.6328 tm

HeNe laser line (over a small wavelength range). To obtain different lines from the CO2

laser, the Ge etalon output coupler temperature is adjusted so that the laser is made to

lase at three different lines: 10.611 tm, 10.632 m, and 10.591 ,um. The lasing wavelength

is checked with another calibrated infrared spectrometer (Optical Engineering). Two

other calibration wavelengths of 10.125 um and 10.758 pm are obtained from the 16th

and the l7 orders of the HeNe laser line. Figure 4.21 shows a complete plot of the

calibration of the dial reading as a function of a wavelength. A linear fit through the

data points gives a calibration value of 10 A per one dial reading.

Since each channel of the spectrum goes through a different number of reflections
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Figure 4.18: Experimental optical setup for the reflected pulses spectrum measurement.
T= temporary mirror, and G= grating.
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Figure 4.19: A typical oscilloscope trace of the output of the image disector showing ten
channels.
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Figure 4.20: Samples arrangement
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Figure 4.21: Calibration curve of the spectrometer reading against the CO2 laser wave-length.
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inside the image disector, it is expected that the reflectivity of the image disector optics

varies for each one. A simple method to calibrate the reflectivity of each channel is to use

a long 10.6 tm laser pulse. A Si wafer is used as an optical semiconductor switch (in place

of GaAs) to generate - 1 ns pulses at 10.6 1um. These pulses have a narrow spectrum

(narrower than the ones generated from the GaAs) which can fit in one channel. Then the

spectrometer output spectrum is scanned across a 160 m exit slit so that the maximum

of each channel is displayed on the oscilloscope. A total of six channels are obtained with

relative normalized reflectivity, as shown in figure 422, The spectrum of the reflected

infrared pulse from the GaAs optical switch is deconvoluted with the calibration curve in

figure 4.22. The spacing between the channels is obtained directly from the dial reading.

The alignment and the calibration of the image disector is adjusted before the start of

each experiment.
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Figure 4.22: Image disector calibration curve. The error bars are the standard deviationof signals for 10 consecutive shots separated by 13.3 ns.



Chapter 5

Experimental Investigation of Infrared Reflection from GaAs

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the experimental results and methods used to generate and to

measure ultrafast infrared optical pulses at 10.6 tim, The infrared reflection experiments

are mainly performed on GaAs semiconductor plasmas. The major experimental work

and results in this chapter have been presented in our current publications [161, 162]. In

order to have a clear understanding of the optical semiconductor switching process(es),

we have performed four types of experiments followed by theoretical modelling of the

switching process. We start the chapter by examining in detail the optical and tem

poral response of a Si transmission cut-off switch by performing infrared transmission

experiments. This type of experiment is undoubtly crucial in determining the temporal

resolution of the time resolved measurements. Moreover, we present some theoretical con

siderations of the dielectric constant as a function of the optically generated free-carrier

concentration and its spatial distribution and calculate the transmission of an infrared

pulse through such a distribution as a function of the carrier density at the surface of the

illuminated Si-wafer. The results of the experimental work and the analysis of the results

based on model predictions are also presented. Next, we present the experimental work

dealing with the variations of the infrared reflectivity with the photogenerated plasma

density. This experiment is used to examine the proper e-h density operation region of

the reflection switch. Details of time resolved experiments used to measure the durations

124
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and temporal shapes of the 10.6 jim reflectivity pulses are determined by two indepen

dent methods: cross-correlation and reflection-reflection correlation measurements. The

limits and advantages of the two methods are presented and the results are discussed in

great detail. A modifed infrared reflection model is also presented to account for the ob

served time resolved experimental data. Finally, the experimental results of the infrared

reflected pulses frequency spectrums are outlined at the end of this chapter.

5.2 The Si Transmission Cut-Off Optical Switch

Before proceeding with the time resolved cross-correlation measurements, one needs to

characterize the speed of the optical switching elements. We have developed a novel

method for measuring the infrared pulse durations and temporal shapes. This cross-

correlation technique is reviewed in section 4.10.2. Clearly, its temporal sensitivity and

resolution is determined by the choice of the active optical switching element. The choice

of a proper semiconductor switching element is limited by the magnitudes of both free-

carrier and intervalence band absorption, and the lifetime of the optically generated

carriers. As we will show later in this section, the magnitude of the first two absorption

processes determine the speed of the initial transmission cut-off of the switch from full

transmission (T= 1) to zero level (T= 0), whereas the lifetime of the carriers determines

the temporal persistance of the off-state of the optical transmission switch. It is evident

that for an ideal situation one needs to minimize the initial infrared transmission temporal

cut-off so that it is less than the optical excitation pulse by reducing the effects due to the

free-carrier absorption process. On the other hand, the carrier lifetime (due to Auger and

two-body recombinations) must be optimized to be longer than the measured infrared

pulse. Ideally, the transmission switching element behaves as a temporal step function.
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The knowledge of free-carrier absorption cross-sections is especially useful in under

standing the behavior of other types of high power optical-optical semiconductor switches.

Optical-optical reflection and transmissioll cut-off switches [55] have been used exten

sively for short pulse generation schemes. Ill such applications, one relies on both the

degree of free-carrier absorption and the level of reflection of infrared radiation to op

erate the Si cut-off switch in the THz range. Rolland and Corkum [55] have used Si

as a transmission cut-off switch where they managed to gate high-power 130 fs pulses

at 10.6 pm. The authors calculated the transmission of the switch as a function of the

optically generated carriers; however, they did not provide the necessary experimental

work to optimize the switch, such as an investigation of the type of doping needed for

faster operations.

In our current work, we were interested in using this switch to perform time-resolved

cross-correlation measurements. In order to model the performance of the switch, detailed

knowledge of the dielectric constant c= Er + cj, in particular its imagmary component,

j, arising from free carrier and possibly intervalence band absorption, is important. We,

for example, are especially interested in the response time of a Si transmission switch

for 10.6 pm radiation after irradiation with 0.49 Ps, 616 nm laser pulse, in which case

the magnitude of , critically affects the switching speed [161]. The main question to be

investigated is: can the switch transmission be turned off on a time scale less than the

excitation visible pulse?

In general the absorption cross-section for such photoexcited free carrier Si-plasmas is

inferred from measurements on both p- and n-doped samples in which the infrared wave

length and magnitude of the reflectivity minimum is determined as a function of carrier

concentration [163]. However, it is not at all clear whether this inference is justified con

sidering that both electrons and holes are photogenerated with significant energies above

the band minima leading to highly elevated carrier and lattice temperatures. It would
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therefore be desirable to conduct measurements of the relevant parameters directly on

photoexcited free carriers. Here, we present the results on infrared pulse transmission

experiments which permit such measurements. The results show that at 10.6 ,um, in con

trast to intervalence band absorption, free-carrier absorption dominates the absorption

process [163]. From these experiments, the momentum relaxation times can be deter

mined. Also, the experiments reveal the interesting fact that these relaxation times are

shorter by a factor of 0.4 if the carriers are generated in n-type as compared to p-type

Si.

5.2.1 Theoretical Considerations

The model treatment of the physical processes involved is very simple. Here, several

assumptions are introduced to simplify the physical situation. We begin by treating the

optically generated plasma in Si as being an inhomogeneous plasma which is subjected to

10.6 im radiation. It is appropriate to treat the situation as a one dimensional problem.

This is justified because the diameter of the excitation area on the Si surface is much

larger than the absorption skin depth of the visible radiation. Moreover, the spatial pro

file of the plasma in the transverse direction is assumed to be uniform. The model treats

the absorption of the 10.6 ,tim radiation to be proportional to the free-carrier concentra

tion; this situation is similar to free-carrier absorption in highly doped semiconductors

[164]. Since interband transitions are not allowed at this wavelength, the response of the

medium to the applied electromagnetic field can be characterized by the Drude theory for

the frequency-dependent dielectric function. The Drude model of free carriers has been

very successful in describing the optical properties of semiconductors after quantum cor

rections for intervalence band absorption have been made [164]. Combining the effects of

electrons and holes [163] and transferring averages over the carrier energy distributions

to that over the carrier relaxation times [165], we write the real and imaginary parts of
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the dielectric constant as:

/ 4irne2 w2<r0>2 ‘\
I (5.1)

\ fbrn*w21+w2<ro>2)

and
/4irrie2 w<r0> A

= b I + crVbn) . (5.2)
\mw21+w2<r0>2 \/7t )

Here b= 11.8 is the background dielectric constant for the bulk Si and 0vb is the

intervalence band absorption cross-section. For carrier densities less than 1020 cm3, the

carriers effective masses may be taken to have their low-density values [166] (m* =

m’+mj’, with m= 0.26m0 and m = 0.38m0) [163], <T0 > is the mean momentum

relaxation time for the optical process, and ub the intervalence (heavy to light hole)

band absorption cross-section. The electrons and holes are assumed to have the same

relaxation time which is taken to be independent of the energy of the carriers. Also the

dependence of the dielectric function on the lattice temperature is ignored in this model.

We now define a critical density n:

bm*w2 (1 + W2 <To >2)

nc = (5.3)4Te2 w2 <r0 >2

and write for the complex dielectric constant:

= b (i_ L(i
- ia)). (5.4)

Here a combines the effect of both free-carrier and intervalence band absorption: a =

afc + a with aj = 1/(w < T >), where afc and ab are the first and second terms

of equation 5.2, respectively. The only free parameter in this model is the free-carrier

absorption cross-section which is due to a combination of both electrons and holes and is

considered to be constant over the range of the plasma e-h density used in this experiment.

In the experiments to be described later the free carriers are produced by absorption

of photons in a 490 fs, 616 nm laser pulse; the generation rate is taken to be a delta
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function in time as compared to the experimental time scale. This pulse generates a

density distribution in a direction perpendicular to the illuminated Si-wafer surface at

z= 0 of the form:

ri(z) = (55)

The absorption depth, at an excitation wavelength of 616 nm is measured to

be 3 m [167]. Due to this large depth, ambipolar diffusion has very little effect on

the density profile over time scales of interest in the present experiment (<50 ps) and

we neglect it in our calculations [168]—[170]. At these time scales both Auger and two-

body recombination can also be neglected. Auger coefficients of Si are measured to be

9.9x1032cm6s1for p-type, 2.8x103’cm6s1for n-type, and 4x103’cm6s1for highly

excited Si [171]. Therefore, by using a maximum plasma density of 7x10’9 cm3,we can

obtain recombination times of 2 x s for p-type, 7.3 x 10’° s for n-type, and 5.1 x 10_lU

s for the highly excited Si, respectively. All three are several orders of magnitudes larger

than the experimental time scale. Two-body recombination time is measured by us

during the experiment and is found to be of the order of 2x108 s. Figure 5.1 shows the

transmission cut-off for a CW laser beam at 10.6 im just after excitation with the 0.49

ps pulse. The photograph shows a sharp initial drop in the transmission followed by a

transmission-recovery tail lasting for 35 ns.

We now proceed to calculate the transmission of a normally incident pulse of below

bandgap photon energy (wavelength A) through the photoexcited Si-wafer. We normalize

the density as 1 = n/ne and write (v) = b[1 — ii(1 — ia)]. The amplitude reflectivity

and transmission from a discontinuity in the dielectric function from to 2 are given

by:

56
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Figure 5.1: Transmission signal temporal recovery of the P-type Si transrnissioii cut-off
switch.

and

t=1—r. (5.7)

At the Si wafer surface we then have:

=
— (.8)

and

t0=1—r0 (5.9)

where u0 = n0/n. The plasma layer is modeled by a finely layered medium where the

electric field is constant in each region. We consider a small density step of At’ at a

density t’q inside the wafer with a reflectivity of:

Tq
= (t’q —

At’)
(5.10)

+(t’q — Av)

We now approximate the exponential density profile v0et’ by one consisting of a large

number m of density steps At’ = zí0/m. Propagating from one step to the next the wave
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suffers a phase change of:

A/3q = (5.11)

The transmission of light not reflected from the e-h plasma is then:

rn--i

= t0 [J (1 — rq)e’”. (5.12)
q=O

If m is chosen to be large enough (in our case m > 50), then the magnitude of the rq

is much smaller than one. With this choice of large m, one can ignore the higher order

terms in equation 5.12, and equation 5.12 can be approximated as:

t0(1 — pi)e (5.13)

with
rn—i

pi = rq (5.14)
q=O

and
rn—i

> A/3q. (5.15)
q0

Light reflected from the density profile (reflectivity P2) is reflected from the wafer

surface at a potentially large reflectivity —r0 and propagates again through the carrier

distribution:

rn-i / 1

P2 = rqexp (2iA/3) . (5.16)
q=O \ j0 /

For this part of the incident radiation the transmission coefficient is:

t2 = —r0t0p2(1 —

p)ei. (5.17)

Subsequent reflections from the profile can be neglected if a > 0.02. The total trans

mission coefficient is then t = t1 + t2. Thus the intensity transmission coefficient T can

be calculated:
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T = I t0(1 — pi)(l
— rop2)et 2. (5.18)

The described calculation can be simply performed using common math-software on

a PC. The transmission T is calculated as a function of surface free-carrier density v,

for various values of a. For comparison with experiments it is convenient to normalize

the transmission to that for v= 0 (bulk) and display the results as a function of log

(v0). Figure 5.2 shows resulting curves for the calculated values of a = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,

and 0.5. The transmission curves are normalized to the transmission coefficient at zero

photoexcitation, T0.

5.2.2 Transmission Cut-off Results at 10.6 sum,

The infrared transmission results are measured with the optical setup described in Chap

ter 4 for the cross-correlation setup. The details of the experimental procedure and

sample preparations are also outlined in section 4.10.2.

In the first part of each experimental series for a given Si sample, we recorded the

transmitted infrared energy as a function of visible laser light energy, while the pump

pulse blocked off the Si-wafer. These proved to be necessary in order to obtain accurate

measurements of the photoexcited plasma densities. The results, shown in figure 5.3

for two Si samples indicate the variation of the infrared pulse energy as a function of

control pulse energy incident on the GaAs reflection switch. The straight lines through

the data points are linear regression curves and serve as reference values for the analysis

of each experiment. Figure 5.3 shows that a certain control minimum pulse energy, I, is

necessary to generate a measurable infrared signal. Above this intercept the energy of the

infrared signal increases linearly with the control pulse energy over the range used in the

present experiments. As it will be discussed later in section 5.3.1, the intercept energy
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corresponds to that necessary to generate the critical free-carrier density of 1019 cm3 at

the surface of the GaAs switch, as can be expected from theoretical considerations [84].

Since this energy, I, is the same for each experimental series and is independent of the

optical condition of the investigated Si wafer, its determination can serve to calibrate

the individual experiments with respect to one another. In the second part of each

experimental series, the transmitted infrared pulse energy is recorded at pump pulse

energies varying over several orders of magnitude. The pump intensity, Ii,, in arbitrary

units is calculated by multiplying the monitored visible laser energy with the transmission

coefficient of the neutral density filter stack placed in the pump beam.

The relative transmission T/TO is determined by dividing the monitored infrared

energy by the reference value at the same visible laser energy as measured iii part one

of the series. The resulting data are averaged over at least 15 points with a standard

deviation of the order of 10% in pump intensity bins of I,± 5%. In order to compare

the results with the theory of the previous section the average values of T/TO are plotted

as a function of log(I). The photoexcited free-carrier density at the surface of the Si

wafer is proportional to and log(I) equals log(z0) plus a constant. Therefore curves

of the form shown in Figure 5.2 can be fitted to the data and the best fitting value of

a can be determined. Figures 5.4, to 5.7 show the results for the four investigated Si

samples. The fitted theoretical curves determine a to + 25%. For the basically intrinsic

(p-type) sample of figure 5.4 and the p-type sample of figure 5.5 curves with a = 0.2

provide the best fit, while for both n-doped samples (figures 5.6 and 5.7) a value of a

= 0.5 is determined. Using the calibration procedure of equating the intercept energy

I of the reference curves described in the previous paragraph, we can also compare the

pump energies ‘pC required to generate the critical free-carrier surface density [log(t’0) =

0]. By performing this cross calibration, we find that ‘PC for the samples with a = 0.5 is

(1.7±0.5) times larger than that for samples with a = 0.2. This indicates a relationship
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between the critical densities of the form:

n(n — type) = (1.7 + 0.5) >< flc(p — type). (5.19)

5.2.3 Discussion of the Transmission Results

Comparison of the experimental points and the theoretical curves in figures 5.4 to 5.7

indicates that for a given value of a the model developed in section 5.2.1 provides a good

description of the transmission of an infrared light pulse through crystalline Si in which

free carriers have been generated by absorption of above band gap radiation.

Thus the imaginary part of the dielectric constant can be accurately determined by

the technique described in the previous section. As pointed out in section 5.2.1, a is po

tentially composed of two components: one (aj) arising from free-carrier absorption and

the other (ab) from intervalence band absorption. At the laser probe wavelength of 10.6

jim, the contribution of intervalence band absorption to the dielectric function is insignif

icant compared to free-carrier absorption contribution [163, 164], and the intervalence

band absorption term can be ignored.

Changing a does not alter n. On the other hand n is related to afc. According to

the considerations of section 5.2.1 this relationship (see equation 5.3) is of the form:

= ebmW
(a + 1). (5.20)

The experimental results show the critical plasma density depends on the magnitude

of the free-carrier absorption term (or the carrier type). Thus if the absorption is pre

dominantly determined by free-carrier absorption, one can calculate the absorption cross

section for each a:

a = (5.21)
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density generated by photoexcitation. The full curve is the best fitting theoretical pre
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Figure 5.7: Relative transmission coefficient as in figure 5.4 for n-type Si concentration of
6x10’5 cm3). The full curve is the best fitting theoretical prediction to the data points
at a = 0.5. The theoretical curve for a = 0.2 is also shown (dashed).
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For the p-type samples we obtain cry, = 1.1 x 1016 cm2 arid for the n-type ones

= 2.3x10’6 cm2. These cross sections are the result of phonon scattering of both

hot electrons in the conduction band and hot holes in the valence band, in contrast

to cross sections determined from absorption measurements of doped samples without

photoexcited free carriers. For p-doped Si, in which case the absorption arises due to

hole relaxation in the valence band, a value of crh = 1.3 x 10_16 cm2 has been reported

[172] whilst for the case of absorption due to electron relaxation in the conduction band

in n-doped Si, a value of o. = 3.2x10’6 cm2 has been measured [163]. The difference

between 0h and °e is understandable due to the different types of carriers involved in

the absorption process. However, in our experiments the carriers are photogenerated

by the pump pulse, hence the number of the photoexcited electrons and holes are equal

and one should measure a combined free-carrier absorption cross-section due to the holes

and electrons. The dopant concentrations are very small compared to the photoexcited

carrier concentration and therefore should have an insignificant contribution to the ab

sorption process. However, we have found that the absorption process depends on the

type of dopant. Presently, it is not clear to us what the effects of the dopants are on the

absorption mechanism. The measurement of a also permits an estimate of the average

momentum relaxation time < r0 >. Taking the frequency for CO2 laser radiation in a

= 1/(w < r0 >), we find < r0 >= 26.5 fs for p-type and < r0 >= 10.6 fs for n-type

samples. It is evident from these results that p-type silicon has higher < T0 > than

n-type. This is in contrast to the experimental results presented in reference [163] for

doped silicon. Considering the very low doping concentrations as compared to the critical

density 1.8 x 10’s cm3) of the investigated samples, again this significant difference

of < r0 > between p- and n-doped Si is rather interesting.

To sum up, we have measured the free-carrier absorption of 10.6 im radiation in Si of

various dopings in which free carriers have been generated by absorption of photons with
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above band gap energy. By fitting experimental measurements to theoretical predictions

for the absorption of an infrared pulse propagating through a photoexcited e-h plasma,

the absorption cross-sections and the momentum relaxation times are calculated. We find

that in contrast to p-doped material, n-doping has a significant effect on the absorption

process, increasing the momentum relaxation rate and thus the absorption cross-section

and the critical density.

We would like to point out that because the free-carrier absorption cross-section is

lower in p-type Si than in n-type Si, it is desirable to use p- rather than n-type Si for high-

contrast optical semiconductor switching. That is, because the slope of the transmission

curve turn-off for p-type Si as a function of the incident energy fluence (or the plasma

density) is much steeper than that of n-type Si, then for a given finite excitation pulse

duration, a full switch transmission turn-off can occur at much lower plasma density.

Such a condition can be satisfied during the risetime of the 490 fs excitation pulse. In

order to gain an insight on the speed of the transmission cut-off switch, we have to

consider how the photoinjected plasma density evolves over time. The time evolution of

the initially generated e-h plasma corresponds to the expression:

n(t) = n0 (i — exp(_[t/rp]2)) (5.22)

where n0 is the initially generated plasma density, and r, is the optical excitation pulse

width. In the following calculations n0 is set to the experimental value of 6n. Here,

we assume that the critical density is reached at the peak of the excitation pulse. From

equations 5.18 and 5.22, we can calculate the transmission cut-off time of the Si switch.

The results of the calculations for p-type Si are presented in figure 5.8. It is clear from

the figure that the termination of the transmission occurs in a time of approximately

0.49r. In our experiment this corresponds to 240 fs which is fast enough to be used to

perform time-resolved cross-correlation experiments on the reflected pulses from a GaAs
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switch.

5.3 Ultrafast 10.6 ttm Reflectivity Pulses from a GaAs Switch

In this section we report on the results of ultrafast pulse generation from GaAs semicon

ductor plasma. In Chapter 3, we outlined the basic underlying theory. We have shown

that, in accordance with a simple diffusion model which describes the temporal behaviour

of the switching process, it should be possible to produce picosecond or shorter pulses at

10.6 m. The pulse width was predicted to be a strong function of the excitation energy

fluence,

Of interest are the variation of the reflected pulse energy with the amount of the

excitation energy fluence and the variations of the pulse width with the level of the

excitation.

5.3.1 Time-Integrated Infrared Reflectivity

We have performed a series of experiments to investigate the behaviour of the time-

integrated infrared intensity as a function of the visible pulse excitation energy fluence

incident on the GaAs switch. This allows us to determine the visible irradiation level

required to induce a measurable infrared reflection change in the GaAs switch. This

type of experiment is also essential to perform because the time-integrated reflectivity

should provide an initial check on the validity of the infrared reflectivity model proposed

in Chapter 3. That is, time-resolved measurements are usually difficult to interpret.

However, by integrating the infrared reflectivity pulses calculated for various initial e-h

plasma densities, one should be able to fit the calculations to the experimental data.

The basic experimental setup and procedures are outlined in section 4.9. Because of

the sensitivity of the model to the photoinjected carrier density, to carry out this study
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Figure 5.8: Calculated transmission of p-type Si as a function of time.
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we must first determine the initial e-h photoexcited carrier density. Figure 5.9 shows a

photograph of the observed time-integrated reflectivity pulse measured simultaneously

with its corresponding visible excitation pulse. The integrated temporal profiles of these

pulses correspond to the time-integrated reflectivity and the excitation energy.

A typical result of the experimental data is presented in figure 5.10. The figure shows

the data point for each single shot, and the scatter of the data points is indicative of

the experimental uncertainty. The horizontal scale of the figure is calibrated (from the

excitation energy recorded directly by the detector) in terms of the plasma density. We

should point out that this conversion is meaningful only for a well-characterized laser

beam profile.

One way to estimate the carrier density is by knowing that the maximum possible

excitation energy is 0.2 mJ, which is deposited into a 0.5 mmx3 mm spot on the wafer at

an incidence angle of 80°. This allows the calculation the maximum energy fluence. By

using the Fresnel reflectivity equation for S-polarized light, the above angle of incidence,

a refractive index of 3.4 and an absorption coefficient of -y= 4.5x104 cm1 at A= 616

nm, it can be shown that 20% of this fiuience is absorbed by the wafer and thus generates

free carriers. The product of this absorbed fluence, Fh, , and the assumed quantum

efficiency of unity gives the maximum possible free-carrier density, om, at the wafer

surface, which would result in the absence of any recombination or diffusion mechanisms

acting during the time scale of the generating pulse. This value is calculated to be

om 2 x 1020 cm3. This method for obtaining the plasma density can provide a good

estimate only for high excitation levels 2n). A better estimate of the plasma density

around the critical density and over a wider density range can be obtained from a simple

experimental procedure. By plotting the measured time-integrated reflectivity signal as

a function of ‘low’ visible excitation energy, we obtain a linear relationship. The least

square fitted line through these points intercepts the excitation energy horizontal axis
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Figure 5.9: Typical ultrafast reflected infrared pulses (left) and their corresponding ex
citation visible pulses (right). The bottom photograph is presented to illustrate the
reproducibility of the experimental signals.
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at n. We have used the latter method throughout our experimeutal analysis to obtain

more accurate values for the carrier density.

We normalized the maximum excitation energy to the n, value and plotted in figure

5.10 the reflected infrared energy as a function of -yFh in terms of the critical density n.

The data in figure 5.10 show that over the density range of 1.5 7Fph/flc<_5 the reflected

infrared energy increases linearly with the excitation energy. For excitation energies

with 7Fh/fl>6 the reflected infrared energy starts to saturate and remains effectively

constant for 7Fh/n>8. Integration of the calculated reflectivity pulses from the model

presented in Chapter 3 shows that the experimental data do not agree with the model

predictions. Our calculations show that an increase of an initial plasma density from

r’/n= 1 to n/n= 6 results in an integrated reflectivity pulse n-i 180 times larger than

the one calculated at the critical density. This is just a representation of the width of the

reflectivity pulse. However, the experimental results (see figure 5.10) indicate that the

integrated reflectivity is only n-i 13 times its value at the critical density. Moreover, the

observed saturation of the time-integrated signal cannot be obtained with such model.

Contrary to our observations, the calculated time-integrated signal increases strongly

with initial plasma density. Obviously, the saturation of the signal is a clear indication

that the reflectivity pulse widths remain almost unchanged when the GaAs switch is

operated in the region 7Fh/n > 6. The temporal behaviour of the reflectivity pulses

cannot be explained by diffusion model; a mechanism which is more significant at high

plasma densities must be included in the calculations to account for these observations.

5.3.2 Reflection-Reflection Correlation Measurements

Here, we report the first experimental results on time-resolved ultrafast reflection from

optically induced transient plasmas. As mentioned previously in the discussion of the

reflection-reflection correlation technique (section 4.10.1), this type of experiment is not
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sensitive to the infrared pulse shape; however, one should be able to obtain an overall

pulse duration, which may help to explain the observed time-integrated reflection satu

ration at high excitation fluences. That is, if the infrared reflected pulse duration does

not change with the level of photoinjected carriers, then this can be easily detected from

the measurements of the full widths at half maximum of the durations of the reflection-

reflection correlation signals.

Several experiments are performed at various levels of optical exciation. Typical

results from the reflection-reflection correlation measurements are presented in figures

5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 for -yFh/nc= 3, 5, and 7, respectively. Here, the correlation signal

is normalized to a reference reflection obtained when the excitation pulse on the second

switch is blocked-off and the transmission through it is detected. The data points are

averaged over at least 10 shots, and the error bars are an indication of the standard error

of the experiment.

The time delay t= 0 in the figures corresponds to the peak overlap between the

reflected infrared pulse from the first GaAs switch and the peak of the visible excitation

pulse at the second GaAs switch. The measured correlation signal represents the width

of the dominant temporal features in the infrared pulse. The reason for the asymmetry of

the reflection-reflection measurements is attributed to an experimental error in the delay

line scan. For long time scans greater than 20 ps, the critical alignment of the infrared

and the visible spots changes slightly. The asymmetry gives us information about the

uncertainty of the measurements. This uncertainty is estimated to be + 3 Ps.

Even though the graphs correspond to different excitation energy fluences, all of

the figures show the effective correlation width to be 17 Ps at half of the full width

half maximum. The experiments indicate that the infrared pulse width seems to be

independent of the plasma density above Evidently, this effect supports the results

obtained from the time-integrated reflectivity experiments. The reflectivity pulse widths
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Figure 5.11: Reflection-reflection correlation signal for an excitation fluence correspond
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Figure 5.13: Reflection-reflection correlation signal for an excitation fluence correspond
ing to 7Fh/n= 7.
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do not scale with the calculated pulse widths as indicated by the diffusion model.

Unfortunately, with our limited infrared laser power and detection sensitivity, exper

iments at 7Fh/ri < 2 are not possible, since the level of the reflected signal to the

background noise is high enough to wash out the reflection-reflection correlation signal.

With our reflection-reflection correlation technique it is not easy to arrive at an exact

pulse shape by these measurements alone. Of importance to our analysis is the time that

the plasma density takes to reach the critical density. This will be discussed in the next

section.

5.3.3 Cross- Correlation Measurements

In order to understand the nature of the disagreement between the diffusion based in

frared reflectivity model and the experimental results, one needs to know the exact shape

of the reflected infrared pulses, so that the time evolution of the plasma density can be

inferred from the temporal shapes of the reflectivity signals. It has been shown before

[84, 85] that the infrared reflectivity of a photoexcited GaAs wafer shows some signifi

cant variation with surface free-carrier density n0. It has a minimum when n0/n equals

( — 1)/€: E is the dielectric constant of the bulk GaAs. At n0 = n the reflectivity

has a sharp maximum. Just above n it has a minimum and from then on increases

monotonically with n0. The magnitude of the features at n0/n = ( — 1)/c and 1 de

pend on the magnitude of the free-carrier absorption. It is therefore expected that the

reflected infrared pulse will show some significant temporal variation as n0 decays from

its maximum initial value. As shown in section 4.10.2, these measurements display “jr=

f R(t’)dt’ and its slope therefore determines the magnitude of the reflectivity.

We performed several time-resolved cross correlation measurements over a wide range

of pump intensities which we relate to 7Fh/n of figure 5.10. Throughout the experimen

tal work, we selected a fixed excitation energy range and we studied the reflected infrared
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energy as a function of the time delay between the infrared and the optical excitation

pulses. Since the detection sensitivity depends on details of the optical alignment and is

likely to change from day to day, the experiments were performed in the following way.

Before realignment and laser retuning became necessary, it was possible to conduct two

experimental sequences. By placing two different sets of neutral density filters into the

pump beam, the two experimental sequences covered two different ranges of 7Fh/rI of

which the first one was chosen to fall into the linear part of figure 5.10. At the start,

at the end, and at various times during each experimental sequence, the control beam

operating the Si cut-off switch wa.s blocked-off and the measured infrared energy was dis

played as a function of the monitored energy to derive reference signals. A least square

fitted line was placed through the reference data points of the first sequence. Setting the

line intercept of the pump energy axis equal to 7Fh/n= 1 normalizes the pump energy.

We have found that it is necessary to perform the ‘reference’ experiment at the beginning

and at the end of the temporal scan.

At each optical delay line setting, which determines the cut-off time, the average of

at least 30 infrared energy signals measured for the same pump energy was determined

and normalized to the reference infrared signal for the equivalent 7Fh/n. Due to the

importance of this type of experiment, we have performed over 40 experiments covering

a wide range of experimental conditions. The basic features of the experimental setup

are discussed and outlined in section 4.10.2. The optical and data collection systems

are constantly improved throughout this work. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the results

from two experimental days for four values of ‘yFh/n (0.7 and 2 in figure 5.14, 3 and 15

in figure 5.15) which are representative of all experiments performed. They display the

normalized infrared energy ‘norm, as function of cut-off delay time. Obviously towards

the end of the reflected infrared pulse ‘norm has to approach the value of 1. The detected

infrared signals for figure 5.14 are quite small and as a result the standard error per
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point is of the order of 20%. The best fitting curves through the points have a constant

slope indicating basically a constant reflectivity after photoexcitation over the period

examined in the experiments. After 50-ps, Inorm is still less than 0.2 which indicates that

the reflected infrared pulses have a duration of several 100 ps. For the experiments of

figure 5.15 the situation is quite different. The standard error per point during the first

40-ps is 4% increasing to 7% at times later than 60 Ps. At the end of the examined

period of 100 ps, the slope, and thus the reflectivity, has decreased to zero within the

measurable accuracy. Fitting curves through each of the two sets of data points and

measuring their slope as a function of time results in normalized infrared reflectivity

pulses of the form shown in figure 5.16. The most prominent features of these pulses are

the unresolved large transient maximum of <0.8 ps duration at the time of the pump

pulse and the minimum observed 28 Ps later which we identify as the reflectivity minimum

at n0/n= ( — 1)/c.

Also remarkable is that the normalized infrared pulses for the two energy fluences

differing by a factor of five, up to t= 34 ps, are basically identical. However, since the

reference signals at 7Fh/n= 15 are three times larger than those at 7Fh/n= 3 the

actual reflected intensity for both pulses differs by a factor of three.

5.3.4 Discussion of the Time-Resolved Results

To describe the experimental results, we will consider two processes (diffusion and re

combination) which determine the time evolution of the plasma density. Our previous

calculations show that the effects of surface recombination on the time evolution of the

plasma density is unimportant [84, 85] and hence is ignored in the following calculations.

Carrier diffusion is known to increase with carrier temperature and decrease with lattice

temperature; moreover, the diffusion coefficient is also shown to have a strong depen

dence on the carrier density above a certain value where carrier degeneracy is reached
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Figure 5.14: Cross-correlation signal as a function of time for 7Fh/n= 0.7 (solid), 2.0
(empty).
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[173]. The experimental results show that once the initial carrier density surpasses 5n,

the integrated reflectivity saturates with increasing excitation fluence. This cannot be

explained by diffusion of the free carriers alone, In fact, using various models for calcu

lating the diffusion coefficient [173] in the reflectivity calculations show that the effect of

the diffusion coefficient on the decay of the surface density from Om to n, is negligible.

The time that it takes the reflectivity to reach a minimum determines the time needed

for the density of the photoexcited carriers to reach the critical density. This time is

measured to be 28 ps; by then the photoexcited carriers have cooled to the lattice

temperature and thus temperature effects on the diffusion coefficient are insignificant.

Our calculations show that diffusion is important for carrier densities below the critical

density. Hence, the simplest approach of treating the diffusion coefficient as temperature

and density independent is adequate in the following analysis.

One would expect that the decay of the free-carrier surface density, n0, during the

first hundreds of picoseconds after photoexcitation, is dominated by diffusion, while the

recombination processes catch up in nanosecond time scales. In order to study the

evolution ofn0(t) due to diffusion one has to solve the diffusioll equation. However, such

a solution shows [84, 85] that the free-carrier density as a function of distance from the

surface, z, quickly resembles that of a gaussian distribution. Since a gaussian profile is a

solution to the diffusion equation, we can assume for the present that the density, n(z, t)

is given by,

n(z,t) =n0(t)exp{—(7(t)z)2} (5.23)

withn0(t)/-y(t)= constant. From equation 5.23 and the diffusion equation (3.54), we

obtain a differential equation describing the time evolution of plasma density:

= —2D-y3. (5.24)
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Then takingn0(0)=yFh and setting -y(t = 0)=-y, we find for n0(t),

7Fh
n0(t)

= V’1 +4y2Dt
5.25)

The time, t, it takes forn0(t) to decrease to the critical density can then be calculated.

For the given values of -y and D this is:

= 6.17{(7Fh/n)2— 1}ps. (5.26)

The main contribution to the total reflected energy, ‘jr, pulses of figure 5.10 for

7Fph/fl> 3 is generated during this time. One can estimate for these pulses,

j R(t)dt < R > t. (5.27)

The average reflectivity < R > increases also, but not rapidly with 7Fh/n. At the

very least, one would expect in the presence of diffusion only, that the pulse, Ii,., of figure

5.10 like t, increases with the square of the fluence. Figure 5.10 shows that this is not the

case, instead I initially increases linearly with 7Fh and then quickly saturates. Figure

5.16 indicates that t, also saturates at “-‘ 25 ps. In the case of carrier diffusion, one would

have expected for ‘yFh/ri= 15 a time t, of the order of one nanosecond.

In order to show that normal Auger recombination at the given rate cannot explain

the observed saturation, we examined a hypothetical situation in which only this process

determines the decrease ofn0(t). The time t is given by the solution to equation 3.48:

= 14{1 — (n/-yFh)2}ns. (5.28)

In order for this time (due to Auger recombination) to be comparable to t, due to

diffusion only, it requires -yFh/nc.--’ 48. Therefore, if only diffusion and normal Auger

recombination determinen0(t), the Ii,. of figure 5.10 should increase with (7Fh/n)2over

the range shown and would only be expected to saturate at twice the maximum value
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attained in this experiment. Also t should oniy saturate at ns-time scales. Clearly, an

additional, much more rapid recombination process governs the dynamics of high density

photoexcited free carriers. This mechanism should be responsible for the saturation of

the time-integrated reflectivity signal and for the observed t being density independent.

That is, a recombination process whose recombination rate depends on the photoexcited

plasma density should be considered in the analysis.

We can model our experimental results if we assume a decay process of the same form

as Auger recombinatioll at a rate of 1= 1.9x 1028 cm6/s. This could, for example, be

a two-body recombination process for which the decay rate is nearly a linear function of

free-carrier density.

5.3.5 Modeling of Free-Carrier Density and Reflectivity

In order to model the free-carrier density development one needs to know the excitation

pulse shape. For mathematical convenience, we assume that this pulse has the form:

P(t) = 2yFpexp{_(t/rp)2}. (5.29)

For r= 0.49 ps this pulse has the same width as our laser pulse. In term of normalized

densities v = (n/ne) and f = (7Fh/n), we write the time evolution of the normalized

plasma density as:

9v t
= 2f—-exp{—-yz — (t/r)2}+ D—- — tw3. (5.30)

Here ic = Fn, and for I’ we take the rate from the previous section. The first term on

the right hand side results from the e-h generation rate, the second term arises from the

diffusion of the carriers, and the last term describes the recombination process. In order

to perform numerical integrations we simplify the diffusion term. If the distribution has

a gaussian shape of the form v =v0exp{—[z/d(t)]2},where v0 is the surface density, then
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the diffusion term simplifies to:

=
{2[z/d(t)]2- 1}v(t,z) (5.31)

9z d(t)

with

d(t)
= /(t)

(5.32)

Here N(t)(= j° v(z)dz) is the total normalized number of free carriers. We approximate

the diffusion term by this form and now can numerically integrate the differential equation

at each position z with the initial condition v(0, z)= 0. After each time step we integrate

over the profile to determine d(t). In performing the calculations one has to take into

account that the density varies most rapidly near the surface and at early times. We

chose a dimensionless length coordinate x = exp(—7z) and divided the interval 0x1

into 100 equal steps. The time intervals progressed with step number p as

i0—p3.

Figure 5.17(a) shows the resulting density profiles at various times for -yFh/n= 10,

and figure 5.17(b) indicates the temporal variation of the surface density for the same

case. Profiles for all values of 7Fh/n 3 are quite similar and reach ,= 1 at the same

time. The only difference exists in an increase of the sharp initial surface density feature

and an increase of the width of the density profile as the photon flux is increased.

Next we proceed to calculate the reflectivity for infrared radiation incident with

Brewster’s angle if v= 0. We use the Drude model for the dielectric constant {c(v) =

— i’(1 — ic)]} and introduce

= /{1
—

v0(t)[1 — ia(t)]} (5.33)

and

X = Eb{1 -v0(t)[1 - ia(t)]} -v0(t)[1
-

ia(t)]. (5.34)
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Then the amplitude reflectivity from the surface is given by [84, 85]:

r0(t) = X
(535)

Here we assumed that the imaginary part of the dielectric function, (t), is a function

of time. It arises from the free-carrier absorption and is a function of free-carrier tem

perature. In order to include the contribution to the reflectivity arising from the density

profile inside the wafer, we make the use of density steps introduced previously. Similar

to the previous approximation made for calculating the transmission cut-off, the plasma

layer is treated as a multilayered structure of variable density. Each layer is considered

to have a homogeneous density profile. Taking the density at step number m as 1m we

introduce:

am = 1 — 11m(t)[1 — ia(t)] (5.36)

and

bm(t) = {1
- Ym(t)[1 - ia(t)]} - Vm(t)[1 - i(t)}. (5.37)

In terms of these functions the reflectivity of the density step from m — 1 to m is

given by:
— am(t)bm_i(t) — am_i(t)bm(t)

rm —

am(t)bm_i(t) + am_i(t)bm(t)
The transmission through the density step in the incident direction is (1

— rm) and it is

(1 + rm) for propagation in the opposite direction.

In order to find the contribution from the whole profile we also have to consider the

phase change, /3m due to the propagation through the different optical paths of individual

layers. Writing for a length /Zm of a plasma layer m:

I b
/3m = ko/.Zmf bm_i(t) (5.39)

one finds for a density profile reflectivity:
m m

p(t) = exp(2ii3) fl[i — r?_1(t)}ri(t). (5.40)
m 1=1 1=1
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Figure 5.17: (a) Normalized density as a function of the longitudinal position and for
times t/r= 0.5 (short dash), 1.0 (solid), 27.00 (long dash) and 125.00 (dot-dash). The
initial normalized plasma density 7Fh/n= 10. (b) The insert indicates the normalized
surface plasma density as a function of normalized time.
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The total reflectivity from the plasma layer is due to the individual reflectivities from

each homogeneous layer and is given by:

r(t)
= r0 + p(t)

(5.41)
1 +r0(t)p(t)

Before we can calculate the intensity reflectivity r(t) 12 we have to assume a function

for the absorption term, a(t). Based on the experimental results for initial carrier densi

ties > n, we always measure a distinct reflectivity minimum which approaches zero after

a time of the order of 28 ps. For this minimum reflectivity to exist, we require the imagi

nary part of the dielectric function to be much smaller than 1 (i.e. small free-carrier and

intervalence band absorption). We can describe phenomenologically the time evolution

of the free-carrier and intervalence band absorptions by a single absorption coefficient

c(t). The coefficient can be written as:

a(t) = 0.001 + f{1 — exp[—(t/8r)2]}exp[—(t/10r)]. (5.42)

The carrier absorption coefficient and thus the imaginary component of the dielectric

constant is a function of the free-carrier temperature. The magnitude of the absorption

is enhanced at higher carrier temperature. In this case, one has to consider the rate

of cooling of the hot carrier distribution at a high initial carrier density which in turn

should reflect the rate of decay of free-carrier absorption. The cooling rate is taken to be

(10T)’, which is slightly larger than the value of “ 1 ps from the measurements pre

sented in reference [174]. Moreover, we also have to assume that it takes a finite time after

photoexcitation for the free-carrier absorption to reach a maximum value, which is pro

portional to the absorbed photon flux. The constant term in the expression in equation

5.42 arises from the absorption at room temperature. Figure 5.18 shows the reflectivity

pulses for f= 10 and 2 respectively. Also shown are, for f= 10, the integrated reflectiv

ity simulating the reflectivity cross-correlation and the reflectivity-reflectivity correlation
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measurements. Comparison with the experimental results of figures 5.13, 5.15, 5.16 to

figure 5.18, and figure 5.10 to 5.19 , indicates that the model provides a good representa

tion of the experimental situation. Note that the time scale in figure 5.19 is normalized

to the excitation pulse width ri,. It also shows that the situations in which the maximum

free-carrier density is below critical (f < 2.5) one obtains very long, nearly constant,

low-intensity, reflected infrared pulses. In figure 5.19 the total integrated reflectivity is

shown as a function of f = Fh/n. The calculations are performed by integrating the

reflectivity curves for various initial plasma densities. The final integration time is taken

to be 200 ps. Comparison with figure 5.10 again indicates the good agreement between

the model and the experiment.

Clearly, by invoking an additional two-body recombination mechanism whose recom

bination rate is taken to be a function of the carrier density, we are able to obtain a good

agreement between the experimental results and the proposed model calculations. So far

we have no explanation as to the exact nature of the recombination mechanism.

We believe that this phenomenological model is essentially correct; however, more

experimental and theoretical study is required to completely determine the exact nature

of the recombination process.

5.4 Frequency Spectrum Measurements

Measurements of the frequency bandwidths, /f of the reflected infrared pulses can pro

vide complementary information on the duration of the pulses, We have performed

this type of experiment for the following reason: since the infrared reflection occurs from

a time-dependent plasma layer, one expects the infrared pulse to have a frequency chirp.

The overall pulse duration can be obtained by only one single shot measurement.

However, the exact pulse width-bandwidth product for an arbitrary pulse shape depends
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Figure 5.18: Model calculations as a function of normalized time of: the normalized
infrared pulses for 7Fh/ri= 10 (upper solid line) and 2 (lower solid line ), normalized
cross-correlation signal for -yFh/n= 10 (dash-dot), and normalized reflection-reflection
correlation signal for 7Fh/n= 10 (dash).
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Figure 5.19: Model calculations for time integrated reflectivity (reflected pulse energy)
as a function of the normalized carrier density. The vertical axis scale units are arbitrary.
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on several factors: the exact shape of the pulse (gaussian, square, exponential, etc.),

how and are defined (rms, FWHM, 1/e, etc.), and the amount of chirp or other

amplitude or phase substructure within the pulse. From the previous time-resolved cross-

correlation measurements, we find that the reflected infrared pulse shapes show very

complicated structures. The main question in these cases is how to define the pulse

widths. Our approach to this problem is to analyze the pulse widths measured by the

reflection-reflection correlation experiments. This correlation experimental results shows

that the overall shapes of the reflected pulses can be approximated by gaussian pulses

with a pulse width-bandwidth product LS.r14f 0.44.

The experimental setup and the procedures for the frequency spectrum measurements

are outlined in section 4.11. We have performed several experiments to measure the

frequency spectrum. Due to the low sensitivity of the optical system, we are not able to

measure the frequency spectrum for different values of excitation energy fluences. Thus,

the experiments are only performed for high excitation levels (7Fh/n > 6). Figure 5.20

shows a typical wavelength shift spectrum for an optical pulse with an initial excitation

fluence -/Fh/n= 7. Each data point in the figure is averaged over 10 points and the

standard error of the measurements is shown as error bars. The figure shows asymmetry

where the spectrum shifts more towards the longer wavelength. From the FWHM (87

A) of the wavelegth spectrum curve, we can calculate a pulse width of 18 ps. This

calculated pulse width is in very good agreement with the direct measurements of the

correlation profile of figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.20: Wavelength shift of a reflected infrared pulse with an initial excitationfluence of 7Fh/fl 7.



Chapter 6

Ultrafast Semiconductors for 10.6 1um Optical Switching

6.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the experimental study of semiconductor materials having ultra-

short recombinatiori carrier lifetimes for possible application to optical infrared semicon

ductor switching. The major body of the experimental work is presented in our current

publications [175]—[177]. Details of experimental measurements from three types of semi

conductors: low-temperature grown GaAs, radiation damaged GaAs, and In0g5Ga015As/

GaAs relaxed superlattice structures are presented as possible candidates for ultrashort

pulse generation. Molecular beam epitaxy growth procedures for some structures and

sample preparations are also discussed. Where appropriate, the time-resolved cross-

correlation results for the carrier lifetimes are compared with the photoconductivity

measurement values reported in the literature.

6.2 The Need for Semiconductors with Ultrashort Carrier Lifetimes

In chapter 5 we discussed the experimental infrared 10.6 jim reflection from intrinsic

GaAs. Evidently, the pulses generated from such a reflection switch are too long for

our practical use. Most of the generated pulses have long reflectivity tails which last for

several picoseconds, and in order to get rid of this long reflection, alternative materials and

techniques must be used to produce ultrashort reflectivity pulses. Since we are interested

in the generation of a laser pulse with a duration of 1 ps using only one switching

171
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element, we have investigated other modified GaAs based semiconductor switches to

serve this purpose. In principle, the GaAs semiconductor is altered to have its carrier

lifetime, Tr, shorter than the radiative lifetime and the diffusion time. The nonradiative

recombination centre density and capture cross section must be large enough such that

the temporal evolution of the plasma is solely determined by the carrier recombination

and the plasma density can be reduced below the critical density in a time scale Tr.

Now, if the semiconductor materials with ultrashort recombination lifetimes (of the order

of a picosecond) are used in place of the GaAs switch, then it is possible, due to ultrafast

carrier nonradiative recombination, to generate ultrashort infrared pulses limited only by

the lifetimes of the semiconductor materials. When the semiconductor carrier lifetime

is longer than the excitation optical laser pulse, then the generation rate of the e-h

plasma can be considered to be instantaneous. That is, in time resolved cross-correlation

experiments this shows as a fast risetime of the cross-correlation signal [1 75]—[1 77]. The

decay rate of the electron hole plasma should follow the simple relation,

n(t) fl0Ct/Tr, (6.1)

which in turn determines the decay rate of the reflectivity pulses. Therefore, in principle,

this method is more attractive than just using intrinsic GaAs since the reflected infrared

pulse duration does not depend on the amount of the excitation energy fluence. Moreover,

the choice of the infrared pulse duration can be easily adjusted to the required value by

proper selection of the carrier lifetime [176]. Finally, it should be pointed out that

using time-resolved infrared reflectivity measurements provides an alternative method

for measuring Tr for semiconductor materials [l75]—[177}.
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6.3 Ultrafast Recombination Semiconductors

In this section we give a brief and largely qualitative account of the techniques used to

reduce semiconductor carrier lifetimes. Comprehensive reviews on the subject can be

found in references [178]—[182]. Our main task is to search for optimal semiconductor

materials with a minimum free-carrier absorption and a minimum carrier lifetime to guar

antee that a high reflectivity and an ultrashort decay time are exhibited simultaneously.

Different experimental approaches and techniques have been used to enhance the speed

of response of semiconductor materials. Most of the work is directed towards the design

and the fabrication of ultrawide bandwidth optoelectronic devices [178]—[180].

The techniques rely on the introduction of sufficient deep level states in the crystalline

semiconductor material. Deep levels in semiconductors are basically energy levels close

to the middle of the energy band gap. These levels can be created by impurities or by

crystal defects (vacancies and interstitials)and dislocations. Photoexcited carriers can be

captured at these sites and possibly recombine with their opposite kind. The recombi

nation process can be either a single recombination event or a multi-level recombination

event. In the latter, the photoexcited carriers are captured for a short time and then

released to be captured by another deep level and so on. Depending on the nature of the

recombination level, both types of carriers (electrons and holes) can be captured with

capture cross-sections c.e and and 0ch, for electrons and holes, respectively.

At high dopant concentrations, carrier recombination occurs through lattice defects

generated by the dopant. This causes an increase in the density of the recombination

centres. Free carriers excited in the conduction and valence bands of these materials are

rapidly trapped at deep defect levels. The carrier lifetime of GaAs can be reduced from a

few nanoseconds to 70 ps by the introduction of Cr [183]—[185], whereas by doping the

GaAs with Er (5 xl O’ cm3)the carrier lifetime is reduced to 1 ps [186]. Experimental
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observations have shown that for a doping range of 1016_1019 cm3 the carrier lifetime

decreases with increasing dopant concentration [1861. Doping InP with Fe reduces the

carrier lifetime to 100-1000 ps depending on the impurity concentration [187]—[190].

Even though these semiconductors have short lifetimes, the lifetimes for Cr:GaAs

and Fe:GaAs are not fast enough to provide significant improvement in our optical semi

conductor infrared switching system. For Er:GaAs, due to heavy Er doping, there is

significant background reflection that reduces the contrast ratio of the reflected pulse

relative to the background reflection.

Picosecond and subpicosecond carrier lifetimes can also be achieved in usual poly

crystalline and amorphous semiconductors where the naturally occurring large defects

at the grain boundaries act as effective carrier trapping and recombination centres. For

polycrystalline materials, for example, Si, Ge, and CdTe carrier lifetimes are measured

to be 2—50 ps [191], 50 Ps [192] and 4 Ps [193], respectively, and for amorphous materials

carrier lifetimes are measured to be 5-20 ps for a:Si [1941. These semiconductors have

ultrashort recombination times and clearly can be used as optical infrared semiconduc

tor switches; however, the main problem associated with such semiconductors is that

the carrier reflectivity is dramatically reduced due to increased elastic scattering. That

is, the increase in the carrier scattering results in low infrared reflection efficiencies due

to increased free-carrier absorption in the semiconductors. Consequently, a compromise

between the reflection efficiency and the speed of the switch must be reached. For these

reasons, no attempt has been made to study the infrared reflection from these materials.

The details of the theory dealing with recombination through a single level recom

bination centre is discussed by Schockley, Read and Hall (SRH) [195, 196]. The carrier

lifetime can be related to the trap density, N through the following simple relation

Tr = (6.2)
NtJc_e h <Vth >
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where < v > is the mean thermal velocity of the carrier. In this case, the trap den

sity and therefore the free-carrier lifetime are inversely related. In light of the above

equation, it is clear that one needs to increase the defect and dislocation density in the

semiconductors.

Next, we examine three types of semiconductors with ultrashort recombination carrier

lifetimes. We investigate low-temperature grown GaAs (LT-GaAs), radiation damaged

GaAs (RD-GaAs), and InGaAs/GaAs relaxed superlattice.

6.4 Using Low-Temperature Grown GaAs for Ultrafast Pulse Generation

A novel and interesting approach to shorten carrier lifetime is the use of low-temperature

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) grown GaAs (LT-GaAs). This semiconductor exhibits

a unique set of properties such as high carrier mobility
(‘—i

1O cm2/V s), ultrashort

carrier lifetime (0.4-60 ps depending on the growth temperature), high resistivity (‘--‘

1O l cm) and high quantum efficiency. The combination of the above properties at

tracted wide interest in low-temperature grown semiconductors for the development of

wide bandwidth optoelectronic devices such as photoconductors and photoconductive

switches [197]—[216]. Here, by using a GaAs layer grown by molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE) at a low substrate temperature (LT-GaAs) as an optical semiconductor switch,

we demonstrated the generation of ultra.short infrared pulses at 10.6 jim [175].

Two important parameters which determine the optical and electrical characteristics

of epitaxial growth of GaAs layers on GaAs substrates are: the substrate temperature

which must be maintained at ‘- 600°C, and the As/Ga beam-equivalent-pressure ratio.

Lowering the substrate temperature to -‘- 200°— 300° C causes a highly nonstoichiometric

growth where excess arsenic (of approximately ‘ 1%) is incorporated into the GaAs

epitaxial layer [200, 203, 205, 208, 214, 215]. Post growth annealing of the substrate
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causes the excess arsenic precipitates to form nanometer-size arsenic clusters [197] and

the resistivity increases by several orders of magnitude from 10 cm to iO fl

cm [203, 214, 215]. It is these arsenic clusters that are of great interest since they

deplete any photoexcited free carriers from the surrounding GaAs material. Ultrafast

carrier recombination is attributed to the efficient recombination centres due to excess

As clusters. Unannealed samples are found to have a variety of defects such as: neutral

and ionized arsenic antisites ([A5Ga]°’ 1020 cm3, [A5Ga]’ 5x 1018 cm3) which may

act as deep donors, arsenic interstatials (As) Ga vacancies (VGa”-’ 1018 cm3) and Ga

antisites (GaA3’—’ 5x 1018 cm3). These last two defects may act as acceptors [198]—

[201],[204, 217]. After annealing the defect concentration is reduced about an order of

magnitude with no effect on the carrier lifetime. Either both types of carriers are trapped

at midgap defect bands and then recombine; or the midgap donor or acceptor deep levels

capture carriers which then recombine. Several authors reported on the growth/anneal

temperature dependence of the carrier lifetime [203],[205]—[207],[214] and have shown

that the degree of excess As is greater for lower substrate temperatures.

6.4.1 MBE Growth of LT-GaAs Layers

In this section the LT-GaAs growth procedure is outlined. The properties of LT-GaAs

critically depend on the growth and the annealing conditions during the epitaxial growth,

any small fluctuations in any of the growth parameters can significantly alter the carrier

lifetime of the sample.

The incorporation of high density recombination centres is achieved using a noncon

ventional MBE growth technique. High densities of excess As are incorporated into a

GaAs active layer using a low substrate growth temperature with a moderate As2 over

pressure.

The LT-GaAs samples are grown by S. R. Johnson in the U.B.C. Physics Department.
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The LT-GaAs epi-layer is grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate using a vacuum

generator V80H MBE system. The substrate and the holder are treated in a U.V. gen

erated ozone atmosphere (for 4 mm) to remove any residual organics from the surface

of the wafer. After the ozone treatment, the holder and the GaAs wafer are placed into

the MBE growth chamber where the oxide is thermally desorbed under an As2 flux.

The oxide is desorbed by ramping the substrate temperature at a rate of 5°C/mm from

500°C to about 10°C above the oxide desorption temperature of -- 600°C. This process

roughens the surface of the substrate. The increase in the surface roughness and hence

the oxide desorption are monitored using laser light scattering [2181. The substrate is

smoothed by growing a 2 zm thick (1 tim/hr) GaAs buffer layer at a temperature of

600°C. Next, a 100 nm thick GaAs temperature-transition layer is grown on the buffer

layer. During the growth of this layer, the temperature of the substrate is lowered from

600°C to 320°C in 6 mm. Following this, a 200 nm thick layer of LT-GaAs is grown at

320°C with a As2 to Ga flux ratio of 3:1. After the growth of the LT-GaAs layer, the

sample is heated inside the growth chamber by raising the substrate temperature from

320° C to 550° C (in 3 mm) and annealed for 6 mm at 550° C under an As2 flux. All

layers are grown nominally undoped. From the reported value in the literature, under

these growth conditions, the arsenic precipitate density is estimated to be approximately

3x10’T cm3 with an average cluster size of’- 2—5 urn [197, 219]. It has been shown that

LT-GaAs maintains its crystalline structure [197, 199]; therefore, no attempt is made

to characterize the degree of crystallinity of the layer. The surface morphology of the

LT-GaAs shows a smooth surface with no diffuse reflection at 10.6 gum. We should point

out that during the growth process the substrate temperature is measured using diffuse

reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) [220]. This optical temperature measurement technique

has ±1°C sensitivity. Figure 6.1 shows a schematic diagram of the LT-GaAs structure

and a scanning electron micrograph of the LT-GaAs layer.
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6.4.2 Subpicosecond 10.6 urn Pulse Generation from LT-GaAs as a Reflec

tion Switch

We used a cross-correlation method outlined in section 4.10.2. to measure the temporal

JR pulse shape. Figure 6.2(a) displays a typical integrated infrared pulse energy as a

function of the relative delay. The experiment is performed at a fixed excitation energy

fluence which corresponds to a plasma density of ‘—‘ 5x10’9 cm3. The time origin in

the figure represents the relative arrival time of the visible pulse prior to the arrival of

the infrared pulse to signify the zero base line of the transmission. By differentiating the

transmission step curve in figure 6.2(a), we can obtain the pulse width. The measured

characteristic feature of the curve shows an initial rapid increase in transmission. The

rise time of the transmission cross-correlation is a clear indication that the pulse width

is about 1 + 0.2 Ps [175] with a long decaying tail. This kind of decay is expected since

the visible pulse is mainly absorbed in the LT-GaAs 200 nm thick layer; hence, most of

the e-h plasma is generated there. We attribute the short pulse to the fast recombination

times in the material, whereas the long tail is due to the GaAs buffer and the substrate

layers. Once the carriers are generated in the LT-GaAs layer they will recombine in about

0.5 ps, and the carriers which are generated in the buffer layer will persist for a longer

time. Thus the infrared reflectivity decay time depends on the diffusion of the carriers

through the buffer layer. The reflectivity tail can be reduced by making the LT-GaAs

layer much larger than the absorption skin depth of the optical pulse. The energy of the

JR pulse is estimated to be 10 pJ limited primarily by the source CO2 laser power.

The cross-correlation measurements can be compared with calculations based on a

simple model in which the free carriers are generated in the LT-GaAs film by the ab

sorption of a 0.49 Ps FWHM semi-gaussian visible pulse. The majority of the generated

carriers recombine exponentially with a lifetime of 0.5 ps while ten percent are allowed to
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diffuse into the buffer layer with a diffusion coefficient of 20 cm2/s. The cross-correlation

signal and its differential are evaluated based on a technique described in section 4.10.2.

The good agreement with the experiment indicates a free-carrier lifetime of 0.5 Ps which

agrees with the reported carrier lifetime based on the presence of a high density of As

precipitates in this material. That is, if one considers equation 6.2 with the following

parameters [203]: N= 3x10’7 cm3, u=2.83x10’3cm2, and < Vj >=2.5x107cm/s (
300 K), we calculate a carrier lifetime of 0.5 Ps. Our measured carrier lifetime is the

same as the one measured by other techniques [203].

We examined the reflected infrared energy for different levels of visible laser excitation.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the variation of the reflected infrared pulse energy as a function of

the plasma density (or energy fluence) generated in a 2 m thick LT-GaAs switch. In

contrast to the GaAs measurements (figure 5.10), the experimental results show a linear

relation and no indication of saturation at high excitation levels. The linear behaviour

for LT-GaAs is consistent with what is expected if one assumes that the existence of the

recombination centres in the sample, and that the width of the reflected pulses do not

vary with the amount of the excitation energy fluence.

In practice, the switching element is shown to be very reliable and simple to operate.

Our experimental results show that LT-GaAs, grown under the conditions specified above,

is ideally suited for optical semiconductor switching of 10.6 tm radiation.

6.5 Using Radiation Damaged GaAs for Ultrafast Pulse Generation

We have explored another potential semiconductor material for ultrashort infrared pulse

generation. Radiation damaged semiconductors are known to have ultrashort carrier
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Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic diagram representing the LT-GaAs growth layer. (b) Scanning
electron micrograph of the LT-GaAs layer.
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Figure 6.2: (a) A cross-correlation transmission signal between the IR pulse and the
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lifetimes ranging from - 100 fs to 10 Ps [221]—[230]. Our purpose in using ion bom

bardment is to take advantage of the resulting damage as a means of introducing a pre

determined defect density into the crystalline semiconductor [231]—[235]. The reduction

of the free-carrier lifetime is a direct result of the defects introduced by the irradiating

ion beam. The carrier lifetime of the radiation damaged semiconductor depends on sev

eral factors such as: the energy of the radiation beam, type of semiconductor, type of

impurities, and the material temperature. When a GaAs substrate is irradiated with

high energy particles two processes occur: the atoms in the host lattice are displaced

into interstitial sites producing a vacancy pulse interstitial (what is known as Frenkel

pairs VGaGai and VAS-AS). Both Va and VAs are effective electron and hole traps,

respectively [233, 234], and the interstitial sites Ga: and As behave as donors [182]. In

addition, nanometer-size defect clusters are also formed due to impurities implant. These

defects and vacancies act as ultrafast efficient traps and recombination centres. Radia

tion damaging GaAs with a proton beam produces various trap levels with energies 0.11,

0.31, and 0.71 eV for electrons and energies of 0.06, 0.44, and 0.57 eV for holes with

capture cross sections of 1.3x10’3 cm2 for electrons and 2.3x10’3 cm2 for holes

[235]. Earlier work on radiation damaged GaAs (RD-GaAs) [224, 225] has shown that

the carrier lifetime is reduced to 500 fs by irradiating the semiconductor with a 180 keV

proton beam at a dose of 1.37x10’5cm2. The irradiated GaAs shows no sign of loss of

crystalline structure [224, 225]; however, above that dosage, the observed carrier lifetime

is found to reach a lower limit of 500 fs.

6.5.1 RD-GaAs Samples’ Preparations and Characterizations

The infrared reflection switches are made from a 450 m thick semi-insulating (‘10 Q

cm) GaAs (100) wafer. The wafer is optically polished on both surfaces and is cleaved

into three pieces each irradiated with a different H ion dose. The ion damaging is
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performed at Dr. N. Jaeger’s Ion Implant Laboratory in the U.B.C. Electrical Engineering

Department. The samples are bombarded with a 180 keV H+ ion beam to produce

effective doses of 1 xlO’2, 1 x1014, and 1 xlO’6 cm2. During the implantation process,

the samples are mounted on an aluminum block in order to reduce sample damage due

to ion beam heating. The ion beam current density is 1,5x104 A/cm2 incident at an

angle of 70 to the surface normal and is scanned uniformly over the samples. For these

samples the thickness of the damaged layers is larger than the penetration depth of the

dye laser excitation pulse (-- 0.2 zm), thus the carriers are generated only in the radiation

damaged layer and diffusion of the carriers outside the damaged layer is of no effect.

Heavy ion bombardment of the GaAs wafer may result in a permanent change in the

crystalline structure of the semiconductor. Early work showed that bombardment with

a high H+ ion dose > 1.37x1015 cm2 on crystalline GaAs transforms it into an amor

phous material [224, 225]. In order to characterize accurately the structure of the ion

damaged layer, several ellipsometric measurements were performed on the highly radia

tion damaged samples and compared to the measured dielectric function of undamaged

GaAs. The ellipsometric measurements were performed by Dr. R. Parsons’ group in

the U.B.C. Physics Department. Figure 6.4 shows the resultant dielectric function for

the radiation damaged GaAs with an ion dose of 1 x 1016 cm2. It is clear that there is

no significant change in the form of the dielectric function except the disappearance of

the peaks around 3 eV. This and the overall small deviations of the dielectric function

are attributed to the surface roughness. The result suggests that the RD-GaAs samples

maintain their crystalline structures even at an ion dose level of 1 x 1016 cm2.
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6.5.2 Subpicosecond 10.6 1um Pulse Generation from RD-GaAs as a Reflec

tion Switch

The experimental arrangement and the procedure used to generate and to measure the

pulse widths are similar to the ones presented in section 4.10.2 except for the replacements

of the LT-GaAs switch with RD-GaAs switches.

We have used a cross-correlation method again to time resolve the reflected infrared

laser pulse shapes. In performing the experiments, all the switches are irradiated with

enough excitation energy fluence to produce electron-hole plasma density of ‘-‘ 2 x 1019

cm3. Figure 6.5 shows some of the typically measured cross-correlation signals from the

three RD-GaAs switches. Each data point in the plots is averaged over at least 60 single

shots and the error bar is an indication of the standard error in the measurements. These

curves represent the temporal integral of the reflected infrared pulses. The differentials

of these curves with respect to time provides an accurate representation of the temporal

shape of the reflected infrared pulses. The risetimes of these pulses is governed by the

risetime of the excitation pulse (490 fs). The measured pulse width is found to be a

strong function of the ion dosage on the switch. At an H+ ion dose of 1 x 1012 cm2

the reflected infrared pulse is measured to be 15+1.5 ps. By increasing the irradiation

ion level to 1 xlO’4 cm2 the reflected infrared pulse width is reduced to 2.4+0.3 Ps.

An additional increase in the dosage level to 1 xlO’6 cm2 further reduces the reflected

infrared pulse to 600±200 fs. By taking our detectivity for these pulses, we estimate

the reflected energy of the infrared pulses to be 5 pJ. This corresponds to a peak

reflectivity of 50%. The results for the lx 1016 cm2 RD-GaAs switch reflection pulse

width is comparable with the visible excitation pulse width of 490 fs. Therefore, under

our experimental conditions, the reflected infrared pulse width is mainly determined by

the lifetime of the semiconductor switch and the width of the visible excitation pulse. In
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light of the above experimental results, to produce and measure pulse widths of shorter

duration the visible excitation pulse must be compressed.

In order to explain the observed ultrafast carrier recombination times, we can approx

imate the carrier lifetime by equation 6.2. If one assumes that N is directly proportional

to the H ion dose and that the reflectivity pulse width represents the carrier lifetime,

then a log—log plot of the ion dose as a function of infrared reflected pulse width should

result in a linear curve with a slope of —1. Figure 6.6 represents a plot of the mea

sured reflected infrared pulse width as a function of the H+ ion dose. The curve shows

the predicted linear relationship between the reflected infrared laser pulse and the ion

dose. However, the calculated experimental slope is —0.4 which differs from the predicted

slope of —1. One possible explanation is that the density of the recombination centres is

not directly proportional to the ion dose. This is similar to what has been observed iii

erbium-doped GaAs [186]. The other possibility is that the defect density is lower than

the density of the optically generated carriers which may result in the saturation of the

traps and the recombination centres due to excess free carriers.

From figure 6.6 we can calculate the relationship between the ion dose, Q, and the

reflected infrared pulse width, r, in picoseconds to be:

= 106Q°4 (6.3)

With the above relation, one can simply tailor the infrared pulse width to the required

duration by simply adjusting the amount of damage on the switch. In fact, by adjusting

the dosage across the surface of the wafer, a multi-speed switch can be easily constructed

on a single wafer.
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6.6 Using Ino.85Gao.i5As/GaAs GaAs for Ultrafast Pulse Generation

In this section, we investigate a novel and alternative semiconductor structure for ap

plication to infrared semiconductor switching. The growth of lattice mismatched semi

conductor layers by MBE above the critical layer thickness results in the formation of

defects and dislocations. Clearly, in the fabrication of electronic devices, it is undesir

able to introduce dislocations where the ultimate performance, efficiency, and lifetime

of the devices are mainly limited by the dislocations introduced during epitaxial growth

[236]—[239]. However, increasing the recombination centre density during the epitax

ial growth enhances the speed of the material. Dislocations at the interfaces between

lattice mismatched semiconductors such as InGaAs and GaAs, can serve as ultrafast

non-radiative recombination centres. The growth sequence of InGai_As/GaAs can be

divided into the following stages: (a) initial growth where InGai_As is grown under co

herent strain where only a finite amount of lattice mismatch is accommodated by strain;

(b) intermediate growth when the InGai_rAs layer thickness reaches the critical layer

thickness (which depends on the strained alloy indium concentration) and dislocations

are generated at the interface; and (c) the final growth phase when the thickness of the

InGaAs layer is increased far beyond the thickness of the critical layer, a relaxation of the

structure takes place and as a result some of the lattice mismatch is accommodated by

misfit dislocations. Continual growth above this point results in an island-type growth

structure [239, 240].

6.6.1 MBE Growth of Ino.85Gao.15As/GaAs Relaxed Superlattice

The samples are grown by S. R. Johnson in the U.B.C. Physics Department. The layers

are grown on a semi-insulating (100) GaAs substrate using the Vacuum Generators V8OH

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) machine. The substrate preparation procedure is similar
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to the one discussed previously in section 6.4.1. The layer thicknesses of the superlattice

are as follows: the first three layers consist of 210 A of GaAs on 84 A ofIn085Ga015As,

the next three layers consist of 210 A of GaAs on 126 A ofIn0•85Ga015As, and the last

four layers consist of 210 A of GaAs on 84 A ofIn0•85Ga015As. These layers are grown

at a substrate temperature of 500 °C. The substrate is annealed at 630 °C for 3 mm. A

schematic diagram of the structure is presented in figure 6.7

The lattice mismatch between the In085Ga015As layer and the GaAs layer is 6%.

The layers of the InGaAs/GaAs superlattice are relaxed as they are much thicker than

the critical layer thickness which is oniy a few monolayers (‘-. 20 A) [239, 241]. The

surface roughness of the grown structure is greater than the surface roughness of the

lattice matched buffer layer. However, this roughness is not large enough to cause diffuse

reflection at 10.6 1um. The sample showed a smooth and featureless surface when observed

with a scanning electron microscope.

In order to enhance the effects of non-radiative recombination at the defects, several

steps are taken to ensure maximum recombination efficiency: alternating layers of InGaAs

and GaAs are chosen so that the total number of interface boundaries and, hence, the total

number of the dislocations is maximized. The total thickness of the relaxed superlattice

is chosen to be about the same as the absorption skin depth of the visible excitation pulse,

such that the majority of the carriers are optically generated throughout the superlattice

structure. At this high In concentration, the layer grows as islands [239, 240, 242, 243].

6.6.2 Ultrafast 10.6 tm Pulse Generation from In0g5Ga0isAs/GaAs as a Re

flection Switch

We have used a cross-correlation technique to measure the carrier lifetime in the super

lattice structure. The details of the experimental set up and the measurement procedure

are similar to previous ones except for the replacement of the LT-GaAs or RD-GaAs
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with the Ino.g5Gao.isAs/GaAs relaxed superlattice structure. The ultrafast change of the

10.6 im reflection is monitored as a function of time delay between the visible excitation

pulse used to turn on the Si switch and the infrared pulse. The excitation energy fluence

throughout the experiment is kept constant and is estimated to be 0.4 mJ/cm2. With

knowledge of the pulse energy, spot size, and the absorption skin depth, we can estimate

the maximum generated electron-hole (e-h) plasma density per pulse to be 5 x 1019 cm3.

The cross-correlation reflectivity curve represents the temporal behaviour of the opti

cally generated plasma inside the relaxed superlattice structure. The risetime is governed

by the generation rate of the e-h plasma created by the 490 fs excitation laser pulse. Ini

tially, the optically induced plasma remains confined to the absorption skin depth layer

of 220 nm. As time evolves, the defects/dislocations at the interfaces and throughout the

rest of the relaxed superlattice will act as ultrafast non-radiative recombination centres

for the plasma as it diffuses throughout the layers. Figure 6.8 illustrates a typical cross-

correlation curve, where the reflectivity is plotted versus the time delay following the

plasma excitation for the initial 10-ps following excitation. The cross-correlation curve

resembles the integral of a double exponential reflectivity function. When the differential

of the reflectivity cross-correlation curve is plotted on a logarithmic scale, as shown in

figure 6.9, it is clear that there are linear regions representing two intrinsic recombinatiori

times. The initial ultrafast decay is measured to be 2.6 ± 0.3 ps, and the slow decay is

10.0 ± 0.3 ps. The 2.6 ps exponential decay time represents the effective recombination

lifetime of the carriers at the dislocations and defects. The origin of the long 10 Ps de

cay tail may be due to space charge regions near dislocations which produce potential

barriers and wells for non-equilibrium holes and electrons. These barriers/wells occur

in regions around dislocations, where strain is maximized. Once the plasma is created,

all the electrons/holes occupy different states high/low in the conduction/valence bands.
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While most of the carriers recombine rapidly at recombination centres, a significant num

ber with low energy get trapped by the barriers/wells and therefore have a much longer

recombination time. These trapped carriers recombine through Auger recombination. As

a result, one expects a long infrared reflectivity tail indicating the presence of these carri

ers. The structure’s carrier lifetime is comparable to that of RD-GaAs ( with a dose of ‘-

2x1012 cm2) and LT-GaAs semiconductors (grown at 300 °C). It should be noted that

this structure can be utilized as an ultrafast optical-optical infrared reflectivity switch

[177]. Here, we managed to generate ultrashort 10.6 m laser pulses of 10 Ps duration.

After this experiment was completed and the results were submitted for publication

[177], two papers appeared in the literature which discuss carrier lifetime in similar

structures [237, 244]. Pelouch and Schlie [244] measured a rapid absorption recovery

signal of the order of ‘—‘ 10 Ps fl a Ino,65Gao.35As/GaAs structure. They attribute the

ultrafast absorption recovery to recombination at misfit dislocations. On the other hand,

the results of the recently published work by Hugi et al. [237] showed two lifetime scales

for similar structures mainly Ps for electrons and 10 Ps for holes. They attribute the 3

ps lifetime to trapping at substitutional oxygen on arsenic site °As (with corresponding

density and capture cross-section of 8x10’6 cm3 and 1.9x10’3 cm2, respectively) and

the 10 Ps lifetime due to large densities of misfits and threading dislocations due to lattice

mismatch.

6.7 Conclusion of the Chapter

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the feasibility of generating ultrashort pulses at 10.6

m using LT—GaAs, RD-GaAs, and Ino.s5Gao.isAs/GaAs relaxed superlattice as single

switching elements. The pulse duration ranges from 600 fs to 15 Ps depending on the

active switching elements. Furthermore, with the optimization of the growth parameters
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of LT-GaAS, and the use of RD-InP pulses as short as 100 fs at 10.6 m can be easily

produced. Obviously this requires reducing the pumping pulse width to 100 fs.

The sensitivity of this technique to low-density photogerierated plasmas (compared to

using the visible beam as an optical probe) and the deep penetration depth of the probe

laser beam make it ideal for studying carrier dynamics of buried interfaces where elec

trically injected carriers are generated deep within the structure. This is clearly demon

strated in the measurement of the non-equilibrium carrier lifetime in Ino.s5Gao.i5As/GaAs

relaxed superlattice [177].

It should be emphasized that the experiment described above provides an example

of the utilization of this switch at 10.6 m; however, the frequency of the reflected pulse

is determined by the infrared laser radiation source. By replacing the CO2 laser with

another infrared laser (A 1 nm), it is possible to generate ultrashort pulses at these

wavelengths. It is interesting to note that the generation of optical pulses in the far-

infrared range, with a pulse duration of less than one optical cycle, can be achieved with

this method.

Finally, we should point out that in conducting the previous experiments, the carriers

are initially injected with excess energy high in the conduction band. The contribution

of intraband carrier relaxation and intervalley scattering may play a role in determining

the duration of the reflectivity pulses. Clearly, it is preferable to photoexcite the carriers

with photon energy just above the band gap such that the effects of these processes are

minimized.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work

7.1 Introduction

This chapter summarizes the major experimental results of this dissertation, followed by

some useful suggestions for future experimental work on ultrashort pulse generation and

semiconductor probing.

7.2 Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, we first described the principles and the theory behind optical semicon

ductor switching and the possibility of generating subpicosecond infrared pulses at 10.6

jtm. A numerical simulation of the switching process was presented to aid in the under

standing of the infrared single-switching process. The original model, which is based on

the carrier diffusion from the surface of the switch into the bulk, shows the feasibility

of producing picosecond and femtosecond laser pulses. The pulse duration is found to

depend on the initial injected carrier density.

The measurement techniques used during the course of the experiments are time - inte

grated infrared reflectivity measurements, time-integrated infrared transmission measure

ments, time-resolved reflection-reflection correlation measurements, and time - resolved

cross-correlation measurements. The information obtained from these experiments is

used to determine the speed and the optimum operation of the optical semiconductor

198
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switches. Even though the initial original-model calculations provide a reasonable de

scription of some of the observed infrared reflectivity experimental results, the model

does not fully describe the observed time-resolved reflectivity pulses from GaAs. This is

confirmed by performing detailed experimental investigations of the basic characteristics

and the temporal evolution of the photogenerated plasma in a GaAs infrared reflection

switch. The information obtained from the original model and an enormous number of

experiments on GaAs are used to develop a better model that accounts for the overall

temporal and integrated behaviour of the infrared reflectivity pulses. By introducing an

additional two-body recombination mechanism, whose rate is a function of the carrier

density, we are able to obtain good agreement between the proposed model calculations

and the experimental results. Experimentally, at carrier densities - 10n, the two-body

recombination time is found to be 0.5 ps. It is clear that this ultrashort recombina

tion time cannot be explained in terms of Auger or density independent two-body re

combination processes. A possible recombination mechanism might be a nonradiative

plasmon-assisted recombination with a recombination rate F= 1.9 x 10—28 cm6/s. This

recombination mechanism is more efficient at high plasma density. As the plasma density

and plasma frequency increase, the electrons at the bottom of the conduction band re

combine with the holes high in the valence band. The recombination mechanism results

in the emission of plasmons. To our knowledge, there is no experimental observation of

plasmon-assisted recombination in GaAs, and one cannot conclude that from performing

reflectivity measurements alone. Clearly, other experiments are required to verify this

recombination mechanism.

In addition to the transient 10.6 zm reflectivity from the GaAs switch, the absorption

of infrared radiation in Si of various doping is investigated after free carriers are gener

ated by absorption of a subpicosecond laser pulse of above band gap photon energy. A

theoretical model is presented which predicts the transmission coefficient for an infrared
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laser pulse through a photogenerated e-h plasma in Si of various surface free-carrier den

sities. By fitting the experimental data to the theoretical predictions, the imaginary

component of the dielectric function is accurately determined. From the results, the free-

carrier absorption cross-sections at 10.6 ,im and the relaxation times are calculated. The

momentum relaxation time in n-doped Si is measured to be 10.6 fs, whereas for p-doped

and intrinsic Si it is found to be 26.5 fs. These measurements are used to determine

the speed of the infrared transmission cut-off switch. Application of the transmission

cut-off switch to the time-resolved cross-correlation method showed that it is possible to

measure the duration and the shape of infrared pulses with a resolution limited only by

the duration of the excitation laser pulse.

Clearly, for ultrashort pulse generation, the type of semiconductor material used for

the switching process is crucial. The duration of the 10.6 im laser pulses generated

from a single GaAs optical semiconductor switch are 20—30 Ps long. These pulses

are two orders of magnitude longer than what we expected to produce. We have found

that to operate a single switch with a subpicosecond speed, the optically induced carrier

lifetime must be reduced. Thus, several techniques were explored during the course of

the experimental work to reduce the carrier lifetime. Ultrafast recombination centres

are introduced during the semiconductor material growth procedure, by irradiation of

the semiconductor material with an ion beam, and by the creation of defects in lattice

mismatched semiconductors.

By using a 200 nm low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy grown GaAs layer grown

at a low temperature of 320 °C on a GaAs substrate, we demonstrated the generation

of 1 picosecond infrared pulses at 10.6 ftm. The presence of many As precipitates in

this material act as fast recombination centres, giving the optically generated carrier a

lifetime of 0.5 ps. Furthermore, ultrafast infrared pulses at 10.6 tm as short as 600 fs are

produced by using radiation damaged GaAs with a 180 KeV H dose of lx 1016 cm2
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as an optical-optical switch. It was found that the generated infrared reflectivity pulse

widths are proportional to the H dose to the power —0.4. This allowed precise control

over the generated pulse duration. We believe pulses as short as 100 fs can be relatively

easily achieved by the use of radiation damaged InP as an optical semiconductor switch.

We have also investigated the recombination lifetime of nonequilibrium carriers in a

highly excited Ino.s5Gaoi5As/GaAs relaxed superlattice structure by studying the time-

resolved infrared reflectivity at 10.6 gum. Lattice mismatch between Ino85Ga015As and

GaAs layers gives rise to misfit dislocations which act as ultrafast recombination centres

which result in a dramatic decrease of the carrier lifetime. We demonstrated that this

carrier lifetime is 2.6 ps. Laser pulses as short as 10 ps were produced using this structure.

This thesis demonstrates the feasibility of generating femtosecond laser pulses using

only a single optical semiconductor switch. The lasers, the electronic equipment, and the

optical diagnostic systems built as part of this thesis work are still in use and many more

interesting experiments are planned using this ultrashort pulse laser system. Currently,

a unique high-energy 1 J, 500 fs CO2 laser system, based on this work, is being

developed. The low power optically switched 10.6 m laser pulses will be amplified in

a 15 atmosphere CO2 laser amplifier module for the purpose of studying laser-plasma

interactions.

7.3 Suggestions for Further Work

During the course of the experimental work, several alternative techniques concerned

with the generation of ultrashort laser pulses were frequently discussed in our laboratory.

Here, we present an experimental proposal for producing such pulses and an alternate

method for probing semiconductors.
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7.3.1 Ultrashort 10.6 Aum Laser Pulse Generation by Beam Deflection

Here, we propose a simple technique for producing an ultrashort laser pulse in a wide

range of wavelengths. The proposed technique is based on ultrafast beam deflection using

the transient optical Kerr effect in highly nonlinear materials [245]—[252] . The principle

of ultrafast all-optical laser beam (pulse) deflection is discussed by several authors for

application to all-optical modulation [248], all-optical subpicosecond streak camera [250],

ultrafast pulse duration measurement [249], and femtosecond laser pulse generation [250,

251]. The analysis presented in this section is similar to those of references [248]—[252].

The optical arrangement of the ultrafast optical Kerr deflector is illustrated in figure

7.1, and it consists of the following components: a CW CO2 laser, an intense ultrashort

pump pulse of a duration of 500 fs, a nonlinear material such as CS2, a small entrance

slit, a focusing lens, and a small pinhole. The basic operation of the ultrashort pulse

generation scheme is simple: the nonlinear optical material is placed behind a small

entrance slit of width d0, then the CO2 laser beam is directed perpendicular onto the

aperture and is focused by a small focal length lens on the edge of a pin hole of width

W. The intense ‘-. 1 mJ, 616 nm, 490 fs laser pulse is directed on the entrance slit at

an angle with respect to the CO2 beam, so that it excites a prism-shaped volume in

the CS2 cell, as shown in figure 7.1. The CO2 laser beam passes through an optically

induced temporal prism which is created by the intense pump beam due to the optical

Kerr effect. The nonlinear refractive index, is time dependent and it is equal to

n2Is(i), where n2 is the nonlinear refractive index coefficient, and I3(t) is the visible

pump pulse intensity. As the 10.6 m beam propagates through the medium of length

L, the temporal Kerr prism causes spatial phase modulation that results in the infrared

beam deflection. Clearly, the deflection angle, Od(t), is a function of time; therefore,

for ultrafast deflection operation, it is appropriate to use materials with an ultrafast
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nonlinear response. If the infrared deflected beam is made to scan a small pinhole placed

at a distance S away from the nonlinear medium, the transit time of the deflected beam

through the opening, W, can be of the order of a picosecond or less. Thus, an ultrashort

pulse is produced by ultrafast transmission through the pinhole.

As an illustrative example, we present some simple approximate calculations to deter

mine the minimum pulse width that can be produced at 10.6 tim. The numerical values

that are used in the calculations are based on the lasers, material, and components which

are available in our laboratory. More comprehensive calculations should be performed to

properly characterize the speed of the device in detail.

In the far field approximation where S >> L and d0, the time, TD, needed for the

deflected infrared beam to scan a small pinhole is related to the deflection angle Oj by

_

W dO -1
TD

— --(--) . (7.1)

With the aid of figure 7.1 and by using Snell’s law for light refraction, we obtain the

expression

(n0 +n1)L =n0[LcosOd +d0siriOdj (7.2)

where n0 is the linear refractive index. By using a small deflection angle approximation,

Od and COSOd 1, the expression reduces to

O(t)d
= nt)L

(7.3)

An important parameter that must be considered is the diffraction of the deflected beam.

The diffraction angle determines the number of the resolvable spots (resolution of the

deflector), N, and thus the minimum aperture width of the pinhole. For a gaussian

beam, the far field diffraction angle, O, is given by

A
Of = , (7.4)

7rw0
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where w0 is the beam waist. Using equations 7.3 and 7.4, the number of resolvable spots

is

N3 = 0d = w0n1L
(75)

The minimum aperture size is limited by the diffraction spot of the infrared beam. For

minimum separation of two observable spots, the minimum pin hole width is given by

(7.6)
7tW0

The rate of change of the deflection angle with time is proportional to the rate of

change in the nonlinear refractive index, ni. Therefore it is highly desirable to use a

nonlinear material with an ultrafast response time, Tr. For an ultrafast excitation pulse,

the expression dOd/dt can be approximated by its instantaneous response to the pulse:

dOd — dn1 L n1L
7 7dt — dt doTrdo

By combining equations 7.1, 7.6 and 7.7, one obtains an expression for the minimum

pulse width that can be obtained from such a deflector

\d0Tr
TD,mjn = (7.8)

lrwonrjl L

It is possible to produce intense pulses with our ultrashort laser system (1 mJ in

490 fs pulse) of the order of 50 GW/cm2.Using this intensity and n2= 1.5xl011 (esu)

for CS2, we obtain a value for ni=6.3x103.By substituting some realistic numerical

values: Tr 2 ps [251], d0 w0, L = 23 mm (i.e. cv= 85°), and )= 10.6 m, we calculate

a minimum pulse width of 46 fs with N3= 43. This pulse is approximately 1.5 optical

cycles of the CO2 laser radiation. The potential for this technique to generate even

shorter pulses is possible by simply using a faster nonlinear medium.
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Figure 7.1: Schematics of the all-optical beam deflector used for ultrashort pulse gener
ation.
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7.3.2 Back Surface Infrared Reflectivity Measurements

An interesting experiment that can be performed is a measurement of the backside in

frared reflection from GaAs as illustrated in figure 7.2. The experimental arrangement is

the same as that used for front surface probing of GaAs, except that the optical excitation

pulse is made incident on the GaAs from the backside and the infrared probe is incident

on the front surface. As a result, the e-h plasma density gradient is created in the oppo

site direction from the usual infrared switch operation. The 10.6 jim radiation interacts

with an e-h plasma which is exponentially increasing with depth. Clearly, the reflection

properties (efficiency, pulse shape, and duration) of the backside illuminated switch are

different from the standard operation. Unlike time-resolved front side probing, where

the infrared beam is reflected off a thin overdense plasma layer, for backside reflection

the probing infrared radiation propagates through a thicker plasma layer with its critical

density layer propagating into the bulk. Thus, one expects to observe a stronger phase

modulation across the reflected pulse. We performed with success a pilot experiment

to see whether we could observe this effect. However, no further attempt was made to

time-resolve the duration of the reflected pulses. The detector-limited pulse shapes are

found to be very sensitive to the angle of the excitation beam relative to the sample. It

is not clear why this is the case. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, no further work

was done to characterize the observations. A follow-up experiment of interest would be

to perform accurate frequency shift measurements on both front and back surface reflec

tions and the variations of the pulse width with the excitation angle. This experiment

also shows that it is possible to probe with high sensitivity the dynamics of electrically

or optically injected e-h plasma buried inside semiconductor devices.
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Figure 7.2: Schematics of the backside infrared reflection experiment.
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Appendix A

,5Y

co

Design Circuits of the Synchronization Unit

This appendix outlines the electronic circuit diagrams of the synchronization unit

used to synchronize the hybrid CO2 laser with the femtosecond laser pulse system.

Diagram A.1:
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Appendix A. Design Circuits of The Synchronization Unit

Diagram A.3:
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Diagram A.4:
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Diagram A.5:
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Appendix B

The Fast Photodetector Amplifier Circuit and Performance

In this appendix we present a complete electronic circuit design of a fast photode

tector amplifier which was discussed in Chapter 4. The amplifier electronic circuit

is shown in figure B.l. The amplifier’s output as a function of pulse frequency is

presented in figure B.2.

In order to check the pulse width distortion and measure the gain of the amplifier,

a 1 ns (337 nm) pulse from a nitrogen laser is attenuated to the signal level of that

from Cu:Ge. The signal is detected with a fast detector (Hamamatsu-R1193U.03)

and displayed on the 1 GHz bandwidth oscilloscope. The amplifier does not cause

any pulse distortion, as shown in figure B.3. The measured gain at 1 GHz is 34 dB.
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Figure B.3: (a) Input signal to the amplifier. (b) Amplified output signal from the am
plifier.



Appendix C

SW4—C
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Circuit Design of the Pulse Integration Module

In this appendix, we present the circuit diagrams for the pulse integration module

(PIM) which was discussed in Chapter 4.

Diagram C.1:

NOl.
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Appendix C. Circuit Design of The Pulse Integration Module

Diagram C.4:
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Diagram C.6:
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Diagram C.7:
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Appendix C. Circuit Design of The Pulse Integration Module
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Diagram C.12:
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Appendix D

The Autocorrelator Design and Optical Components

The main component in the design of the autocorrelator is the second harmonic

generation crystal (SHG). The nonlinear crystal used in the current setup is a 0.5

mm thick Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate (KDP) crystal with a 10 mm aperture.

The angular adjustment of the crystal is very crucial in obtaining a SR signal; there

fore, the crystal is mounted on a fine-rotational-tilt stage which provides excellent

control over the crystal alignment. The crystal is oriented to obtain a maximum

SH signal which emerges from the crystal along the bisector of the two converging

input light beams.

In order to produce a SH signal from the 616 nm laser pulses, the two pulses must

be simultaneously present at the crystal with a phase matching angle of 59.26° from

the optical axis. The crystal is cut at an angle of 58.6° which is slightly less than

the phase matching angle. The small angle difference of 0.7° eliminates the back

reflection into the laser cavity.

The thickness of the crystal limits the temporal resolution of the autocorrelator.

This can limit the minimum pulse that can be measured with this device. The

crystal length determines the bandwidth of the SHG signal, and it should be shorter

than the coherence length of the frequency components of the light pulse in order

to avoid dispersion. For a given KDP crystal length, ALcry, one can calculate the

bandwidth resolution, AVcr,, of the autocorrelator from the following relation [253]

VcryALcry = 0.3122(nm — cm) (D.1)

From our experimental parameters, the temporal resolution of the autocorrelator
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is calculated to be 90 fs times the pulse shape factor. For a double exponential

pulse shape the autocorrelator resolution, due to the crystal thickness only, is --‘ 40

fs. The overall resolution is ‘ 60 fs. This temporal resolution is adequate for our

experimental purposes.

The KDP crystal is transparent to both fundamental (616 nm) and SH (308 urn)

signals; therefore, for proper SH detection, the fundamental signal must be filtered

out. In the autocorrelator design, a piece of 3x5x5 cm3 Corning (G 57-54-1) U.V.

glass filter is used. The filter is inserted directly in front of the photornultiplier

housing.

Since the SH signal is in the U.V. range, for the detection of such signal one requires

a photomultiplier which is sensitive to this wavelength. In the autocorrelator design,

we used a Hamarnatsu photomultiplier with a U.V. input window and a risetime of

2.5 us. The photornultiplier is biased to a voltage of 600 V. Due to the operating

sensitivity of the photornultiplier, it is placed in a light-tight cylindrical housing

with the SR signal entering through a 3 mm diameter pinhole.

A low pass filter/amplifier is used to filter out the high frequency components in

the autocorrelation trace and to amplify the autocorrelation signal. The circuit

design for the filter/amplifier is presented in figure D.1. The output signal from the

electronic amplifier/filter arrangement is used to drive the vertical axis of a high

impedence oscilloscope, where the signal amplitude corresponds to points on the

autocorrelation trace. All the mirrors used in the autocorrelator are front surface

aluminum coated silica: M1—M5 are 2.5 cm in diameter and 6.5 mm in thickness.

The retrorefiector mirrors M6 and M7 have a dimension of 12.5x 12.5x6 mm3.

The 50:50 beam splitter used in the autocorrelator is 6.35 cm in diameter. The

focussing lens is a plano convex type with a focal length of 3 cm and a diameter of

12 mm. This lens is mounted on a homemade fine-translation stage to adjust the

focus on the SH crystal. The rotation of the mirrors is done with a torque motor
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which rotates at a constant reliable frequency of 25 Hz. This motor provided an

almost vibrational-free scanning mechanism. The control box of the autocorrelator

has the functions of: relative delay scan adjustment between the trigger pulse and

the autocorrelation scan, and signal gain adjustment. Triggering of the oscilloscope

from the autocorrelator is performed using an optical interrupter placed under the

rotating mirrors. The delay of the trigger signal can be adjusted between 0.5 to 10

ms relative to the beginning of the scan.

D.1 Calibration of the Autocorrelator

It is clear that one is required to calibrate the time scale on the oscilloscope screen

from the relative scanning time to the real time. The calibration of the horizontal

scale is done manually. Here, one uses the optical pulse itself to calibrate the time

scale. If the two arms of the interferometer are equal, both laser pulses overlap only

at one point in time. When the retroreflector is scanned while the rotating arm is

spinning, the dye pulses overlap at different points in time, resulting in the SH

signal peak being shifted as a function of the retroreflector scan. One can use this

to obtain a calibration factor for the autocorrelator from the following relation

Tscaie —20t(ps/ms) (D.2)

where Xd is the distance in mm travelled by the retroreflector arm, Sd is the peak

shift in ms of the SH signal, and t is the time scale. The factor of 2 accounts for

the actual distance travelled by the pulse. Experimentally, the calibration factor is

measured to be 81.33 ps/ms. Theoretical calculation of the calibration factor from

reference [134] gives

Tscaie
= 4frDr

(D.3)

where c is the speed of light, Dr (= 7.62 cm) is the distance between the two

rotating mirrors, and fr (= 25 Hz) is the rotational frequency, giving a calibration
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factor of 79.79 ps/ms which is in good agreement with the above measured value.




